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Our Initial Number

WE have so far managed to keep in touch
with Cyko users by personal correspond-
ence and occasional circulars, but it is

getting beyond us. The army of workers in the
studio and elsewhere has grown too large, so we
have decided to issue, from time to time and as
often as once a month, this little magazine. We
hope that photographers will use it freely as amedium
for exchanging information with the rest of the
craft. Each issue of this magazine will be mailed
to over fourteen thousand photographers, so that the
reader will get ten times over the amount of in-
formation which he may give. It will be like sow-
ing a few seeds to reap a harvest, but as a further
inducement, we offer to pay ten dollars for every
contribution of general interest regarding Cyko
paper of not less than five hundred words or more
than one thousand ; the amount to be paid on pub-
lication. We, as manufacturers, will give informa-
tion from our standpoint. We will devote our
efforts as paper makers of over thirty years' experi-
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ence—and one of the pioneers in the making of

developing papers—to continue producing an abso-

lutely uniform printing medium possessing qualities

sufficiently plastic to allow free scope to the tech-

nique of the individual printer, but it is the photog-
rapher who usually discovers new ways and new
methods for unfolding the unlimited possibilities of

Cyko and of developing papers in general. Of this

we have abundant proof, and we wish to impress on
our readers, as forcibly as we can, that we will

simply act as a large central exchange for Cyko
news and will rely on them to set the news bureau
going.

7HE development of one's per-

sonality cannot be accomplished
in isolation or solitude; the

process involves close and enduring
association with one's fellows. If zvork

were purely a matter of mechanical
skill, each worker might have his cell

and perform his task, as in a prison.

But work involves the entire person-

ality, and the personality finds its com-
plete unfolding, not in detachment, but

in association.

—Hamilton Wright Mabie.
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One Thing More

BEFORE we start on our work of collecting and
imparting information which will help our
readers to take many steps forward, we wish

to suggest that, if you are not at present using Cyko,
you invest one dollar and fifty cents for a gross of
cabinet Red Label Cyko, or two dollars for a gross of
Professional grade in the surface best adapted to your
class of work, so that you may intelligently follow
what we may have to tell you hereafter. You will
not be able to do it if you are not familiar with
Cyko. The grades are as follows: Professional
(Brown Label) for studio portraiture, producing
soft effects from contrasty negatives; Soft Cyko
(Red Label) for contrasty negatives and also excel-
lent for studio portraiture; Normal Cyko (Yellow
Label) for average negatives, that is, negatives that
have been correctly exposed and correctly developed
and well balanced in every respect; Contrast Cyko
(Blue Label) for weak negatives. Each one of these
grades is made in the following surfaces: Glossy
(Glossy surface), Studio (Matte Collodion surface),
Semi-Matte (Smooth Platinum surface), Rough
(Rough Platinum surface). These surfaces are also
furnished on double weight stock, so that in order-
ing your paper for stock please specify

:

First—Quantity.

Second—Size.

Third—Grade.

Fourth—Surface.

Knowledge Is Essential

The question of ordering and using the right
grade is very essential. The following rather amus-
ing incident will illustrate the necessity for selecting



the right grade of Cyko and for using Cyko in prefer-

ence to any other paper

:

Our demonstrator, Sydney W. Whiteman, made
a demonstration some time ago before the members
of the Toronto Camera Club. For the purpose of

the demonstration a photographer, who we will call

Mr. A, was good enough to lend him a number of

his negatives, the majority of which were very art-

istic from the standpoint of composition, etc., but
were extremely thin. Several members of a photo-
graphic company, who we will call B, and who are

controlled by one of the largest paper makers in this

country, were present at this demonstration and were
very much impressed by the prints which Mr. White-
man obtained from these negatives. Several days
after Mr. A received a letter from the manufacturer
represented by the firm in Toronto, asking him if he
were willing to sell a number of his negatives to

them for advertising purposes. The offer was ac-

cepted and the negatives delivered to the Company
B, who used all of their different brands and grades

of paper trying to obtain brilliant prints with trans-

parent shadows, the same as were made by Mr.
Whiteman on Cyko, and failing to do so they sent

one of their representatives to see Mr. A, and to re-

quest him to call at their office and make a few
prints from the negatives, as they were unable to

get the results shown at the demonstration. Mr. A
knew what paper to use and what grade to employ
for his negatives, so on his way there he purchased

one-half gross of Cyko paper, Contrast grade (Blue

Label), and he informed the Cyko dealer later that

the prints he obtained were perfectly satisfactory to

our competitors, the Company B. Now, please bear

this story in mind when in need of paper, which will

produce the best results from your negatives. A
large photographic dealer in the West, who is push-

ing developing papers with vim in one of his talks

favoring a competing brand to Cyko, ends with this



final plea for developing papers : "But if the brand
I recommend should happen not to suit you, remem-
ber that Cyko succeeds where others fail." We ac-

knowledge the compliment with thanks, but we say

to you, avoid failures by using Cyko first and last.

Haste Without Waste and With Better Results

THE man who starts to-day has a year on the

man who begins in 19 10.

It is not so much originality as it is ap-

plication. It is easier for a photographer to say,

"So and So is still using P. O. P. or Platinum paper
—as the case may be—and it ought to be good
enough for me," than to apply himself so as to keep
up to date. Ten to one, "So and So" is one of those

who long ago reached his limit and is simply enjoy-

ing the short space before the rebound.

The world moves quicker to-day than it did a few
-years ago. The photographer must keep up the pace
or drop behind. The rapid fire customer in a photo
studio was at one time a rarity, and he was down on
the list as an "undesirable citizen." He is now be-

coming the rule. The excuse "Old Sol" or "The
Weather Man" no longer goes with him, for if you
don't, the studio around the corner will. His lay

mind does not grasp the fact that the studio around
the corner is using Cyko, but he knows he can get

there the best Platinum prints on the day he wants
them, rain or shine, and that's enough.

Double Re-development of Cyko Prints

THE re-development of Cyko prints has always
been an easy process, and the tones pro-

duced have been notably of rich brown
shades so different from the brick colors produced
by some papers. The process, of course, requires



care in manipulation, as do all photographic proc-
esses, and it is always wise to mix one's formulas
with "brains" and to explicitly follow directions.

Prints for double re-development should be made in

the same manner as those prescribed for the single

re-development process, that is, a rich blue-black a

trifle darker than desired for finished print. Care
should be used in making the black and white prints,

and particular care should be used in fixing and
washing. It is absolutely imperative that the Hypo
be eliminated from the prints, for unless this is ac-

complished the prints will not re-develop properly.

Should the Hypo remain in the prints, when they
are placed in the bleaching solution, you will find

that they will not re-develop evenly, and you will note

that the delicate half tones will not come back in the

sulphide solution or last bath. Have special trays

for the solutions and mark them plainly so that you
can keep them separate, and do not use any solution

in these trays but the one designated. A little extra

care will not cost you anything in the long run; on
the contrary, it will guarantee you uniformity in re-

sults and will save you dollars before the season is

over.

Bleach until the shadows are a light brown and
then rinse thoroughly to remove the chemicals from
the print. After this rinsing, place the prints in a

weak developer made of Cyko H. M. developer 8 oz.,

water 16 oz., bromide potassium (saturated solu-

tion), 16 drops. The prints should be allowed to

evenly develop in this solution. If they develop un-

evenly or develop too rapidly, add more water, and
if they continue to develop unevenly, you can rest

assured that you have not used care enough in wash-
ing. Prints should remain in this weak developer

until they assume a light purple tone if you desire a

rich brown in the last bath. The length of time

which the prints remain in this developer will deter-

mine the subsequent tone, and practically any shade



from Sepia to warm black can be obtained. A little

practice only is necessary to determine what color in

this developer will give the tone wanted in the fin-

ished print. After a few trials you will be able to

get with certainty any shade desired.

The prints are then rinsed in acetic acid short-stop

made of y2 oz. acetic acid No. 8 and 32 oz. water, so

as to immediately check the action of the developer.

After which wash fifteen minutes in running water.

To insure elimination of all chemicals, the prints

should not be allowed to pile up in the water or stick

together.

Complete the re-development by placing the prints

in the usual sulphide solution prepared according to

our formula for about thirty seconds until the action

is completed. Wash in running water for thirty

minutes and dry. It is not a bad idea to put a little

alum in the first washing water to prevent blisters.

This is not necessary if the water is cold, but is a

wise precaution in warm weather, as the action of

the foregoing chemicals tend to soften the coating on
the paper. The process commends itself particularly

to photographers desiring certainty and uniformity

of results, and at the same time allows them to ex-

press their individuality. There is nothing prettier

than a rich deep brown Cyko print, and the variety

of tones it is possible to secure enables the photog-

rapher to satisfy his own fancies and also to please

the most critical customer. The process proves the

thorough elimination of Hypo, which, as every one
knows, is the cause of prints fading. The very fact

that the prints re-develop properly and that the deli-

cate half tones come back as they were originally in

the black and white is proof that the last trace of

Hypo is gone and there can be no possible chance for

a fading of the image.



The Hornet's Nest

"The habit of keeping an open mind
should come with experience. It's a great
advantage in the everyday competition for
business supremacy."

A GREAT deal has been written lately in the

photographic magazines about dealers who
are Independent and those who are con-

trolled by one single manufacturer. Mr. Claudy
seems to have started a hornet's nest with his article,

''Cutting Your Throat." He seems to blame the

photographer for a condition which was intended to

make him the victim, and it was too much like the

fable of "The Wolf and the Lamb." It was bound
to bring forth a protest from those with "capacity

for righteous indignation."

In discussing this question let us not bear too hard
on the dealer who is controlled, lest in condemning a

gross iniquity another wrong be also committed. The
dealer to-day who is controlled is simply the survival

of a system created by conditions at one time be-

yond him to resist. He simply had to submit to

"force majeur." It would be just as logical to blame
the pet bird for not flying away into the broad fields

of freedom and plenty when the cage door is opened
for him. He simply does not know what is beyond
his little gilded cage, and if he does his long captivity

makes him feel that he is unfit for action. Of course,

the consumer has nothing to do with all that. He
only knows that he wants a certain article because it

has merit, and with it he can promote his own busi-

ness or pleasure. He prefers to deal with a merchant
who will sell him what he wants and not one who
endeavors to cram something different down his

throat. Indeed, the very fact that the dealer is con-

trolled does and should make the photographer sus-

picious of his judgment. He can only sell the goods
which the manufacturer who controls him directs
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A Good Suggestion
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chines than ever sewed cloth by hand in the entire his-
tory of the world. The public wants portraits on postal
cards, therefore is it wise to ignore that demand? There
is also a very large demand in every community for
local souvenir postal cards which, at present, is being
largely supplied by color lithographic concerns, but
these are, at best, a poor substitute and the people
prefer buying genuine photo postal cards. The photog-
rapher who makes his studio the headquarters for
genuine souvenir postal cards will draw to his reception
room not only local, but also transient trade, thus giv-
ing him the opportunity of daily bringing to the atten-
tion of many people the high standard of his regular
work, and thus securing a patronage which would be
lost to him otherwise.

I think this subject is worthy of your consideration
from a purely interested standpoint, inasmuch as the
Lyko cards which you make are the ones that will
permit of the highest class of work and the ones that
the photographer would turn to were he to embark in
that business, not only for the immediate profit there is
in it, but also for the advertisement which turning out
artistic prints will afford him.

Very truly yours,

George P. Mackin.
Chicago, 111., March 27, 1909.

y^J WISE man will make more op-
^Z\L portitnities than he finds. And he

generally sets the pace for his less

gifted brother who is content to follow.
That's the reason courageous, enterprising

photographers always have a bunch of
imitators. A stern-chase is a long chase

for the u
trailer" however. He never over-

takes the pioneer.

"Everybody's"



Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

THE portrait that appears on our cover is that

of the well-known photographer, Mr. Fine

MacDonald of New York City. His fame

became international when he exhibited at the -Pans

Exposition his "Salome," which was declared by the

judges to be the strongest and most effective study

in photography ever exhibited up to that time, and in

the words of Fra Elbertus : "In every line it showed

such a fine feminine rage-such pride and smothered

passion-that people looked at it in amazement. No

one knew that Pirie had tumbled the woman s hair

in one fell grab, and had thus aroused her wrath,

and then offered her insult by kissing her, and so

brought that fine look of burning shame and mingled

rage to her proud face." In fact, Pirie was so suc-

cessful with his "Salome" that with the true instinct

of an artist he was fired with an ambition to do still

better The details of his new experiment with a

real Herodias no one shall ever know, except that his

card now reads: "Pirie MacDonald, Photographic

Artist, Portraits of Men Only."
* * *

It will be our endeavor to illustrate the cover of

each of our successive issues with the portrait oi a

leading photographer, inasmuch as men who achieve

eminence in our line should be known by all the

craft, and it will be an incentive ^r all photog-

raphers if they become acquainted with the facial

characteristics of the prominent men of the craft, as

thev will then realize that "the great and the near

areat" do not differ so much from the rest of us.

fe * * *

What is Sepia Platinum Paper and how much

platinum?
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E. A. TESTED
CHEMICALS
HAVE BEEN MADE FOR
OVER FIFTY YEARS

BUT THERE ARE STILL THOSE WHO
STATE THAT "TWO AND TWO MAKE
FOUR" AS A NEW PROPOSITION
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PORTRAIT

RICH, velvety shadows full of

detail; crisp, sparkling high lights

with roundness and delicacy in the

flesh and middle tones, have made

Hammer Plates
justly famous. All these qualities,

together with the highest possible

speed, are combined in the

Special Extra Fast (Red Label)

and

Extra Fast Plates (Blue Label)

Hammer Dry Plate Co.

40 East 21st Street

New York City



ADVERTISING DEPT

PRICE OF
CYKO PAPER

Surfaces Semi-Matte
Numbers 2

Glossy Rough
4

Plat.
5

Studio
6

Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red) Professional (Brown)

SIZE
Regular Wt.

|
Double Wt. Regular Wt. Double Wt.

Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro.

A2J|x3>4
*B2^x2k,
E2k2x4Jj[
F3J| x4%
H3%x5k,
J 3J$x3;£

*K 3^x12

.12

10
.12

.12

.15

.12

.30

.15

.15

.20

'

'
".15

.20

.25

.30

.35

.35

.45

.50

.55

.60

.70

.90
1.00
1.35

1.70

2.00

2.50
3.00

3.50

1.20

1.00

1.20
1.20

1.50

1.20

3.00
1.50

1.50

1.80

'

Y.50
1.80

2.50
3.00
3.50

4.00
4.50

5.00
6.00

6.50

7.00
8.50
10.00

14.00

17.50

21.00
28.00
34.00
40.00

.35

.25

.25

.25

'

'
'.25'

.25

.30

.35

40
.45

.50

60
.65

.75

.80

1.00

1.20

1.60

2.00
2.40
3.20
4.00
4.80

3.50

2.00

2.00
2.00

'
2.'o'o'

2.00
3.00

3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00

6.00
7.00

8.00

9.00
11.00

13.50

17.50
21.50
27.00
36.00
46.00
55.00

L Z% x 5k,{Cab't)
M 4x5"
T 4x6
*V 4x8
*W4J| x4%
*X4%x5k,

*AA4kx6*i
BA 5x7
*EA 5x8
*FA5k2 x7?4HA 6x8
JA 63^x8^
*KA 7x9
LA 7k, x9k,

.25

.25

.25

.35

2. CO
2.00
2.00

3.40

.30

.30

.30

.45

2.50
2.50

2.50

4.30

.30

.35

.40

2.80

3.50

4.00

.40

.45

.50

3.50

4.40
5.00

.50

.60

.65

5.00
6.00
7.00

.65

.75

.80

6.25

7.50

8.75

MA 8x10"
*TA 9x 11

.80 9.00 1.00 11.25

VA 10x12
¥A 11x14
*-5TA -\9.-z lfi ...

1.20

1.60

13.50
17.50

1.50

2.00

16.90

21.90

*BB 14x17
*EB 16x20
*FB 18x22
*HB 20 x 24

2.40

3.20
4.00
4.80

27.00

36.00
46. CO
55.00

3.00

4.00
5.00

6.00

33.75
45.00
57.50
68.70

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

Soft (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE Dcz. G 1 Net Rateba per 1000
SIZE Doz. Gro.

Net Rate
per 1000

PA3k2 x5k
*PB 3k, x 11"

.15

.35

1.50 ! 7.00

3.40 1 15.85
PA 3k x 5k,
*PB 3% x 11"

.20

.50

2.00

4.50
8.50

•21.00

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular heading and trade mark.

No charge i'of imprinting 5,000 cards or more. Smaller quantities $1.50 extra
for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand. No orders ac-

cepted for less than one thousand.

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red Label)

Professional
(Brown Label)

Regul'r
Weight

Double
Weight

6.00
2.25

Regul'r
Weight

Double
Weight

5.00

2.00
6.00
2.25

7.00

*XF 10-foot rolls (25 in. wide) 2.75

3.25 3.75

*These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices ; only at the factory.

All post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each—price half
that for one thousand



PORTRAIT

FILM
The Film that Lifts Amateur Photography from

Guesswork to the Realm of Artistic Achievement

WITH Ansco Film you can achieve the greatest

possible success that your equipment will allow.

The Ansco Film gives you not merely a photo-

graph—but an artistically correct rendering of your sub-

ject— line for line, tone for tone.

The latitude of the Ansco Film is a revelation to the

photographer—be he novice, amateur, or advanced. The
marvelous pencilings of nature in light and shade— all the

gradations which the eye unconsciously catches—can be

depicted with unerring fidelity by the Ansco Film. This
is what makes successful photography.

Even if your judgment be inaccurate as to proper

timing, the great latitude of the Ansco Film aids by giving

you an unusually Avide range, reducing to a minimum
your losses.

The Ansco Film is the highest type of film. It has
that fineness of grain of the emulsion so necessary in pro-

ducing a well-balanced negative.

The speed and latitude permit of snap shots and time
exposures—all the various branches in which the amateur
is interested. Ansco Film will render harmonious color

values, presenting chromatic balance truly wonderful.
This is especially noticeable when prints are made on
Cyko paper, with which you get as faithful a reproduction
in monochrome as is possible without special apparatus
for orthochromatic work.

Ansco Films fit any camera; exposure numbers always
register; non-curling.
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You Have the Right to

Know the Difference

in soluble photographic Cot-

tons and Collodions and why
the experts in wet plate photo-

graphy pay a higher price for

Anthonys

with the signature

€S<fr^Cj£r.uf

This interesting question is fully ex-

plained in a booklet which our publishers

will send you free on application
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^s photo Supplies
FILMS. CHEMICALS
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/

Independent dealers everywhere carry full line of

Ansco Film

Cyko Paper
And pure, carefully prepared

Photographic Chemicals

If other dealers will not supply you,

do not blame them. An agreement

with their manufacturer forbids them.

Look for the ANSCO Sign

Rogers & Company, Chicago and New York
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George G. RocTzwood

Photographer of
Famous Americans



The Studio
What to do in it

And its Equipment

Get this valuable booklet ftom your dealer

or write in for it

Ansco Company
Binghamton, New York
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AND COMMITTED TO "A SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTOG-
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-Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.

No. 2. June, 1909. Vol. 1.

Let's Go Forward

IT
is almost a decade since I prophesied that the

time would soon come when there would be no
such thing as "printing out" paper in use in the

studios. I felt that the growing impatience of

our race;—the natural seeking for the "easiest way"
and the short road to results, would bring about that

condition as soon as the manufacturers gave us

quality with all the other advantages of developing

paper. There have been until recently limitations to

its use, owing in part, to the perverseness of many
of the craft in not adapting themselves to the re-

quirements of developing papers. For a time it was
true, as T stated in Convention some time ago, that

no negative ever made would print well on all kinds

of paper; that there should be modifications of set

rules and opinions in order to get the most desired

results with certainty. When I made that statement
there was practically only one grade of paper, and
we were limited to a certain density or quality of



negative. Few cared to modify or change their

well established systems or grades of negatives.

NOW ALL THAT IS CHANGED.
We have three distinct grades of printing quality:

hard, soft, and medium, and even modifications of

those grades. So we stand today ibetter equipped

to secure all of a negative's possibilities than ever

before. Now, of all men on earth, there is not one

more anxious to make perfect work than I, and the

matter of the expense or trouble in using paper has

never (been a dominating thought; but I sought

ALWAYS THE BEST

!

regardless of any other consideration. When I say

that after several "fall-downs"—and in dull weath-

er, weeks of trouble and disappointments, I adopted

exclusively the developing methods ; clearing the

decks of delayed orders and have

HAD NO OTHER FOR THREE YEARS

!

I prove that my prophecy was no idle dream.

In opening up on Fifth Ave., with the fastidious

and cultivated taste of that clientele, I made fre-

quent tests of the various P. O. P. papers, and in

every single instance of these conscientious tests,

I secured the best results with some grade of de-

veloping paper.

In the midst of these trials (seeking the best), I

frequently stopped to admire the beautiful sepia

prints of a superb artist friend—believing he had

some new printing out (Platinum) paper. Finally,

I went into his studio, and was informed that it was

the same brand and make of paper that I had just

selected, but which I had not yet fully tried.

Let us continue to move forward.

Very cordially yours,

Geo. G. Rockwood.



Tooting the Cyko Horn

OUR first number has proved a signal suc-

cess. Our message has been heart!

by almost every professional photog-

rapher in the land and it pays us to

tell the truth about Cyko paper, provided we
can tell it to enough people. It does not mean
that every photographer is using Cyko, for then

the wide awake man would have "nothing on the

other fellow." The letters indicate, however, that

they are all full of good intentions, but fortunate-

ly for the man who is progressive and actually

does things, good intentions are seldom negoti-

able for cash. "Ask the lazy school boy why he

does not study and advance with his class. He
will tell you that he intends to—sometime—but

he never does. Ask any improvident man or

woman why they don't save and lay up something
for a rainy day. They will tell you that they
intend to—sometime—but they never do. Ask any
slow, unprogressive business man why he does
not discard his old, antiquated ways of doing bus-
iness and adopt new, up-to-date methods and ha
will tell you that he intends to next week, next
month or next year—but he never does. Ask
some photographers who are still using collodion

P. O. P. or platinum papers why they don't make
Cyko black and white or Sepia prints and they
will tell you that they intend to "pretty soon"
when they have fitted up for it, and if "pretty

soon" don't come "pretty soon" you will find

them working for their competitors as printers,

operators or all around men as soon as they qual-

ify as Cyko users, or else you will learn that they
are looking around for a position as demonstrator.



Looking around, mind you, and we mean it, for it

takes a wide awake, broad minded man to be a

good demonstrator. There is a time limit. Bet-

ter get aboard before it is everlastingly too late."

Brown and Chocolate Colors on Cyko

CYKO is the only developing paper pro-

ducing pure Sepia tones by direct re-

development, yet at times photograph-

ers may wish to produce a more decided

brown or chocolate tone. If the following

instructions be carried out tones ranging from

brown to purple can be made with uniformity,

that is, all the prints will be alike in color provid-

ing the original black and white prints are of

the same depth. The same as in the ordinary method
of obtaining Sepia tones by direct re-development
the print must be of a blue black color. After

the final washing and before proceeding to bleach,

the prints are immersed in the ordinary Sulphide
or re-developing bath as given on page 33 of the

new Cyko Manual. The following table will serve
as a guide for the various tones

:

Prints allowed to remain in bath two minutes
give brown tones.

Prints allowed to remain in bath five minutes
give chocolate tones.

Prints allowed to remain in bath eight minutes
give purple tones.

In regard to the last mentioned tone (purple)

it should be borne in mind that the longer the
print remains in the Sulphide the softer becomes



the coating of the paper, hence no attempt should

be made to produce purple tones unless one is

willing to exercise the maximum of care and be

particular to maintain the temperature of the wash-
ing water and solutions at the same point, An
endless range of the above tones can be obtained

by altering the time the prints are left in the Sul-

phide bath. Care should be taken that the prints

do not adhere to each other. It is necessary, when
a dozen prints are required of the same tone, to

put them in the bath one after another quickly
and after leaving them there the required time
they are taken out beginning with the undermost
print, thus insuring that all of the prints have been
left in the solution the same length of time. The
prints are then rinsed to remove the Sulphide
from the surface—either rinse each print under
the faucet or place them in a tray of clean water
for the space of a minute. The prints are then
removed to the bleaching solution and re-develop-
ment carried out in the ordinary manner for ob-
taining Sepia tones as recommended in the Cyko
Manual. It will be noticed that the prints do not
bleach out quite so far as when the first Sulphide
bath is not used, but the same general instruc-
tions apply, that is, bleach until all traces of black
disappear from the print. The appearance of a
print does not undergo any change while in the
first Sulphide bath.

<&



Buy As Cheap As You Can But Remember

HUMAN nature in a photographer is no

different from that in men of any other

walk of life. By contact with all classes

of materials, devices and services, he leans to-

wards the best, he learns them, his natural desire

is for the best; but in spite of this inclination he

must express in his purchases the policy laid

down by ill directed selfishness. In other words,

he must follow the slogan: "Buy as cheap as

you can and sell as high as you can. 1 his en-

courages piratical competition which is destruc-

tive of quality and will, if persisted m, not only

be reflected in his work, but will eventually again

destroy healthv competition. He will then pay in

one lump all the manufacturers have lost in the

process of cutting one another's throats—and

with a good interest added. It is not so long

ago_that the photographer can afford to forget-

when a photographic combination was formed

which placed him at the mercy of one concern.

He paid the price then of a formerly similar

course of action, and he came well nigh becoming

a practical industrial serf. The manufacturers of

Cyko, by dint of energy and, I understand, by the

expenditure of a fortune, prevented a complete

monopoly. Other independent manufacturers pro-

fited by this almost altruistic effort, without con-

tributing one penny to the burden of opening the

market. I do not blame them. I simply state the

fact.

On general principles to buy cheap and sell

high "is business," but here is how it will react by

a natural causation in the policy of encouraging-

piratical competition, not only among the Inde-



pendent manufacturers, but between the Inde-

pendents and the monopoly, whose power has bat

been seemingly curbed. The Independents will

make no money—the small and weak concerns

will fall by the wayside and either the men capa-

ble of the original developments will get tired

and quit, or they will get together with the

pirates and force prices beyond a normal point.

A Veteran.
[ED.—We print the above because we believe

in a "square deal" and respect the logical deduc-

tions of the writer of the article, but our publish-

ers do not agree with his premises. Where quality

combined with the right price for such, is made
the basis of success—that competition which is

destructive of quality, cannot affect it. The pi-

rates and those who are foolish enough to think
they can share in their booty will sooner or later

meet a common fate. Legitimate business has
never been permanently affected by the "gold
brick industry."]

Glossy Cyko For Commercial Work

IN
commercial work it is essential to bring

out the finest details of the subject and
I find that some commercial photograph-
ers are not aware of the benefits to be

derived from using Professional Cyko or Soft

(Red Label) Cyko in Glossy surface. In
many cases the commercial photographer still

continues to use printing out gelatine paper,

because with developing papers other than
Cyko it has been difficult to obtain soft results

with a good deposit in the shadows, or blacks ; in

other words, to produce a brilliant print which
will be acceptable to the process engravers. In



process work, line, half-tone, etc., the best re-

sult is obtained by working from an enlarged

print. The Soft or Professional Cyko is eminently
suitable for enlarging, inasmuch as it gives every
gradation in the negative and does not lose any
of the fine details. In fact, it is possible to pro-

duce more details on a Cyko enlargement than on
a contact print from the same negative. (See new
Cyko Manual, page 35.)

In producing prints for manufacturers of cut

glassware, carved wood-work, jewelry, lace work,
upholstered furniture, etc., the first consideration
is to reproduce every detail visible to the eye and
this is exactly what Cyko does. If a warm color

is desired, this tone can be obtained by the ad-

dition of Bromide and by diluting the developer
and, at the same time, giving increased time of
exposure to counteract the additional Bromide.

Whenever I come across a commercial photog-
rapher who uses Soft Glossy Cyko, he has in-

variably praised it as it embodies all the qualities

necessary for reproduction, giving a clean image
full of detail which please the manufacturers of

the goods for whom the commercial photographer
does the work.

Backing Semi-Matte and Studio Cyko Prints

PROBABLY the reason that Glossy paper

has generally been used when prints

have to be backed is on account of the dif-

ficulty in retaining the matte or semi gloss

surface. If the following method be carried out

the surface of any print will not be altered in the

8



slightest degree. It is immaterial whether the

backing be linen or paper.

First, wet the backing material and place on the

ferrotype or glass plate, blotting off the surplus

moisture ; then, presuming you have all the prints

to be backed wet and face up, take the uppermost
one and after applying the paste lay it on the

backing material. Cover this with blotting paper
and proceed to squeegee, being careful to obtain

perfect contact. Now lay this ferrotype aside and
proceed in like manner until all the prints are

backed. The prints are left in this condition until

the surface has ceased to be sticky, or to have a

tendency to adhere to the hand. They should
then be placed one on top of the other with a

blotter between each ferrotype plate and the

whole placed under a weight until dry. The
stickiness mentioned has reference only to the

Studio surface. When the prints are dry they
will be found to lie quite flat and can then be
trimmed in the usual manner.

Toughness of the Cyko Emulsion

IN
my demonstrations I find there is one

quality of Cyko paper that is to a

great extent overlooked. I refer to the

toughness of the emulsion. Every work-
er knows how annoying it is after making
a batch of prints to find them covered with
blisters, frilled around the edges, or the sur-

face damaged either by handling in the devel-

oper or in the final washing-. The photographer
appreciates a paper that will give him the mini-

mum amount of work in spotting prints, as that is

a tedious task occupying a great deal of time and
the finished result is not very pleasing. I find



that Cyko will stand more handling than any de-

veloping paper on the market, that is, a develop-

ing paper capable of producing the same quality

of prints. There are other papers, the surface of

which is hardened chemically, but the very pro-

cess of hardening destroys many of the printing

qualities as compared with the results to be ob-

tained on Cyko. I must not be understood to

advocate careless handling of prints, yet in the

making of large batches rapidly, it is not always
convenient to handle prints as delicately as it is

desirable. Cyko also gives in the final trimming
clean edges, which are essential for first class

work.
* * *

In one of my public demonstrations I was
pointing out to the audience the benefit of the

tough emulsion when a gentleman arose to en-

dorse my remarks and gratuitously informed the
gathering that when he did have any spoiled Cyko
prints, through his fault in manipulation, he saved
the prints as they came in handy for soleing his

children's shoes. Probably his remarks should be
taken "cum grano salis," but it made quite a hit

with the audience.

"Please Mr. Editor"

I

KNOW now that Stereoscope in the Aristo

Eagle—with feathers changed to stand

the Studio Light of progress, against

which it fought for so many years—is

an advertising expert, if the large appropria-

tion at his command is any criterion. In one of

his ranting moods he has unmasked his battery.

He will draw no fire in response if I guess right.

The copy writer to whom he refers will fire

10



straight to the mark when ready. He will take no
chances of a stray shot hitting somewhere else as

Stereoscope intends.

There is one thing sure. Anyone wishing to

learn something new in the photographic paper
line from the employers of Stereoscope in Roches-
ter, might as well travel by canal. The Aristo
Eagle can testify to that.

U. G.

It's Poor Policy to Hunt Gas Leaks With
a Lighted Candle

A Good Waxing Solution for Cyko

The formula is as follows

:

Spirits of Turpentine 6 ounces
White Japan Drier 4^ ounces

The White Japan Drier cannot be procured
absolutely white, and while the light brown col-

ored drier will be satisfactory, it must be borne
in mind that the whiter the drier, the better it is.

The method of applying the waxing solution is

as follows

:

Sprinkle the fluid on the print and rub in with
cheese cloth. A good effect is produced by mak-
ing the print in the center of the paper and then
making a mat out of cardboard with an opening
equal to the size of the picture. Place the mat
over the print and rub in the waxing solution.

The mat will prevent the solution from overrun-
ning on the border of the print. If the print is

then embossed, the result will be very striking.

Cyko prints treated as above, especially in the
Rough and medium Rough surfaces, will have
all the brilliancy of a carbon.

11



Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

THE portrait on our cover of this issue is that

of Mr. George G. Rockwood, the well

known "Photographer of Famous Ameri-
cans," who has lent the weight of his un-

disputed authority to our little magazine by con-

tributing an interesting article appearing elsewhere.

Mr. Rockwood recently celebrated his seventy-

seventh birthday, marking half a century of 'business

activity in New York, and rounding out fifty-four

years as a photographer, during which time his

camera has been pointed at seven Presidents, in-

cluding the present incumbent, and hundreds of men
and women who have made history.

The "Troy Times" published the apotheosis of

Mr. Rockwood on the occasion of his birthday,

which we would like to reprint if our space were not

so limited. Among other things the "Troy Times"
states : "After gaining a thorough foundation and
spending seven seasons in the art centers of Europe,
he yet finds the study of nature the best guide to

successful portraiture—and to this may be added, of
human nature, for he owes much to his remarkable
ability and personality in bringing out the best ex-

pression of his sitter."

Cyko Motto by S. A. Marks

We don't tell you as others do,

Our papers and films are the best.

Because we know you'll tell us so

After you've tried the rest.

12



ADVERTISING DEPT.

E. A. TESTED
CHEMICALS
HAVE BEEN MADE FOR
OVER FIFTY YEARS

BUT THERE ARE STILL THOSE WHO
STATE THAT"TWO AND TWO MAKE
FOUR" AS A NEW PROPOSITION



PORTRAIT

RICH, velvety, shadows full of

detail ; crisp, sparkling high lights

with roundness and delicacy in the

flesh and middle tones, have made

Hammer Plates
justly famous. All these qualities,

together with the highest possible

speed, are combined in the

Special Extra Fast (Red Label)

and

Extra Fast Plates (Blue Label)

Hammer Dry Plate Co,

40 East 21st Street

New York City



PRICE OF
Surfaces Semi-Matte
Numbers 2

CYKO PAPER
Rough Plat.Glossy

3
Studi

Contrast ( Blue ) Normal ( kTeliow ) Soft (Red)
|

Professional ( Br )Wll)

leWt.
SIZE

Regular Wt Double Wt. Regular Wt. Doub
Doz. Gro. Doz Gro. Doz Gro Doz. Gro.

A2MX3X
*B2Mx2M
E2^x4^
F3Mx43i'
H3Mx534
J3>£x334

*K3^xl2
L3f x5K(Cab't)
M 4x5
T 4x6

.12

.10

12
.12

15
.12

30
.15

.15

20

1 20
1 00
1 20
1.20

1.50

1 20
3 00
150
1 50
1 80

35
.25

25
.25

3.50
2 00
2 00
2.00

25
.25

25
.35

2.00

2 00
2 00
3 40

30
30
30
45

2.50

2 50
2 50
4 30

*W4Mx4X
*X4Xx5K

*AA 4^x63^
BA 5x7
*EA 5x8
*FA5>£x7%:

15

20
25
30
35
35
45
50
55
00
70
90

1 00
135
1 70
2 00
2 50
3 00
3.50

1 50
180
2 50
3 00
3 50
4 00
4 50
5 00
6 00
6 50
7 00
8 60
10 00
14 00
17 50

21 00
28 00
34 00
40 00

25
.25

.30

35
40
45
50
.00

05
75
.80

1 00

1 20
1.60

2 00
2 40
3.20

4 00
4 80

2 00
2 00
3.00
3 50
4.00
4 50
5.00
6 00
7 00
8 00
9 00

11 00
13 50
17 50
21 50
27 00
36 00
40 00
55 00

i

30
35
40

2 80
3 50
4 00

.40

.45

.50

3 50
4 40
5 00

HA 0x8
JA6^x8M

*KA 7x9
LA7>£x9M

50
60
05

5 00
6 00
7 00

05

80

25
7 50
8 75

MA 8xL0
*TA 9x11

.80 9 00 1 00 11 25

VA 10x12
WA 11 xl4
*XA 12x16
*BB 14x17
*EB 10x20
*FB 18x22
*HB 20x24

1 2U
1 00

2 40
3 20
4.00

4 80

13 50
17 50

27 00
;;ooo
JO 00
55 00

1 50
2 00

3 00'

4 00
5 00
00c

16 90
21 90

33 75
45 00
57 50
68 70

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

Soft (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE DOZ GRO
net rate
PER 1000

SIZE DOZ. GRO NET RATE
PER 1000

PA3Kx 534
*PB 2,Vi x 11

.15

.35

1.50

3.40

7.00
15.85

pa sy, x ay,
*pb sy. x 11

"

.20

.50

2.00
4.50

8.50
21.00

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular heading and trade

mark No charge for imprinting 5.000 cards or more. Smaller quantities
$1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand
No orders accepted for less than one thousand

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red Label)

Professional
Brown Label)

Regul'r
Weight

rouble
Weight

Regiil'r
Weight

2 25
3 25

Double
Weigh t

5.00
2.00

6.00

2.25
7.00
2.75

*VY 5-yard rolls (25 in wide) 3.75

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices
;
only at the factory

All post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each—price halt
that for one thousand



PORTRAIT

FILM
The Film that Lifts Amateur Photography from

Guesswork to the Realm of Artistic Achievement

WITH Ansco Film you can achieve the great-

est possible success that your equipment
will allow. The Ansco Film gives you not

merely a photograph—but an artistically correct ren-

dering of your subject—l'ine for line, tone for tone.

The latitude of the Ansco Film is a revelation to

the photographer—be he novice, amateur, or ad-
vanced. The marvelous pencilings of nature in light

and shade—all the gradations which the eye uncon-
sciously catches—can be depicted with unerring fidel-

ity by the Ansco Film. This is what makes success-

ful photography.
Even if your judgment be inaccurate as to proper

timing, the great latitude of the Ansco Film aids by
giving you an unusually wide range, reducing to a
minimum your losses.

The Ansco Film is the highest type of film. It

has that fineness of grain of the emulsion so neces-
sary in producing a well-balanced negative.

The speed and latitude permit of snap shot and
time exposures—all the various branches in which the

amateur is interested. Ansco Film will render har-

monious color values, presenting: chromatic balance
truly wonderful. This is especially noticeable when
prints are made on Cyko paper, with which you get

as faithful a reproduction in monochrome as is pos-
sible without special apparatus for orthochromatic
work.

Ansco Films fit any camera ; exposure numbers
always register; non-curling.



ADVERTISING DEPT.

You Have the Right to

Kno<w the Difference

in soluble photographic Cot-

tons and Collodions and why
the experts in wet plate photo-

graphy pay a higher price for

Anthony's

with the signature

<s*&LCj£r.i^

This interesting question is fully explained

in a booklet which our publishers will send

you free on application.



Independent dealers everywhere carry full

line of

Ansco Film

Cyko Paper
And pure, carefully prepared

Photographic Chemicals

If other dealers will not supply you, do

not blame them. An agreement with their

manufacturer forbids them : :

Look for the Ansco Sign



ziJ&Llk-i^
-

-i ;r<M-- J?.:^-_ •„



The Studio
What to do in it

And its Equipment

Get this valuable booklet from your dealer

or write in for it

Ansco Company
Binghamton, New York



PORTRAIT
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-
TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "A SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.

No. 3. July, 1909 Vol. 1.

On to Rochester

EVERY photographer in the country should
make an effort to attend the 29th annual
convention of the P. A. of A., to be held in

Rochester from July 19 to 24. It promises
to be the most successful convention in the history

of the P. A. of A., and there will be something
doing every minute. It will be a splendid oppor-
tunity for photographers to realize how important

they are to the business economics of the country.

The concentration of photographic factories in

Rochester on such a large scale is only possible

through the monthly contribution which every

photographer makes in the shape of purchases of

goods manufactured in that city. We expect that

the forthcoming convention will be like a pilgrim-

age of the faithful for the purpose of making obeis-

ance to the great financial and business genius of

the man who built those channels of trade through
which the photographers in all sections of the

COPYRIGHT, 1809, BY ANSCO COMPANY



country pour into Rochester the immense resources

which have made that city the photographic center

of the world. These immense photographic inter-

ests of Rochester extend to every photographer a

hearty welcome and promise a week of entertain-

ment and instructive sightseeing that will be a reve-

lation to many. The Rochester section of the

P. P. S. of N. Y. will conduct a bureau of informa-

tion in Convention Hall, with messenger service, to

look after the wants of those attending. There will

be on exhibition the choicest collection of pictures,

and schools will be conducted to teach the best

methods of obtaining the results shown. Oppor-
tunities will also be afforded for the best time the

photographers have ever had at any convention.

The chance alone of visiting the immense fac-

tories at Kodak Park will be worth the trip to

Rochester, and while every one should contem-
plate with admiration the business genius that has

crystallized the thrift and efforts of the photog-
raphers into several Rochester millionaires and into

a gigantic manufacturing monument to photography,

he should bear in mind that the many and diversi-

fied products which have in the past ministered to

his business requirements and which are now manu-
factured in Rochester, are the result of painstaking-

achievements of men in various sections of the

country, and that to those men a large share of the

tribute is due ; such men, for instance, as Dr. Baek-
land, Jacobi, Abbott, Sheldon, Di Nunzio and many
others too numerous to mention. It is a fact that

most everything now manufactured there has origin-

ated outside of Rochester, and it is also a fact

that the wheels of progress are still grinding outside

its limits.



Toning Cyko with Ammonium Sulphydrate

ALL users of D. O. P. know the difficulty

of producing rich, warm, brown-black
tones by development, and the messiness of

re-development or toning processes as used
for the production of such tones. Some may be
interested in the following method as offering a

quick and simple way to produce desirable tones

with a minimum of effort and expense.

Restraining the development gives tones vary-
ing from olive to greenish, and while some tones

are so produced that look warm when placed in

contrast with a cold toned mount, their value is

destroyed if put on such a card as is used for

Sepias. Customers frequently select a card from
the mountings of Sepia prints, but say they prefer

the "black finish." In such a case the tone must
be really warm black or brown-black to harmon-
ize with the mount. The usual procedure in such

cases is to tone in the Hypo-Alum-Sulphate bath,

which is a slow operation and doubly so in cold

weather. As an alternative we may bleach the

print, rinse, re-develop in a weak developer, rinse

in acid bath, wash about fifteen minutes, put through

the Sulphide bath, and finally wash again—more
trouble than making the print in the first place,

twice over.

The Sulphydrate toning process is free from
all these objections. The tones are rich and pleas-

ing. One bath only is used, and that can be made
to work at any desired speed ; cold weather does not

stop it
;
you can tone at a freezing temperature if

you wish and old dried prints or wet prints from
the wash water can be toned with equally good
results.

Make your prints (first, catch the hare, you

know) by your pet developing formula, using



enough Bromide to get a decided olive tone. The
proportion of Bromide in the developer determines
the final tone—the more Bromide that is used the
warmer the final tone will be. Make a few experi-

mental prints with varying amounts of Bromide to

determine the tone you want to secure, marking
each print on the back to correspond with the

amount of Bromide used and when you have de-

cided on a standard tone, stick to that formula.
Fix thoroughly in the usual Acid fixing bath and
wash carefully to get rid of the chemicals.

Now put a plentiful supply of water in your
toning tray and add four or five drops of Ammo-
nium Sulphydrate to each quart of water, stir it

up well and the toning bath is ready for use.

Throw in a few prints, handling them over as

you would P. O. P. in a gold bath. If the bath

works too slowly, add a few more drops of the

Sulphydrate ; if too rapidly, add more water. When
toned, wash them in about six changes of water,

keeping them moving in each bath and mount as

usual.

Store the bottle of Sulphydrate and do the ton-

ing in a room away from all plates and papers. It

is better to tone at an open window on account of

the odor of the chemical.

No toning bath could be simpler—just a few
drops of one chemical and enough water to han-

dle the prints in comfortably—it can be made to

work as fast as desired. It is almost no expense,

as a gross of cabinets can be toned for less than

one cent; the tones are pleasing, and prints ex-

posed to sunlight for months show almost no
change.

Though aside from the subject I may add
that Ammonium Sulphydrate may be substituted

for the usual Sodium Sulphide in re-developing



for Sepia tones. In my hands it gives a slightly

richer tone. Bleaching, rinsing and final washing
should be done as usual. The one great objec-

tion to this useful chemical is its odor, but it pays

sometimes to sacrifice one's nasal comfort to get

results.

Chas. N. Easton.

Lake City, Iowa.

May 8, 1909.

(We have tried the method described for

warm and sepia tones and our results have led us

to the following conclusions : First, the studio

surface is the best adapted to this process, as the

tones on the semi-matte and the rough are not

entirely satisfactory, the shadows clogging con-

siderably. Second, the tones obtained on the studio

surface, professional grade, are exceedingly pleas-

ing. Third, there was no apparent softening of the

emulsion. Fourth, the prints toned evenly and it

was easy to obtain a number of prints of exactly

the same shade. Fifth, the only drawback—aside

from the obnoxious odor—is the length of time

necessary for toning. We could get no result what-
ever from the addition of "a few drops" and solu-

tion A, consisting of Sulphydrate of Ammonium, 2

drams to 16 ounces of water, while solution B was
made out of Sulphydrate of Ammonium, 4 drams
to 16 ounces of water. In conclusion, we will state

that Ammonium Sulphydrate, also known as Am-
monium Sulphide and Ammonium Hydro-Sulphide,
is a liquid which loses strength very rapidly, and
unless used of the right strength when fresh, will

not do the work. It has quite a disagreeable

smell, and its fumes are injurious to dry plates,

paper and every other photographic sensitized



material. We do not agree with Mr. Chas. N.
Easton as to the process of re-developing being

messy. Quite the contrary. We find that the re-

developing process is quicker and generally more
satisfactory.

—

Ed. )

Amateur Photographers the Experimenters

for the Professional

THE amateur photographer is the experi-

menter who makes it possible for the

photographic inventor and the manufact-
urer to push new ideas to the front because

the amateur is willing to try something new, inas-

much as his living does not depend on the results.

He simply has something on his other amateur
friends if he makes a success. The professional, on
the other hand, is the conservative force, and it is

proper he should be. He has too much at stake.

When the professional photographer puts his seal

of approval on a new product it then becomes a

staple and is a sign that the experimental stage

has been passed and that the product has reached a
near point of perfection. But who will deny that

in the capacity of experimenter the amateur
photographer is an invaluable assistant to the pro-
fessional. To illustrate. When dry plates were
first introduced, it was the amateur who took it up,

and it was a long time before the dry plate would
be admitted in a professional studio. When gela-

tino-chloride printing-out papers appeared on the
market as a substitute for albumen paper, which
had to be sensitized by the user, it was the amateur
photographer who hailed its advent. The profes-
sional looked at it askance and finally also adopted
its use. This is a case, however, where he was a
little premature; he did not allow the amateur to



complete his experiments, for, in connection with

gelatine printing-out paper, the professional was
too quick to adopt the use of the combined fixing

and toning bath with the result that prints faded

after a while, and it would have caused damage to

his reputation were it not that the craft as a whole
having adopted it, they were all in the same boat

—

this in spite of the repeated warnings of the expert

photographic-chemist, Dr. Leo Baekland, to whom
we will refer later on. Next came the collodion

printing-out papers as an evolution from gelatino-

chloride papers, and as it was simply a gradual

evolution, the professional was the first one, and
practically the only one, to adopt its use, and also

because the process of handling it required too

much precision and care to produce satisfactory

results. The amateur, as an experimenter for the

photographer, was also a factor in bringing plati-

num papers into the market. This paper was first

taken up by the amateur, and in this country, at

least, it was for a long time used by him alone
until Willis & Clemments, of Philadelphia, realiz-

ing the possibility of the product for the studio,

made a considerable effort to bring it to the atten-

tion of the professional by sending out capable
demonstrators. I understand that these first emis-
saries of platinum papers met only with discour-
agement at first, so much so that they all, one after

another, wired to their principals, Willis & Clem-
ments, "For Heaven's sake, bring us in again. We
can make no headway with this product." I cannot
vouch for the authenticity of this, but if my memory
serves me right, this information was given me by
one of the demonstrators, who were sent out as

pioneers. The next departure in photographic
printing mediums came when Dr. Leo Baekland
originated at Nepera Park, N. Y., in 1895, a gela-

tino-chloride developing paper to be used by arti-



ficial light as distinct from gelatine printing-out

paper to be printed by sunlight. The departure

was so radical that even the amateur balked at it.

It required a truly great effort to do anything with

this product, but in this case, as in the preceding

ones, it was the amateur who stood the brunt of

the experiments. Developing or gas-light papers,

as the Baekland invention was and is called, was
for many years used exclusively either by the

amateur or for amateur work. The paper lacked

transparency in the shadows and details in the

high lights. In other words, the paper would not
reproduce the delicate middle tints of the negative.

This drawback was further accentuated by the

reason that photographers then, like many to-day,

made their negatives purposely contrasty to suit

the peculiar printing qualities of collodion printing-

out papers. It was not until Cyko paper forged to

the front by overcoming the drawbacks of other
developing papers that this printing medium came
to the notice of the professional. How different it

all seems now when every progressive studio is

using developing papers as exemplified in the arti-

cle contributed by the veteran New York photog-
rapher, Geo. G. Rockwood, in the June issue of this

magazine. Will the amateur photographer con-

tinue to be the experimenter, or will both the pro-

fessional and the amateur photographer join hands
in the future ? That is the question.

The Photographer-Dealer

OUR publishers concede that a photographer
with a ground-floor studio is, in some
cases, especially in small towns, well quali-

fied to keep a stock of photographic sup-

plies for re-sale, and thereby entitled to be recog-

nized as a dealer. They do not hold the position



assumed by some manufacturers, that, because he

has a studio and is a professional photographer, he

is not qualified to become a dealer, as is the

druggist, the jeweler, the department store, and
even the tobacconist. There is one drawback to

the photographer becoming a dealer when he un-

dertakes to carry professional sizes in stock in order

to cater to the professional trade, and that objec-

tion is the disinclination, through apparent jealousy,

of his brother photographers in the town to patron-

ize one whom they consider a competitor. This ob-

jection does not exist when the studio limits itself

to supplying amateur requirements. Photographers
who intend putting a line of photographic goods in

stock to care for the amateur trade should bear in

mind that among photographers as among other

classes of men, there are some ready to take ad-

vantage of the dealer proposition for the purpose
of buying at wholesale goods intended for their

own consumption. Our publishers are therefore
very careful in investigating and scrutinizing any
application for dealers' privileges from a profes-

sional photographer. This is as it should be, for

otherwise no protection could be afforded to the

bona-fide dealer, and without such a protection it

would not pay any one to invest in a stock of photo-
graphic supplies for re-sale. The dealer as well as

the professional photographer should appreciate this

protection, for the dealer is just as essential to the

photographer and the consuming public in general

as he is to the manufacturer. It is not possible for

a consumer to carry in stock a complete assort-

ment of photographic goods, and if there is no one
in his town who does, his business is materially

handicapped when he needs something in a hurry
and it is not to be had except by sending miles from
home to procure it. Our publishers define a dealer

as follows : "One who depends upon the sale of



photographic materials as a source of income, either

wholly or in part, and who at all times carries on

hand a sufficient assortment and quantity for re-sale

as will meet the reasonable demand of the purchas-

ing public tributary to his location." It is well to

have this definition in mind so as to avoid unneces-
sary correspondence. Photographers also misun-
derstand what our publishers mean by "a reason-

able assortment for re-sale," amounting to one
hundred dollars. The photographer imagines that

such an amount can be made up by including a lot

of professional sizes on goods distinctly designed

for the use of the studio, and more often than not

for his own consumption. This is not the case.

We therefore give herein a list of goods to be in-

cluded in such an assortment, with such modifica-

tions and amendments as might be necessary due to

special local conditions :

Maintain Your Price

C i HE merchant who sells the right

I goods at the right price lias no need

to do business at a loss—nor allow

his competitors to make his price. If the

goods are right, the price must be.

Whe?i a buyer questions a price, i?i

the majority of cases, it is for the purpose

of testiiig the salesman's nerve and his

sincerity.



Initial Stock
CAMERAS

6 No. 2 Buster Brown
1 Fldg.

List

$2.00
Total

$12.00
6.50

1 Jr. Ansco 2 I/2x4 1A 12.00

2 No. 1 " 334x3^4 5.00 10.00

1 No. 2 " 334x434 7.25

1 No. 4 " 334x434 (Fldg.) 14.50

1 No. 3 " 4x5 7.75

1 Nc). 9 " 3^x5^ (Fldg.)

FILMS

20.00

12 ro Is 3A (2^x2K 6x) .15 1.80

12 * 4A (234x334 6x) .20 2.40

6 6A (2^x4^4 6x) .25 1.50

12 7A (334x434 6x) .35 4.20

6 7C (3^4x434 6x) .35 2.10

6 8A (3^x334 6x) .30 1.80

6 ' 10A (4x5 6x) .45 2.70

12 ' 18A (334x534 6x) .40 4.80

6 * 18C (334x5^ 6x) .40

PAPERS AND POST CARDS

2.40

18 do z. 3^>x334 (Assorted) .12 2.16

18 " 3^x434 .12 2.16

24 " 334x534 .15 3.60

36 " 4x5 .15 5.40

12 " 5x7 .30 3.60

36 " Postals

PREPARATIONS

.15 5.40

6 Be)xes ~SL O Tubes .30 1.80

6 " H M " .50 3.00

2 "PS .50 1.00

2 " °? .". .50 1.00

12 T abes Acid Fixing Salts .10 1.20

6 Bots. Cvko Liq. N. A. Dev. .25 1.50

2 Bots. (4-oz.) Cyko Re-Dev. .50 1.00

2 Boxes Cyko Re-Dev. tubes .50 1.00

2 Boxes Cyko N. A. Dev. tubes .50 1.00

Net
Cost

Net
Profit

$4.63

21.45

7.11

7.44

3.82

2.00

Total cost
Net cost

46 45/100%—Net profit at list prices

$102.07
$100.00

$46.45



Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

MR. Dudley Hoyt, whose interesting features

are the subject of the illustration on the

cover of this issue, has been classed by
those who are most intimate with his

work, as the leader in his chosen field, which is, to

give it a name, "The Portrait of Woman." Dudley
Hoyt, at one time the assistant of Pirie MacDonald,
early learned the value of being strongly individual

in his work, and in the past few years has devoted
himself to a style of portraiture which is easily iden-

tified, and can be as surely recognized as his as if it

bore his trade-mark. Like most men who have
achieved success, Hoyt made his name in the small

cities before making his mark in New York, but in

his brief two years on Fifth Avenue he has made
himself as much a part of the great group of photog-
raphers in that city as Pirie MacDonald and George
G. Rockwood, whose careers we have already

touched upon. Unusually taciturn, and with a

voice that startles one with its depth of tone, Dudley
Hoyt has a singular personality, and he is as sincere

in his friendship as he is in his work, and his work
is never on exhibition but that it carries off honors.

Hoyt Pins His Faith to the Future

My Dear Mr. Lamoutte :

As there is time, I wish you would return the

print I sent you of myself, as I have a new one
which is better and not as good-looking.

About the history to be attached to the reproduc-

tion, I think it will be better to cut it out in my case,

for I feel that the future has a great many, more
possibilities than the past.

Dudley Hoyt.



ADVERTISING DEPT.

E. A. TESTED
CHEMICALS
HAVE BEEN MADE FOR
OVER FIFTY YEARS

BUT THERE ARE STILL THOSE WHO
STATE THAT "TWO AND TWO MAKE
FOUR" AS A NEW PROPOSITION
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PORTRAIT

RICH, velvety shadows full of

detail; crisp, sparkling high lights

with roundness and delicacy in the

flesh and middle tones, have made

Hammer Plates
justly famous. All these qualities,

together with the highest possible

speed, are combined in the

Special Extra Fast (Red Labeo

and

Extra Fast Plates (Blue Label)

REG. TRADE MARK

Hammer Dry Plate Co.

40 East 21st Street

New York City



ADVERTISING DEPT

PRICE OF

CYKO PAPER
Surfaces Semi-Matte
Numbers 2

Rough Plat. Studio
4 5 6

Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Bed)
1

Professional (Brown)

SIZE
Regular Wt. Double Wt. iRegularWt.

|
Double "Wt.

Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro. |Doz. Gro.

A2fe x3k .12

10

.12

.12

.15

.12

.30

.15

.'20

'

' Vl5
.20

.25

.30

.35

.35

.45

.50

.55

.60

.70

.90

1.00
1.35

1.70

2.00

2.50
3.00

3.50

1.20

1.00

1.20

1.20

1.50

1.20

3.00
1.50

1.50

1.80

'

'l'.50

1.80

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50

5.00
6.00

6.50

7.00
8.50
10.00

14.00

17.50

21.00
28.00
34.00
40.00

*B 2y2 x 2^

E2^x4
F3^x4
H3& x5
J3kx3 !

*K 3k x 12

L3?§x53
M 4x5
T 4x6
*V 4x8
*W4% xi
*X 43^x5}

*AA4kx63
BA 5x7
*EA 5x8
*FA 5k x n
HA 6x8
JA 6^x85
*KA 7x9
LA 7k x 95

MA 8 x 10

*TA 9x11
VA 10x12
"WA 11 x 14

*XA 12 x 16

*BB 14x17
*EB 16x20
*PB 18x22
*HB 20x24

£
\i

i. :.:::.

i>...

.

i(6ab'tj
.35

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.30

.35

40
.45

.50

60
.65

.75

.80
1.00

1.20
1.60
2.00
2.40
3.20
4.00
4.80

3.50

2.00
2.00
2.00

'

2.00
2.00
3.00

3.50
4.00

4.50
5.00
6.00

7.00

8.00
9.00

11.00
13.50

17.50
21.50
27.00
36. GO
46.00
55.00

.25

.25

.25

.35

2.C0

2.00
2.00

3.40

.30

.30

.30

.45

2.50
2.50

2.50

4.30

'a.
.30

.35

.40

2.80

3.50

4.00

.40

.45

.50

3.50
4.40

5.00

4

.50

.60

.65

5.00

6.00
7.00

.65

.75

.80

6 25
7.50

8.75

.80 9.00 1.00 11.25

1.20

1.60

13.50

17.50

1.50

2.00
16.90

21.90

2.40

3.20

4.00
4.80

27.00
36.00
46.C0
55.00

3.00
4.00
5.00

6.00

33.75

68.70

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

Soft (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE Do, Gro.| £*85? SIZE Doz . Gro.
Net Rate
per 1000

PA 3k.x5k
*PB 3k x 11"

.15

.35

1.50 1 7.00
3.40

|
15.85

PA 3k, x 5k
*PB 3k x 11"

.2C

.5C

2.00

4.50
8.50

21.00

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular beading and trade mark.

No charge for imprinting 5,000 cards or more. Smaller quantities $1.50 extra
for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand. No orders ac-
cepted for less than one thousand.

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red Label)

Professional
(Brown Label)

Regul'r
Weight

Double
Weight

Regul'r
"Weight

Double
Weight

*XV 10-yard rolls (25 in. wide) 5.00

2.00

6.00

2.25
6.00

2.25
3.25

7.00
*XF 10-foot rolls (25 in. wide) 2.75
*VY 5-yard rolls (25 in. wide) 3.75

*These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices ; only at the factory.
All post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each—price half

that for one thousand



PORTRAIT

FILM
The Film that Lifts Amateur Photography from

Guesswork to the Realm of Artistic Achievement

WITH Ansco Film you can achieve the greatest

possible success that your equipment will allow.

The Ansco Film gives you not merely a photo-

graph—but an artistically correct rendering of your sub-

ject— line for line, tone for tone.

The latitude of the Ansco Film is a revelation to the

photographer—be he novice, amateur, or advanced. The
marvelous pencilings of nature in light and shade— all the

gradations which the eye unconsciously catches—can be
depicted with unerring fidelity by the Ansco Film. This
is what makes successful photography.

Even if your judgment be inaccurate as to proper

timing, the great latitude of the Ansco Film aids by giving

you an unusually wide range, reducing to a minimum
your losses.

The Ansco Film is the highest type of film. It has

that fineness of grain of the emulsion so necessary in pro-

ducing a well-balanced negative.

The speed and latitude permit of snap shot and time
exposures—all the various branches in which the amateur
is interested. Ansco Film will render harmonious color

values, presenting chromatic balance truly wonderful.
This is especially noticeable when prints are made on
Cyko paper, with which you get as faithful a reproduction
in monochrome as is possible without special apparatus
for orthochromatic work.

Ansco Films fit any camera; exposure numbers always
register; non-curling.
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^ GRADES

^ SURFACES

For negatives of all kinds;

soft, normal or contrastive

"Soft paper or soft negatives?"

No longer a problem

PHOTOGRAPHERS no longer need sacrifice light

effects or atmosphere- of proper surrounding on

account of limitations of printing mediums. Cyko

is as plastic in the hands of the photographer as paint in

those of an artist It adjusts itself to the quality of the

negative as readily as canvas to the master stroke of the

brush. Each grade of Cyko has more latitude, plasticity,

chromatic rendition and soft gradation than any other

paper. These qualities are multiplied by 3 (three grades)

and again by 5 (five surfaces). Its scope is unlimited.

Yours for the asking: a new Cyko Manual
with 56 pages of information

Ansco Company

k^_



Our Branch Offices

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY,
40 East 21st Street, New York City

ANSCO COMPANY,
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY,
Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ANSCO COMPANY,
171 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY,
101 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY,
S. E. Cor. 5th and Race Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY,
30 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY,
223 Fifth St. South, Minneapolis, Minn.

Rogers & Company, Chicago and New York
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The Studio
What to do in it

And its Equipment

Get this valuable booklet from your dealer

or write in for it

Ansco Company
Binghamton. New York



PORTRAIT
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-

TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "a SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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How and How Not

I
AM not given to preaching, but on top of a

conversation which I had a few days ago with

one of the big photographers in New York, I

feel inclined to write a sermon after reading the

following lines in "How" :

"Don't despise any longer—no matter
how long you have done it—the new
product or the new idea which you have
your serious doubts the value of. Take it

somehow; get it under cover—decently, I

mean; but figure on making certain that,

nothing valuable slips away from you."

How the big photographer missed it with one of

the best products, and the best ideas, you will learn

by the trend of his conversation with me a few
days ago.

"By the way, my friend", in a deep, but confi-

dential tones, "I told you a couple of years ago that

developing papers were all right in their place, but
BY ANSCO COMPANY



that a man of my standing who charges such big

prices for his work could not entertain the idea of

using developing papers, but I have had occasion

to change my mind on the subject. Not but that I

was perfectly right at that time, but the public, you

know, looks upon a photographer in a little different

light now than it did then. It looks upon him now

more in the light of an artist. His work, and the

price he charges for it is no more gauged by the

cost of the materials he uses, than the value

of a painting is determined by the cost of

the canvas and paint. We have simply gone

up a peg in the estimation of the public. I have

been trying developing papers, several brands in

fact, and have not yet decided which brand I shall

adopt, but keep this under your hat, I will be pre-

pared a year from now to come out with the

statement that for a year prior to that time I have
not made a single print except on developing

paper."

"It is to laugh" were it not that this great

photographer has been paying all this time for a

roll of Platinum paper, twenty inches wide, twenty-
six feet long, equaling one dozen sheets 20x26,
$11.50, whereas another photographer on the
avenue practically unknown at the time, but
who now really overshadows him, has made
his reputation on developing paper for which
he has paid at the rate of $5.00 for a roll

thirty feet long and twenty-five inches wide. Just
think what that means in the course of a year. My
friend has at last seen the light. The public does

not care a continental what paper, or what methods
are employed by a photographer. They judge by
the finished photograph. If it has more tonality,

a more pleasing likeness, and embodies those subtle



qualities which we call art, it is willing to pay for

the work. Indeed, the very fact that a photographer

relies on telling his customers that he must charge

big prices because he pays big prices for his paper,

etc., shows that he is a humbug pure and simple,

and the public will not be humbugged very long.

Mr. Photographer, the thing for you to consider is

this: If you are still using the antiquated printing

out process, you are doing so against your own
interest in every way. You are limiting the earning

capacity of your gallery. The supply of sunshine

is limited, whereas with developing paper you make
your own sunshine. With printing out paper you
are disappointing your customers right along, for

you never can keep your promise to deliver on a
certain date. You are jeopardizing your reputation

because you must often deliver prints that you know
ought to be destroyed, simply because you must
make the best of your time, and the limited sunshine

that you get. The developing paper man delivers

only the best. Do not think, however, that all you
have to do is to buy a package of Cyko and at once
proceed to get good prints. You do not expect
other printing processes to work automatically, so

why should you in the case of Cyko? I claim that

Cyko is easier to work than any other developing

paper. It has great latitude, and does not stain and
blister as easily as other papers. With Cyko "Soft
paper or soft negatives?" is no longer a problem.
"Photographers no longer need sacrifice light effects

or atmosphere of proper surrounding on account of
limitations of printing mediums. Cyko is as plastic

in the hands of the photographer as paint in those
of an artist. It adjusts itself to the quality of the

negative as readily as canvas to the master stroke

of the brush. Each grade of Cyko has more
latitude, plasticity, chromatic rendition and soft



gradation within its given sphere than any other

paper. These qualities are multiplied by 3 (three

grades) and again by 5 (five surfaces). Its scope

is unlimited." Uncle George.

A Machine For Rapid Printing

With Daylight

A HANDY contrivance for rapid printing can

be constructed from an ordinary soap box.

Remove top and bottom and nail one of

these on the inside at a slant like a retouching frame.

Cut an opening in the center and place some small

springs to hold the negative in place. Hinge the

back of a printing frame at the left side to cover the

negative. Place a small shelf at the top to hold a

box of paper and a box at the bottom to receive the

printed sheets. On the other side in front of the

negative fasten at the bottom, with a spring hinge,

a light frame covered with transparent red paper.

From this shutter run a cord of sufficient length to

reach a treadle when the box is in place for opera-

tion. Prepare the negative with a heavy paper mat
on the upper left hand top and side. Place the box
at a north window and darken the room of all white

light. Adjust the cord so the treadle will open the

shutter wide when pressed with the foot. Place a

box of CYKO on the top shelf and an empty box
at the bottom of incline. Take a sheet of paper or

a post card in the right hand and fit in the corner

of the mat. Swing printing frame back in position

with the left hand, and press treadle with foot

to make the exposure. Open the back and print-

ed sheet will slide down incline to box below.

Repeat for succeeding prints. With a paper having
the speed and range of Cyko, a large number of
uniform prints can be made in a short time.



Red and Black

THIS is no story of the roulette table, although

the two colors black and red smacks of that

game of chance—one chance in a thousand

that you might get out of your difficulty by a lucky

strike, and if you don't, you can still put up the bluff

that you did, and then play the "con game" on the

unsuspecting public.

A manufacturer of films which has been having

bad luck for the last two years with gray films,

numbers on the black paper offsetting and other

troubles, now comes out with the announcement that

for him hereafter black and red (paper) are the

words. No more gray films, no more offsetting,

and who cares whether this manufacturer relies on
red and black to pull him out of a hole? How he

can make a good film which will not offset is no
concern of the public. There are other films on
the market on which the numbers on the paper

never offset, and that always produce a good nega-

tive, and the keeping qualities of which are the

same as that of a glass dry plate. The public

knows that Ansco film is the original, the genuine
and the perfect film. The real meat in the cocoanut
is this : Ansco films are so fast, have such ortho-

chromatic values and are so free from imperfections

and offsetting of numbers that the other make has

suffered by comparison ; thereby hangs the true

story of "Black and Red". The Ansco film does
not need to gamble on black and red, or on numbers,
to succeed. Its manufacturers have positive

knowledge, completed two years ago through pains-

taking chemical research, how to avoid the numbers
from offsetting, and the film from deteriorating.

Will they advertise the secret? No. It is too true

and valuable for that.



No Need To Kick The Dark
Room Door

WHILE in a studio where a lot of Cyko paper

is used, the proprietor incidentally re-

marked to me that on sending his man out

on a job with his Cirkut camera he found that all

he had in the shape of films were some ten inch

Ansco that had expired some time ago. In fact,

they had lain on his shelves forgotten. He was
mighty anxious about the results, and his man on
returning proceeded at once to develop the films.

He was so anxious that he could not wait, and with

a kick on the dark room door, he inquired: "Is

there anything on them?" The reply came back:

"I should say so, they are all right." The pro-

prietor further explained that the next morning he

found them dry, and without a bit of curl. The
man who made the exposures, fearing that his

camera had jumped, exposed two films so as to be

dead sure, and the proprietor gave me the duplicate

film which can't be beat. It is a fine specimen of

how the properties in Ansco films will be retained

long after the expiration date. The proprietor of

this studio says that he will pay little attention to

the guarantee date hereafter.

Speed And Latitude Of Cyko.

WE make the following excerpt from a letter

written under date of May 17, by one of

our demonstrators : "The speed and lati-

tude of CYKO seems to appeal to every pho-

tographer with whom I come in contact after the

advantages are fully demonstrated. If rapid work
is necessary so as to make quick delivery of

a large job, CYKO is the paper that will do it;

and if the best portrait work is desired when it



is necessary to obtain the greatest possible soft-

ness and transparency in the shadows, CYKO is the

paper to turn to, but then the time of exposure
s'houldbe lengthened, either by getting further away
from the source of the light or by softening the

light. The development is then prolonged by using

a diluted developer. Now and then I come across

a photographer accustomed to the use of a slow

printing developing paper, requiring a very strong

artificial light, who does not obtain the best results

from CYKO because he does not realize its quicker

printing qualities. These photographers should be

told that the strong light of some of the printing

machines on the market must be diffused by several

thicknesses of tissue paper over the ground glass

when the greatest amount of transparency in the

shadows is required. The developer, however, for

this result must be fairly cool and slightly weaker.

At I made some fine prints in comparison
with and with regular 16-oz. devel-

oper weakened to 20-oz., cool room and solutions,

and 10 seconds exposure in soft light." .

What The Expert Photographer,

M. D. Hanson, Writes

About Cyko

£(Y AM making better enlargements in black and
white, also in Sepia, than I have ever made
before. These are on Cyko paper. I use

for enlarging Professional Cyko, Rough surface,
which adapts itself to air brush, and other methods
of finishing. If there is a better paper than Cyko
on the market, I want it, but I have tried them all,

and I have not found its equal yet. My groups
and small work on the Studio surface speak for
themselves. The last lot of ten yard rolls seems
better than ever."



There Is A Reason

I
FIND in demonstrating many photographers

do not seem to know what certain chemicals

are put in the developer for, and what their

action is on the emulsion. Until they find this out,

they will not be successful in making good prints

on developing paper. Metol is used in the de-

veloper to give softness and speed ; Hydrochinon
to give strength to the print ; Sulphite of Soda to

keep the developer from decomposing; Carbonate

of Soda to open the pores of the emulsion; Bromide
of Potassium is a restrainer, and keeps the whites

clear. While Cyko will develop in most any good
developer, the best results are obtained by follow-

ing the printed formula with each package. It will

be noticed that the formula for Cyko calls for a

quarter less Carbonate than Sulphite. Now, there

is a reason for leaving out that quarter of Car-
bonate, or the Cyko chemist, who is one of the best

photographic chemists in the world, would not

recommend to leave it out. If you will use Cyko
paper, following Cyko formulae, your prints will

be well balanced both in detail and gradations.

Developer Recommended By A
Photographer

Water, soft or distilled 32 ounces
Metol 15 grains
Sodium Sulphite (dried, powdered) . 1 ounce
Hydrochinon 60 grains
Sodium Carbonate (grr.^ular) % ounce
Bromide of potash (10% solution) . . 5 drops
Iodide of potash £ grains

If tone is not warm enough add a little more
each of Bromide and Iodide of potash; and for a

decided warm tone add two or three grains Bro-
mide of Ammonia.

8



If Restricted Dealers Only Knew What
They Are Missing

I
HAVE just called on Mr. . You will

remember that he is the dealer who at one time

"rooted" for the other line, and took up the

Independent line when he got tired of the grinding

restrictions. He is as happy as a lark, and doing a

fine business on Ansco products. By the way, he

told me a good story of how Ansco goods are win-

ning out. A staff photographer for a local paper

called to get a film, and insisted on the other brand
which he had been in the habit of using. Mr.

gave him also an Ansco film, with the request

that he work them together and size up the results.

He brought in the Ansco film to be developed, and
when the Ansco results were compared with the

other film, the superiority of Ansco was manifest

at a glance. It was easily seen that Ansco has

greater rapidity, is cleaner and gives a wealth of

details that is absolutely lacking in the other. The
subject photographed consisted of trotting horses,

requiring top notch speed of a focal plane shutter.

That staff photographer says : "AXSCO film for

mine hereafter."

Do You Object To The Use of Metol?

If so use the following formula for developing

CYKO:
(Stock Solution)

Warm Water (soft or distilled) .... iy2 gallons
Ortol i ounce
Sodium Sulphite (Anhydrous) . . . . 16 ounces
Hydrochinon iy2 ounces
Sodium Carbonate (Anhydrous) ... 12 ounces
Potassium Bromide 45 grains

Dissolve each chemical thoroughly in order
named and for use take one part stock solution to

two parts water.

9



"Soft Papers or Soft Negatives?"

THOSE who may have attached any impor-

tance to the article under this heading in

the April issue of "Studio Light and the

Aristo Eagle" may be interested to read what the

veteran photographer, Mr. George G. Rockwood,
has to say on this subject in his article in the June
issue of this magazine, entitled "Let's Go For-

ward." Bearing in mind that Mr. Rockwood can

have no possible interest in the matter aside from
a desire to give his experience and ideas for the

benefit of the craft, while "The Aristo Eagle" may
or may not have an interest in inducing the pho-

tographers to continue to produce the so-called con-

trastive Aristo negatives. If the photographer
ceased to make negatives particularly adapted to

the printing qualities of "Aristo" the use of that

paper would be still further limited. In fact, it

could not then be used even for proofs. The
manufacturers of Cyko believe as Mr. Rockwood,
that it is impossible for a photographer to always
make his negatives so lighted and so developed as

to make them just right for any one kind of paper.

Hence, the reason Cyko is made in three grades

—

Contrast, Normal and Soft.

W HEN people see you take in-

terest in your work they

also become interested.

—Will H. Moses



The Rochester Convention

The N. P. A. Convention for 1909 is already

only a pleasant retrospect and it will long be re-

membered by those who attended. It was a sig-

nal success from every point of view and the

officers of the Association are to be congratu-
lated. A form in this issue was held open so that

the Convention could be noted ; we therefore

have only sufficient time and space to merely
mention the event but a full report will follow in

our next issue.

The pictures exhibited were superb examples
of the progress portrait photogaphy has made in

the last few years, and of the adaptability of Cyko
and other developing papers for the production
of all sorts of artistic effects. The Cyko exhibit

consisted entirely of specimens of pure sepias,

inasmuch as it is the only developing paper that

produces the brown tones demanded by the pub-
lic at the present time. The black tones pre-

vailed in the exhibit of other manufacturers of

developing papers, and in that connection we
were surprised and disappointed to notice the

tendency to work up black-and-white prints with
air brush, which, in the estimation of both pho-
tographers and art critics, cheapens and destroys

the value of a photographic print. The Post-

Express of Rochester devoted considerable space

to a criticism of the pictures exhibited, and men-
tioned as second in a list of fifteen notable pic-

tures a CYKO print in pure sepia by L. J. Buck-
ley, of Binghamton, N. Y. We extend our con-

gratulations to this rising photographer.
The main feature of the School of Photography

was the demonstration made by W. H. Towles,
whose picture adorns our cover.

IT



Our Cover Portrait and The Hall of Fame

THERE is a photographer in Washing-ton,

D. C, who makes portraits "just a little dif-

ferent." His name is W. H. Towles, whose
genial countenance we reproduce on our cover this

month. "Just a little different"—and therein lies

the charm of the work of this artist whose studio

is the meeting place for those of the craft who
visit the "City Beautiful." One can always be sure

of a hearty welcome at the Towles studio, and
Towles is always so interested in his work that he

is never so happy as when imparting the result of

the knowledge he has acquired in his many years

of experience. There are always some things he
forgets to show, and those are the many medals
and trophies which his work has captured at the

different photographic conventions. It is this gen-

uineness and modesty reflected in Towles' work
through the soft gradations of tones possible by
his method of lighting that enable his productions

to rise to the height of true art without sacrificing

likeness—and likeness after all is the main intent

of a portrait.
* * *

Those of our readers who attended the National

Convention at Rochester will hardly need the above
introduction to the well-known Washington pho-

tographer, for he demonstrated there with great

success the good qualities of Hammer Dry Plates,

and the exhibit of his work on Cyko paper, made
by our publishers, was very much admired. We
venture to express the hope for the good of the

fraternity, that Mr. Towles may be induced to

describe in one of our issues, his method of work-
ing Cyko paper, especially for obtaining the

beautiful range of sepias as shown by the prints

in our publishers' exhibit.



ADVERTISING DEPT.
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PORTRAIT

RICH, velvety, shadows full of

detail ; crisp, sparkling high lights

with roundness and delicacy in the

flesh and middle tones, have made

Hammer Plates
justly famous. All these qualities,

together with the highest possible

speed, are combined in the

Special Extra Fast (Red Label)

and

Extra Fast Plates (Blue Label)

Hammer Dry Plate Co,

40 East 21st Street

New York City



ADVERTISING DEPT.

PRICE OF
CYKO PAPER

Surfaces Semi-Matte
N umbers 2

Glossy
3

Eough
4

Plat. Studio

Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Eed)

SIZE

A2Xx3X
*B2Mx2K
E2KX4X
F3Mx4M
H3^x5M
J3Mx3^2

*K3^xl2
L3| xo^(Cab't)
M 4x5
T 4x6
*V 4x8
*W4Mx4M
*X4^x5M

*AA 4^x63^
BA 5x7
*EA 5x8
*FA5Mx7M
HA 0x8
JA6^x8^

*KA 7x9
LA7^x9M
MA 8x10
*TA 9xll
VA 10x12
WA 11x14
*XA 12x16
*BB 14x17
*EB 16x20
*FB 18x22
*HB 20x24

15

20
25
30
35
35
45
50
55
60
70
90

1 00
1 35
1 70
2 00
2 50
3 U0
3 50

Gro.

t 20
1 00
1 20
1.20

1.50

120
3 00
150
150
1 80

1 50
1 80

2 50
3 00

3 50

4 00

4 50

5 00
6 00
6 50
7 00

I -I Ou
17 50
21 00
28 00

34 00

40 00

1 20
1.60

2 (Hi

2 40
3.21

4 00
4 SO

3.50

2 00
2 00
2.00

2 00
2 00
3.00

3 50
4.00

4 50
5.00
6 00
7 00
8 00
9 00

11 00
13 50
17 50
21 50
27 00
36 00

40 00
55 00

Professional (Brown)

Regular Wt. Double Wt.

Doz. Gro Doz. Gro

2 40
3 20
4.00
4 so

.'.(in

2 00
2 00
3 40

2 SO

3 50

4 00

5 00
00

7 00

27 00
30 00
40 CO
55 00

1 50

2 00

3 00
4 00
5 00

oc

2.50

2 50
2 50
4 30

3 50
4 40
5 00

6 25
7 50

16 90
21 90

33 75
45 00
57 50
08 70

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

Soft (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE DOZ GRO
NET RATE
PER 1000

SIZE DOZ. GRO
NET RATE
PER 1000

PA3J^x f>%

*pb zy2 x li
.15

.35

1.50

3.40

7.00
15.85

PA 3>4 x 5%
*PB Wi x 11

.20

.50

2.00
4.50

8.50
21.00

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular heading and trade

mark No charge for imprinting 5.000 cards or more. Smaller quantities
$1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand
No orders accepted for less than one thousand

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) SoFT(Rcd Label)

Professional
Brown Label)

Regul r

Weight
ouble

Weight
R. gul'r
Weight

Double
Weight

*XV 10-yard rolls (25 in. wide) 5.00

2.00

6.00

2.25
6 00
2 25
3.25

7.00

2.75
3.75

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices
;
only at the factory

All post cards in bulk arc packed in boxes of 500 cards each—price halt
that for one thousand



PORTRAIT

for
pictures

all kinds;

all seasons;

all places;
all weather.

Lt doesn't make any difference

you use them—you can
always depend on Ansco Film pro-

ducing good pictures. If you're down
in the tropics, tramping the North

woods, cruising, out in the open anywhere
— take along Ansco Film. It matters not

what film camera you have. The keeping
qualities of Ansco Film are unsurpassed.

Ansco Film render faithfully, correct color values. They ex-
hibit a Chromatic balance—a true color ratio as effective as the actual
colors. This is best shown when prints aie made on Cyko Paper.
Insist on Cyko prints if your developing and printing are done
outside.

Ansco Film have great speed and latitude. You can get perfect
detail in the shadows. They are free from imperfections. The
spools always fit.

No gray, muddy negatives. No frilling with Ansco Film. They
give soft, brilliant, transparent negatives. Exposure numbers always
register. Non-curling. Fit any camera. Ansco Film make suc-
cessful photography. Thousands prove this daily.

Independent dealers everywhere carry full line of Ansco Film,
Cyko paper, and pure, carefully prepared photographic chem-
cals. If other dealers will not supply you, don 't blame them.
An agreement with their manufacturer forbids them. Look
for the ANSCO sign.

Yours tor the asking: A complete photographic library
in two volumes, teaching the art of making prize-win-
ning pictures. Write for it, or ask your nearest dealer.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.



ADVERTISING DEPT.

.

A portrait is judged by
the print, not the

negative

It matters very little whether the negative is thin,

contrastive or well balanced, provided the print

shows perfect tonal gradation and that is what a

Cyko Print
will show if the proper grade of Cyko Paper is used

1

The photographer looks out=for the artistic

pose,the lightingbest suited tothe subject,and

CYKO does the rest. No otner paper will

do it. The only paper which makes real

sepia prints by straight re-development.

Send for new Cyko Manual

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.



OurBranch Offices

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY,
40 East 21st Street, New York City

ANSCO COMPANY,
407 North Broadway, St. Louis^ Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY,
Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ANSCO COMPANY,
171 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY,
101 Tremont Street, Boston Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY,
S. E. Cor. 5th and Race Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY,
30 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY,
223 Fifth St., South, Minneapolis, Minn.
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PORTRAIT
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-
TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "a SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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Window Lighting for the Professional

By Geo. G. Rockwood,

537 Fifth Ave., New York City.

I
AM inclined to the belief that an exaggerated

importance is often given to the exact form

of the skylight in a photographic studio. I

have heard many discussions as to the "hip" skylight,

the "single slant," etc., in which at the conclusion,

the disputants were "of the same opinion still" as to

their pet forms ! In an establishment doing a busi-

ness in large groups, full length figures, etc., the

form of the light may well be considered, and I am
the last one to question its value. At various times

during the half century I have been behind a

camera, I have built or modified ten skylights, and,

therefore, have positive convictions as to the best

forms, but wnen we see the startling artistic results

of home portraiture we are set to thinking whether

C0P1 BIGHT 1909 BY ANSCO



one disposed to enter the field of photography

should be deterred by the inability to secure a "sky-

light" as generally understood.

WINDOW LIGHT
a point slightly above the eyebrows, thusLight from

illuminating the shadows without loss of modeling and

presenting President C. Leo Mees at his real age.



REMBRANDT S METHODS

It is known that Rembrandt painted all his por-

traits from -the light admitted through a sheet

of glass about 12x20 inches. This statement

SKY LIGHT
Illumination from an angle about fifty degrees, which

accentuates the shadows and narrows the oval of the face,

thus adding to the age of the sitter ten years.



influenced me very materially some years ago, and I

gradually began to reduce the quantity of light in

single portraits approaching in strong effect the

brilliant lighting we often see in at home portraits.

Finally I found my best effects were from a patch of

light in the skylight often 4x5 feet or less, so when I

considered the leasing of my present studio which
has windows only 4 feet 8 inches by 8 feet, I did not

hesitate to lease what I consider as favorable a light

for single portraiture or groups up to ten or twelve

persons as I ever used. It is certain that I am doing

the best work of my life.

It is never safe to break away from well estab-

lished customs or methods of work, but when faced

with the expensive problem of a skylight I suggest

that one gives a little careful study and experiment
to a window light. In these days of very sensitive

plates, the light can be very much modified without
lessening materially the quickness of an exposure.

CONCERNING THE ILLUSTRATION

Concerning the illustrations, herewith, the

method is pretty apparent in the result; one
is the ordinary conventional light dear to the

portrait painter and to photographers, which is ar-

ranged to fall at an angle of about forty-five de-

grees to the front and side ; in fact, the usual but
unmodified effect of the "hip" skylight. The other is

essentially a "window" light in which the light

comes from a lower source (no top light) and the

modeling and delicate shadow produced by a slight

turning away from the window, and the light

further tempered by a hand screen. This hand
screen is to me the most essential accessory in a
studio. Mine is a twenty-inch boy's light hoople,



costing ten cents, screwed to a short reed fish pole

costing about the same, and covered by a piece of

four-cent cheese cloth. My rod is about seven feet

long.

The use and abuse of reflectors may be dis-

cussed in a future article, as well as the possibili-

ties of the window light in so-called, Rembrandt
effects. I trust this, together with the examples, will

prove a useful hint.

Does it Pay to do It?

THERE are two methods of advertising which

are particularly transparent, so transparent

indeed that it fools very few. One is the

manufacturer who advertises that his goods are the

best because "So-and-so, a well-known photog-

rapher, is using them," without mentioning the fact

that the photographer referred to gets all his paper

for nothing and a fat retainer besides ; the other,

who harps on experience

—

the experience of having

made uniformly rotten goods for twenty years.

(The italics are mine of course as that information

does not appear in their advertisement.)

The other day a photographer using CYKO was
approached by one of the representatives of a manu-
facturer who relies on the former style of adver-

tising. "So-and-so," he was told, "uses our paper,

and is that not enough to prove to you that you are

in wrong by using something else ?" "No," said the

CYKO user, "I'm from Missouri, I must be shown.

I'm not a sheep to be led by the ring of the bell

ewe." He was not shown but was offered a supply

of paper gratis during one year, provided he would
use it and allow them to exhibit signed prints from



his negatives. Will he do it? It remains to be seen

whether the temptation is strong enough.

Both these ways of making propaganda are now-
adays very much in vogue, but really does it pay?
Is it not saner and more honest to give reasons why
your goods are better than others, and word it as

strong as possible without drawing on the imagina-

tion so as to be prepared to "show the man from
Missouri"? If after that you wish to be philan-

thropic and do business for the fun of it you may
pay him a yearly retainer and give him paper for

nothing with a dear conscience and without loss

of self-respect on either side.

If you can make the claim that you have been in

business for over half a century you can also ad-

vertise it broadcast, especially if in order to remain
in business you have been compelled to make better

goods than anyone else so as to sell them on their

merit in spite of a closed market against you

—

closed by restrictions of a powerful though un-

willing combination between a gigantic monopoly
and a lot of helpless dealers.

Uncle George.

A Method of Dodging Contrasty or Uneven

Negatives

THE method which we describe here is not, by
any means, new but there is hardly a week
goes by without our demonstrators having

occasion to exemplify the process to a photographer.

This then is our excuse for setting forth the follow-

ing method.
In the case of portraits where the white draperies

fail to print through, or the shadows are too strong,

or perhaps a combination of both defects ; interiors



with windows which print too light; view nega-

tives with clouds that print out insufficiently, and
other contrasty subjects are all benefited with the

treatment. The requirements are few, viz. : a sheet

of plain glass the same size as the negative, a stump,

some powdered charcoal, vaseline and some tissue

paper (just the ordinary kind, similar to which the

fair sex use as wrapping material for their most
cherished "notions"). Cut a piece of tissue the size

of the glass and fasten it to the latter with paste

round the extreme edges. Next, place this in a

printing frame, tissue side downwards, and then the

negative (film upward, of course). The next mat-

ter is the registering, and if the printing frame is

always tilted to the same corner whenever the nega-

tive and tissued glass is placed in the printing

frame, they will always occupy the same relative

positions. By holding the negative and glass with

the thumb or finger tight in the corner of the frame
look through the negative, and where the latter is

thin, such as the shadows, shade the tissue paper
with the aid of the stump and powdered charcoal

covering that portion of the negative which requires

holding back. Similarly where the negative is too

dense and fails to print dark enough, use a small

brush and the vaseline. The effect is that the

stumping with charcoal retards the printing, and the

vaseline, making the tissue paper transparent, in-

sures that part of the negative having more relative

exposure to the light. The method is simplicity

itself when once the theory is grasped. It is ad-

visable to make a trial print now and again with the

first attempts in order to see the exact amount of
correction in the print. In the case of clouds in

negatives, where the horizon is not too broken, just

pencil the outline and then cut away the tissue cov-
ering the sky, taking the glass out of the frame for



that purpose. If the horizon is broken, however,

with foliage, church steeples, etc., use the vaseline

method applied with a fine spotting brush, being

careful not to go too near the edges of the Objects,

as the vaseline will spread about one-eighth of an

inch after applied. In portraits, should the lighting

on the face or draperies 'be flat or too low in tone,

highlights can be worked in advantageously -by this

method, using a pencil, and the heavy shadows cast

by hats can be made less obtrusive with the aid of

the stump and charcoal. Be careful not to overdo

the stumping or the resulting print will look

"smoky" where the charcoal ihas been laid on too

thickly.

Echoes of the Rochester Convention

IN commenting on the Rochester Convention as

the August number went to press, we promised
our readers to give a full report in this number.

We find", however, that the regular photographic

magazines for August, which are issued later in the

month, have given such a full account that it will be

unnecessary to take up our limited space which is re-

quired for information that photographers are un-

able to obtain elsewhere. The Rochester Conven-
tion was a great success at any rate, and it will be

long remembered.
It is evident from the tone of the press that a

young photographer has risen to contest convention

prizes with those now in the field. This promising

photographer is L. J. Buckley of Binghamton, New
York. It is a significant fact that his Cyko print in

pure Sepia is the only picture exhibited which made
a sufficiently lasting impression to be talked of all

over, both by the photographic and lay press of the

country. American Photography, while appar-

8



ently cautious lest it give offense to other manu-
facturers of photographic papers, thus approaches

the subject:

"The Ansco Company showed a number of

beautiful re-developed prints on Cyko paper
which they claimed to be the only pure Sepia
prints on developing paper in the Convention
Hall. They were pure browns, without yellow-
ish tinge, and of delightful quality. Included in

this exhibit was a print of L. J. Buckley on
Cyko Buff, called by the critics one of the
fifteen best prints in the Hall."

It must be very gratifying to our publishers to

observe that while all photographic publications

which were represented at the Rochester Conven-
tion allude to the elaborate display made by several

of the other manufacturers of paper, the Cyko
prints exhibited were the only ones commented
upon, and then in the most eulogistic vein.

Making a Cyko Print from a Negative while

still Wet

u TkT EWS stuff," as it is best known to the peo-

1^1 ple wno handle it, are such pictures and
articles as will best describe some certain

occasion long before "the other fellow" can get a

copy, so that time must be considered the most im-

portant factor.

The above applies to photographs even more than

to any other branch, as an article can be bold typed

and stretched to suit the taste, 'but the photo must
be exact, as it comes in for plenty of criticism after

the item has been read. Therefore it must be your
aim to get a copy to the office while the building

is still burning, or before the splash ihas subsided

after the train has fallen into the river, or—well you



know what to take better than I do, so take it, then

develop it as quick and as soon as possible. Im-
merse plate in a strong acid fixer until clear, and
not one bit longer, rinse, squeegee the face until all

surface water has been removed; wipe the glass

side with a rag, towel, or even a lace handkerchief

will do, as long as you get it dry. Then lay the plate

face side down upon a piece of paraffine paper, cut

a little larger than the plate, paste the edges over

onto the glass side, put plate now covered into the

frame—not forgetting that the paper is the film

side
;
print as usual, only taking care not to be in too

much of a hurry and get so near the light as to

cause the wet film to blister.

The advantage of this system of making prints

from wet plates is that the paper will not shift, is

easy to handle and costs very little. Of course, after

the required number of prints (have been made the

plate is returned to the fixing bath to complete fixa-

tion. If print is to be made from a film instead of

glass plate the paraffine paper must be long enough
to cover both the front and back of the film and
only needs to be pasted along one edge. As for a

squeegee many things will do, so you must use your
own judgment or the side of your hand.

Papers can be cut and kept on hand as they take

up very little room. To cut same lay a plate of the

size you use upon the paper, then cut the paper so

as to leave—say one-fourth inch margin all around,

mark around the corners, or even the whole plate,

and cut enough from the corners so as not to fold

or crease when used. Care must be taken not to

take too much from the corners or the film will be
exposed to the print which is used dry and is very
liable to stick and cause trouble.

P. W. Kirschbaum.
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

Let everyone do work his own way—no one's

way is the absolutely right way.
" —J. H. GARO.

"IN the last century it was the custom, when on

I
a pilgrimage to Boston, to search out a certain

worker in the house of a man who was prone

to pursue the Simoleon with great fervor. The
worker was of swarthy visage and very faithful

—

doing all things as well as might be—after the man-
ner prescribed by the master—and his skill was such

as to delight the master and the master's patrons;

but this was not enough to satisfy the worker

—

and in him was an unrest—an unrest and a longing

to do his work after his own manner; the unrest

was not a fretful chafing but a strong and earnest

yearning to be free.

"There came a time after many years of patience

and labor and heartburning, of smoldering and re-

pressed passion, that he lifted up his voice and sang,

for his spirit was not broken and his zeal was not
dulled and he was free—free to loose his heart's

desire—free to lay at the feet of his ideal, the fruit

of his effort and his ardor—free to conquer or to

lose—but free.

"And there was a great noise among the craftsmen
and disputation and putting together of heads ; some
babbled and said, 'He only yearns, with an unde-
fined yearning—he bays at the moon/ and others

said nothing, but waited, for they loved him.

"Now the doubters and scoffers mingle with the

faithful and are not to be discovered, for all raise

ii



their voices in laudation—nor would take from him
the laurel he has won.
"The work of 'Garo' needs no description, no

praise, for every one in the profession knows and
respects it—the innate refinement—the manifest

artistic instinct—the absolute government of light

—

the deftness of arrangement—the sureness of touch

have set it apart."

(This commentary on John H. Garo was found

among some old writings of Pirie MacDonald, and

as we cannot add to it—nor would we subtract

—

we print it as it is.

—

Ed).

Saved by a Demonstrator

MR. T. C. BELL, our demonstrator now in Bal-

timore, Md., writes as follows

:

"Mr.
, the leading photographer in

this city, has been using CYKO for some time, but

since warm weather set in he has been troubled with

yellow stains. I found he was not using CYKO
formula for the developer, and his developer was

entirely too warm. I showed him that the fault

was not with the paper and he was delighted,

as he was about to make a change, and he knew that

no other developing paper would produce the re-

sults which he has been obtaining on CYKO."

We publish this report as it may help other

photographers who might get into trouble in a

similar manner through their own fault.



ADVERTISING DEPT.

E. A. TESTED
CHEMICALS
HAVE BEEN MADE FOR
OVER FIFTY YEARS

BUT THERE ARE STILL THOSE WHO
STATE THAT"TWO AND TWO MAKE
FOUR" AS A NEW PROPOSITION

S



PORTRAIT

ICH, velvety, shadows full of

detail ; crisp, sparkling high lights

with roundness and delicacy in the

flesh and middle tones, have made

Hammer Plates
justly famous. All these qualities,

together with the highest possible

speed, are combined in the

Special Extra Fast (Red Label)

and

Extra Fast Plates (Blue Label)

Hammer Dry Plate Co,

40 East 2 J st Street

New York City



ADVERTISING DEPT.

PRICE OF
CYKO PAPER

Surfaces
Numbers...

. .. Semi-Matte
2

Glossy
3

Rough
4

Plat.
5

Studio
6

Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow SOFT (Red) PROt essional ( Brown)

SIZE
Regular Wt Double Wt. KegularWt. Double Wt.

Doz. Gro. Doz Gro. Doz Gro Doz. Gro.

A2^x3M
*B2Kx2K

1 20
.10 1 00

E2^x4^
F3Mx4>4

1 20
.12 1.20

H3Xx5J4
J3^x3^

*K3>£xl2
L3| x5Va(Cab't)

15 1 50
.12 1 20
30 3 00 35 3.50

.15 150 .25 2 00 25 2.00 30 2.50

M 4x5 .15 1 50 25 2 00 .25 2 00 30 2 50

T 4x6 20 1.80 .25 2.00 25 2 00 30 2 50

*V 4x8 .35 3 40 45 4 30

*W4^x4K
*X4^x5M

*AA4>^x6K

15

20
150
180 '25

2 00
2 00

25 2 50 .30 3.00 30 280 .40 3 50

BA 5x7 • 30 3 00 35 3 50 35 3 50 .45 4 40

*EA 5x8 35 3 50 40 4.00 40 4 00 .50 5 00

*FA5Mx7^
HA 0x8

35 4 00 45 4 50
45 4 50 50 5.00 50 5 00 65 6 25

JA6Kx8}£ 50 5 00 .60 6 00 60 6 00 75 7 50

*KA 7x9 55 6 00 65 7 00 65 7 00 80 8 75

LA7^x% 60 6 50 75 8 00

MA 8x10 70 7 00 80 9 00 .80 9 00 1 00 11 25

*TA 9x11 90
1 00

8 50
in 00

1 00
120

U 00
13 50VA 10x12 1 20 13 50 1 50 16 90

WA 11x14 135 14 00 1.60 17 50 1 60 17 50 2 00 21 90
*XA 12x16 170 17 50 2 00 21 50
*BB 14x17 2 00 21 l>0 2 40 27 00 2 40 27 00 3 00 33 75

*EB 16x20 2 50 28 00 3.20 36 00 3 20 36 00 4 00 45 00
*FB 18x22 3 00 34 00 4 00 46 00 4.00 46 00 5 00 57 50
*HB 20x24 3.50 40 00 4 80 55 00 4 80 55 00 6 00 68 70

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

Soft (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE DOZ GRO
NET rate
PER 1000

SIZE DOZ. GRO
net rate
PER 1000

PA 334 x 5K
*PB Z% x 11

.15

.35

1.50

3.40

7.00
15.85

PA 3K x 534
*PB 3J4 x 11

.20

.50

2.00

4.50
8.50

21.00

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular heading and trade

mark No charge for imprinting 5.000 cards or more. Smaller quantities
$1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand
No orders accepted for less than one thousand

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red Label)

Professional
Brown Label)

Regulr
Weight

Double
Weight

R. gul'r
Weight

6 00
2 25
3.25

Double
Weight

*XV 10 yard rolls (25 in wide)
*XF10foot rolls (25 in wide)
*VY 5 yard rolls (25 in wide)

5.00

2.00

6.00

2.25

7.00

2.75

3.75

* Thr se sizes not carried in stock at branch offices j only at the factory

All post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each—price halt
that for one thousand



PORTRAIT

*NSC0

pictures

fof all kinds;

¥ all seasons;

all places;
all weather.

[t doesn't make any difference

where you use them—you can
always depend on Ansco Film pro-

ducing good pictures. If you're down
the tropics, tramping the North

woods, cruising, out in the open anywhere
— take along Ansco Film. It matters not

what film camera you have. The keeping
qualities of Ansco Film are unsurpassed.

Ansco Film render faithfully, correct color values. They ex-

hibit a Chromatic balance—a true color ratio as effective as the actual

colors. This is best shown when prints are made on Cyko Paper.
Insist on Cyko prints if your developing and printing are done
outside.

Ansco Film have great speed and latitude. You can get perfect

detail in the shadows. They are free irom imperfections. The
spools always fit.

No gray, muddy negatives. No frilling with Ansco Film. They
give soft, brilliant, transparent negatives. Exposure numbers always
register. Non-curling. Fit any camera. Ansco Film make suc-

cessful photography. Thousands prove this daily.

Independent dealers everywhere carry full line of Ansco Film,
Cyko paper, and pure, carefully prepared photographic chem-
cals. If other dealers will not supply you, don 't blame them.
An agreement with their manufacturer forbids them. Look
for the ANSCO sign.

Yours for the asking: A complete photographic library
in two volumes, teaching the art of making prize-win-
ning pictures. Write for it, or ask your nearest dealer.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y,



ADVERTISING DEPT.

CykoWins
When Result is the Test

There are many reasons for its

growing success:

Cyko is the only developing paper

which produces real sepia tones by
straight re-development. A beautiful

range of tones from warm black to

sepia by control re-development.

Cyko can be toned in the HOT
hypo alum bath. The emulsion is

tough and will stand the hot solution.

Cyko does not stick to blotters.

Cyko has unlimited latitude both

in printing and developing. No stains,

no fo£, no shipped edges, no blisters.

Cyko produces a speaking portrait

print, because the image has round-

ness, modelling, transparency and
details in the shadows.

Send for Cyko Manual

Ansco Company'
Binghamton, N. Y.



Our Branch Offices

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY,
40 East 21st Street, New York City

ANSCO COMPANY,
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY,
Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ANSCO COMPANY,
171 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY,
101 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY,
S. E. Cor. 5th and Race Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY,
30 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY,
14 Fifth St., South, Minneapolis, Minn.
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The Studio
What to do in it

And its Equipment

Get this valuable booklet fiom yout dealer

ot write in for it

Ansco Company
Binghamton, New York



PORTRAIT
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-

TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "a SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.

No. 6 October, 1909 Vol. I

Portraits in the International Exhibition of

Photography at Dresden

By W. I. Lincoln Adams.

READERS of PORTRAIT should be partic-

ularly interested in the great Interna-

tional Exhibition of Photographers now
being held in Dresden, Germany, for portraiture,

especially professional portraiture, plays a very
important part in it.

America is well represented by some of our
leading portraitists, characteristic exhibits being
made by such men as Garo, of Boston, Curtis

Bell, A. F. Bradley, Falk, Marceau and Mac-
Donald, of New York, Geo. M. Edmondson, of

Cleveland, and A. L. Bowersox, of Dayton,
Ohio; E. B. Core, the photographer of children,



Joseph Byron, the flashlight photographer

Strauss, of St. Louis; Stein, of Milwaukee; Mrs.

Kasebier Dr. Gentle, and several others equally

as well known. The amateur school of portrait

photography is also suitably represented by its

principal exponent; Alfred Stiegletz facile pnn-

ceps, shows a number of his best things, which

are of course well known to Americans; Stei-

chen, who is now of Paris as well as of New

York is represented by characteristic picture

portraits, some exceedingly good and others not

so successful; Keily has some good Indians and

Holland Day, of Boston, some excellent things,

while Clarence H. White George H Seeley

Herbert G. French, Alvin Langdon Coburn and

others, have pictures in the exhibition showing

the good points and those not so happy of their

particular school of photography.

A study of the portraits in this International

Exhibition, coming as they do from practically

every civilized country of the world, leads one

to conclude that America will hold her own. I

should say that our portraitists are pernaps

more clever than their foreign contemporaries

in the chemical manipulation of the dark room

and in their printing methods, while the best

photographers of the Continent show the ad-

vantage of their art training in the management

and control of light and in the posing of their

sitters

Many foreign photographers are educated art-

ists having had courses of study in painting and

drawing in addition to the i"1
"},

6"56/^"^
of having before them practically all the time

the great examples of portraiture by the master

painters of the world. Right in Dresden for in-



KING OF SAXONY.
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stance, is one of the best collections of paint-

ings in Europe, containing no less a masterpiece
than Raffael's Sistine Madonna and other works
by the same great master, as well as by Michael-
angelo, Murillo, Rubens, Rembrandt, Frans
Hals, and a host of others.

I have spoken only of the portraiture of this

exhibition, realizing the value of space in POR-
TRAIT for other and more practical matter, but
I would have its readers know that all and every
department of photographic work is here repre-

sented—landscapes of all kinds as well as por-

traiture, amateur work of every description as

well as that from every class of professional.

There are no less than two hundred thousand

pictures in this great exhibition, probably the

greatest of the kind the world has ever seen,

with half a hundred galleries, in which it is easy

to get lost, all situated in a splendidly adapted
building for the purpose, located in a beauti-

ful public park or gardens.

The Exhibition itself is under the patron-

age of His Majesty King Frederick of Saxony,
whose portrait by Erfurth of Dresden occupies

a conspicuous place on the walls of one of the

galleries. By special permission we illustrate

this brief review with a reproduction of that ex-

cellent portrait. I regret that space does not

permit of other illustrations and of further com-
ment on the Exhibition itself.

* * *

"Give every man a square deal. This is the last

and great commandment, and there is none like

unto it. Upon it hangs all the law and profits of
business." —Exchange.



Why be Handicapped

THE aim of the manufacturers of Cyko is to

make it as easy as possible for users of

this paper to obtain the best results, hence
they spare no expense in chemical and other

researches to ascertain the best formulae for

Cyko paper; in other words, in finding out

the right proportions of the chemicals for de-

veloping, fixing, re-developing etc. The pro-

portions indicated in the printed formulae mean
nothing unless the standard of purity of the

chemicals is the same as that of the chemi-
cals employed by the Cyko chemist. It stands

to reason, therefore, that all the Ansco chemi-

cals must be tested and standardized to corre-

spond with the formulae given in the Cyko
Manual. It matters not how much it costs to

make these tests, and it is of very little moment
to them whether they sell such Ansco chemicals

at a profit. They rely for their profits on the sale

of Cyko, not chemicals. Why do some Cyko
users insist on employing other formulae and
other chemicals than those recommended by the

manufacturers? From the numerous letters

which are received by the manufacturers of

Cyko, and which tax their Correspondence De-
partment, one might almost come to the conclu-

sion that some photographers enjoy a handicap
in working Cyko. It is true that Cyko is so per-

fect that it responds to almost any treatment, and
will stand a lot of abuse in the way of poor
formulae and worse chemicals, but there is a

limit beyond which it refuses to go. Do not

waste time. Use Cyko according to the direc-

tions given in the Cyko Manual, and if you can



obtain Ansco chemicals do not spoil your tem-
per with other brands. The Ansco chemicals for

Cyko are as follows

:

Ansco Sodium Carbonate

(Pure-photographic)

Which has nearly three times the strength of
the ordinary crystals.

Ansco Sodium Sulphite

(Dried-powdered)

Which has double the strength of crystals.

Cyko Soda Mixture

Containing the exact proportions of Sodium
Sulphite, Sodium Carbonate and Potassium
Bromide for the development of Cyko. It will

be found a great convenience by many who de-

sire to prepare their own developer with their

particular proportions of developing agent. For
any formula use a quantity of the Cyko Mix-



ture equal to the combined quantity of Sulphite

and Carbonate called for in the formula.

Price per one pound bottle 35c

&
Cyko N-A Soda Mixture

(Non-Abrasion)

This is for use with Glossy paper, and is in-

tended primarily for the prevention of abrasion

or friction marks. It is used in the same manner
as recommended for the Cyko Soda Mixture and
produces brilliant warm black tones. This
should not be used if the black prints are in-

tended for re-development.

Price per one pound bottle 45c.

For Cyko Developer and Re-Developer see

formulae in the Cyko Manual.

Solution for Removing Yellow Stains on

Developing Paper—A Singular Patent

LETTERS patent for the United States were
granted on August io, 1909, to Chas. B.

Waite of Mexico City for a preparation or
compound for removing yellow or brownish
stains such as sometimes appear upon photo-
graphic prints after the same have been devel-
oped, and the preparation consists of the fol-



lowing ingredients in the following propor-
tions :

Water 10 ounces
Cyanide Potassium i ounce
Ammonia (28%) 10 drams
Borax 20 grains

Carbolic Acid 3 drams

This solution is applied to the prints with a

tuft of cotton, after which the prints are again

placed in the fixing bath and thoroughly
washed. The object of this compound is two-
fold—to remove discoloring stains, or for the

purpose of reducing the color of the prints

should they have been printed too dark through
inadvertence.

In our estimation there is nothing new or

patentable in the above formula as the same thing

has been tried and used before. Even if the form-
ula were patentable how is the patentee to derive

any protection or enforce his rights? It is not

likely that users of developing papers will ad-

vertise the fact that they are removing stains

when they happen to make a mistake in mani-
pulation in accordance with the above formula.

They will simply use it and that will be the end
of it.

A Tangle Foot for the Photographer

A PHOTOGRAPHER requests us to pull

him out of the tangled bewilderment in

which he finds himself, owing to the con-
flicting names given to developing paper sur-

faces by different manufacturers, and we are

only too pleased to do so in so far as Cyko is

concerned.

8



GLOSSY CYKO has a surface with a high

gloss similar to the old P. O. P. glossy gelatine

paper.

SEMI-MATTE CYKO has an ivory-like matte

surface closely resembling that of very smooth
platinum paper.

STUDIO CYKO has a surface identical with

that of matte collodion printing-out paper; that

is, a matte surface with a slight sheen. The
reason this surface was given the name of STU-
DIO was because at one time collodion matte
printing-out paper was the only printing me-
dium used by all photographic studios, and
when a surface of CYKO was made to dupli-

cate exactly that of collodion matte paper, it

was given the name of STUDIO so as to desig-

nate that it was meant for the use of the profes-

sional photographer. This surface having
proved a success, other manufacturers of de-

veloping papers copied it under various names
such as : Velvet, Velours, all of which names
were suggestive of the matte surface with *a

sheen. The late newcomers in the paper busi-

ness are now complicating matters by designat-

ing that surface as Semi-Matte, whereas Semi-
Matte is a trade name of the manufacturers of

CYKO, which designates an entirely different

surface from that of STUDIO, Velvet, Velours,

etc. The newcomers should respect this CYKO
designation, if not for the sake of courtesy, at

least, to prevent confusion among photogra-
phers.

PLAT CYKO has a surface identical with
that of the original platinum, with a rich, almost
imperceptible grain.



ROUGH CYKO is the same as rough plati-

num surface.

There should be no confusion whatsoever if

a photographer in ordering CYKO would con-

sult page five of the Cyko Manual.

Mazuma Emblem

According to " Everybody's "

YOU know the unbeliever, the photographic
atheist, the doubting, undecided, hesitat-

ing confuser-of-his-own-mind, the photog-
rapher who has the Missourian beat one hun-
dred ways, for you can't even "show" him to

his satisfaction. He thinks the very pictures

optical illusions and lies of the most deceiving

sort.

You can explain thoroughly to him the ac-

cepted method of making prints on developing
paper, prove its wisdom by indisputable facts,

and seal it with your word of honor. But the

minute you leave him he looks under the sink

in the dark room and wonders what evil influ-

ence almost convinced him of something he
wanted to know, but from habit could not bear

to believe. We demonstrated Cyko paper to

such a one recently. We proved by evidence
familiar to you all what a "corker" a Cyko print

is, showed him data, testimonials of past ex-

perience of a host of photographers, gave him
statistics of all descriptions as to the greater

profit and larger business being done by develop-

ing paper users, criticised in a friendly way, his

prints, corrected his wrong impressions of its

possible effect on trade; in short gave him as

proof a veritable bale of "straw" showing the

10



way the wind blew. After a pause he asked,
"but why is it?" "Why is what?" we inquired.

"Why and what is it that produces better re-

sults on your printing- medium than on others?"
By this time we were "all in.'* Our tact, our
courtesy, our patience, our desire to explain

—

all were gone. We had only time left—we're
long on time. Offering- him one of our best

cigars and lighting one for ourselves we stated,

"confidentially, it is this :"

"Around our neck hangs a talisman. On one
side of this valued medallion is the facsimile of

a most unusual trade mark—a peculiar trade

mark including the word CYKO. A few fac-

similes of this medallion were given to photog-
raphers at the recent National Convention. It

is the result pocket piece, when its emblem is

heeded. It can 'turn a trick' for you my
doubting friend." If you can't get results, if you
need a booster, and if your bank account is low,

use Cyko.

"Common sense ought to know that in an age of
general competition things cannot be made or sold

for less than their market value, and hence it is

absurd to talk about cheapness. But there is some-
thing more important than that to be understood,

something that touches the welfare of a zvhole

nation—namely, that a habit of doing bad work is

degrading, like a habit of telling lies. Thorough-
ness of work is honesty of character, without

which no nation can progress.—Westminster Gazette.

Anybody can cut prices, but it takes brains to

make a better article. —Fra Albertus.



Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

EVERY one will probably recognize the por-

trait on our cover as that of the well-

known St. Louis photographer, J. C.

Strauss. The inscription below could well have
been omitted; a little nursing bottle would have
answered just as well for we all think of Strauss
as he was pictured in "Kindly Caricatures No.
6," published by The Mirror many years ago.

We quote The Mirror, whose editor met him
often at the "growlery" underneath his studio,

and where Strauss was wont to make his friends

happy

:

"Every photographer of note in the United
States and Europe knows and likes Strauss and
learns from him. Photography is his fun as

well as his passion, and his position is such that

he is not worried by the fact that the photog-
raphers of the country, to the extent of about
ninety-five per cent, are merely hired men for

the photographic monopoly. * * Strauss has an
oriental element in him which makes him a good
advertiser by giving play to his personality. A
Strauss photo is never conventional. He is daring
and unconventional, and particularly in his un-

hesitating application of the method of the paint-

er and draughtsman to heighten or soften,

strengthen or diffuse his pictures. In fact

Strauss is criticised for blending in some of his

work, photography and drawing or crayon
work—for dabbling in a hybrid or bastard art,

but the criticism fails because his results show
something more than mere likeness."

T2



"When anybody tells you CYKO
can't, remember he is talking cant/'
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ICH, velvety, shadows full of

detail ; crisp, sparkling high lights

with roundness and delicacy in the

flesh and middle tones, have made

Hammer Plates
justly famous. All these qualities,

together with the highest possible

speed, are combined in the

Special Extra Fast (Red Label)

and

Extra Fast Plates (Blue Label)

REG. TRADE MARK

Hammer Dry Plate Co,

40 East 2 J st Street

New York City
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PRICE OF
CYKO PAPER

Surfaces Semi-Matte
Numbers 2

Glossy
3

Kough Plat. Studio
4 5 6

Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red)
i

Rroi- essional ( Brown)

SIZE
Regular Wt Double Wt. RegularWt. Double Wt.

Doz. Gro. Doz Gro. Doz Gro Doz. Gro.

A2MX3M
*B2Kx2M
E2^x4^
F3^x4>4
H3^x5^
J3Mx3M

*K3Kxl2
L3| xo^(Cab't)
M 4x5
T 4x6
*V 4x8

.12

.10

12
.12

15
.12

30
.15'

.15

20

1 20
1 00
1 20
1.20

1.50

1 20
3 00
150
150
1 80

35
.25

25
.25

3.50

2 00
2 00
2.00

25
.25

25
.35

2.00

2 00
2 00
3 40

30
30
30
45

2.50

2.50

2 50
4 30

*W4Xx4M '--

*X4^x5}£
*AA4^x6M
BA 5x7
*EA 5x8
*FA5Mx7^
HA 6x8
JA6}£x834

*KA 7x9
LA7>£x9>£

15

20
25
30
35
35
45
50
55
60
70
90

1 00
1 35
1 70
2 00
2 50
3 00
3.50

1 50
180
2 50
3 00

3 50
4 00
4 50
5 00
6 00
6 50
7 00
8 50
10 00

14 00
17 50
21 00
28 00

34 00
40 00

25
25
30
35
40
45
50
.60

65

75
80

1 00

1 20
1.60

2 00
2 40
3.20

4 00
4 80

2 00
2 00
3.00
3 50
4.00
4 50
5.00
6 00
7 00
8 00
9 00

11 00
13 50
17 50
21 50
27 00
30 00
46 00
55 00

"30
35
40

'280
3 50
4 00

"".40

.45

.50

¥ 50
4 40
5 00

50
60
65

"".80

" Y 20
1 liO

"2 40
3 20
4.00

4 80

5 00
6 00
7 00

"900

'13.50

17 50

27 00
36 00
46 00
55 00

65
75

80

7 50
8 75

MA 8x10
*TA 9x11
VA 10x12
"WA 11 x 14

*XA 12x16
*BB 14x17
*EB 16x20
*FB 18x22
*HB 20x24

1 00

"l'Vo"

2 00

"3 00"

4 00
5 00
6 0C

11 25

16 90
21 90

33 75
45 00
57 50
68 70

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

Soft (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE DOZ GRO NET rate
PER 1000

SIZE DOZ. GRO
NET RATE
PER 1000

PA3Xx Wi
*PB Z% x 11

.15

.35

1.50

3.40

7.00
15.85

PA 3J4 x Wi
*PB3>| x 11

.20

.50

2.00
4.50

8.50
21.00

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular heading and trade

mark No charge for imprinting 5.000 cards or more. Smaller quantities
$1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand
No orders accepted for less than one thousand

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red Label)

Professional
1 Brown Label)

Regul'r
Weight

Double
Weight

Regul'r
Weight

Double
Weight

*XV 10-yard rolls (25 in. wide) 5.00

2.00
6.00

2.25
6 00
2 25
3.25

7.00

2.75

3.75

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices
:
only at the factory

All post cards m bulk are packed in boxes o? 500 cards each—price half
that for one thousand
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pictures

ofall kinds;

11 seasons;

places;
all weat her.

It doesn't make any difference

where you use them—you can
''* 5' -. -•- always depend on Ansco Film pro-

>

: -':/JjSH^ ducing good pictures. If you're down
in the tropics, tramping the North

woods, cruising, out in the open anywhere
— take along Ansco Film. It matters not

what film camera you have. The keeping
qualities of Ansco Film are unsurpassed.

Ansco Film render faithfully, correct color values. They ex-

hibit a Chromatic balance—a true color ratio as effective as the actual

colors. This is best shown when prints aie made on Cyko Paper.
Insist on Cyko prints if your developing and printing are done
outside.

Ansco Film have great speed and latitude. You can get perfect

detail in the shadows. They are free trom imperfections. The
spools always fit.

No gray, muddy negatives. No frilling with Ansco Film. They
give soft, brilliant, transparent negatives. Exposure numbers always
register. Non-curling. Fit any camera. Ansco Film make suc-

cessful photography. Thousands prove this daily.

Independent dealers everywhere carry full line of Ansco Film,
Cyko paper, and pure, carefully prepared photographic chem-
cals. If other dealers will not supply you, don 't blame them.
An agreement with their manufacturer forbids them. Look
for the ANSCO sign.

Yours for the asking: A complete photographic library
in two volumes, teaching the art of making prize-win-
ning pictures. Write for it, or ask your nearest dealer.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.
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CykoWins
When Result is the Test

There are many reasons for its

growing success:

Cyko is the only developing paper

which produces real sepia tones by
straight re-development. A beautiful

range of tones from warm black to

sepia by control re-development.

Cyko can be toned in the HOT
hypo alum bath. The emulsion is

tough and will stand the hot solution.

Cyko does not stick to blotters.

Cyko has unlimited latitude both

in printing and developing. No stains,

no fo^, no shipped edges, no blisters.

Cyko produces a speaking portrait

print, because the image has round-

ness, modelling, transparency and
details in the shadows.

Send for Cyko Manual

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.



Our Branch Offices

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY,
40 East 21st Street, New York City

ANSCO COMPANY,
407 North Broadway, St. Louis^ Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY,
Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ANSCO COMPANY,
171 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY,
101 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY,
S. E. Cor. 5th and Race Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY,
30 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY,
14 Fifth St., South, Minneapolis, Minn.
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WILLIAM
SHEWELL ELLIS

Philadelphia, Pa,



The Studio
What to do in it

And its Equipment

urn
..-£ 1

Get this valuable booklet fiom your dealer

or write in for it

Ansco Company
Binghamton, New York



PORTRAIT
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-
TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "a SQUARE DEAL-"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OP

Ansco Compmiy
Binghamton, N. Y.

No 7 November 1909 Vol I

Reverse Lighting— Known to Photographers as

"Rembrandt" Lighting

Geo. G. Rockwood.

TO perpetrate an Irish bull, Rembrandt lighting

(as designated by the fraternity) is not Rem-
brandt lighting! About forty years ago my

brilliant pupil and charming gentleman, William

Kurtz, when starting for himself, sought some
original expression for his artistic taste and began

a series of experiments in lighting the human head.

He found that a low light striking the short side

of the face tended to youthfulness and artistic ef-

fect. It was before the era of negative retouch-

ing. He baptized the style with the euphonious

title of "Rembrandt Effects." It became at once
popular and a money-maker, so he gave no heed to

the evident inconsistency of the name. The fact is

COPYRIGHT 1909 BY ANSCO COMPANY



Rembrandt Study

By MRS. M. LOUISE GREEN,
Pupil of Mr. Rockwood.



Copyright, 1908

PRESIDENT NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER
of Columbia College.



Rembrandt never used the reverse lighting in any-

single portrait in his life! Of course, in groups,

notably "The School of Anatomy" at The Hague, a

portion of the heads are lighted on the short side

of the face, but the majority are in the usual

"broad" light so characteristic of his portraits. He
used it in his own portraits, *two of which at differ-

ent ages are reproduced here, also a portrait from
life in the real Rembrandt light posed by my pupil,

Mrs. M. Louise Green. I am under the impression

that I have seen a third portrait of Rembrandt in

the same light. At any rate the reverse light on
portraits should never be called "Remlbrandt" ; it is

a positive misnomer, but will probably be used

through all eternity

!

The reverse light is often the most complimentary
and will always be popular. Franz Hals often

posed his subjects in the reverse light.

With the side or "window light" these effects can

be produced with greater facility than with a "sky"

or "hip" light, as one gets the result without the

snowy fringe on the top of the head. The extent

of the illumination from the profile over the face

can be better controlled. An example is given of

Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, President of Columbia
College.

I have sketched a floor plan for this style of

lighting ; it will be seen that all the light on the head
or figure comes in at "A," making the quarter moon
effect liked by some. Just as the screen "D" is

moved backward or forward, so will the light ex-

tend back on the face toward the ears. The screen

"D" should be high enough to cut off all top light.

If the shadows are too opaque modify them by re-

flector "E," but don't kill the shadows.

Instances of a face filled with little wrinkles can



be admirably treated when the light is cut off to

such an extent that only a little glint is on the ex-

treme edge of the head and the face all in shadow

or half light. Not a line or wrinkle appears. The

CD

A. Window. B. Sitter.

C. Camera. D. Screen

E. Reflector.

time of exposure must be carefully considered to

avoid flatness, but women who declare themselves

"impossible" find much joy in the result.

SUNLIGHT TROUBLES.

There was recently a lengthy and well written

article in one of the Technical Journals on "Over-

coming the Effect of the Sunlight in the Studio."

Both myself and other prominent portraitists on

Fifth Avenue have sunlight half of each day in our



studios (in clear weather). We accept the ii*n,vi-

table and overcome it

!

Try This : Arrange white Holland shades so as

to cut off all direct sunlight and note the diffused

glow of your studio. Posing in such a light one

may desire a little more shadow, which is easily ob-

tained with a head or hand screen. The noted pic-

ture of Booker Washington, which has been so

warmly endorsed by himself and friends and painted

life size, was made in the afternoon with the sun
blazing on the (side) light. Of course we much
prefer and regulate our appointments so as to avoid

the sunny part of the day, but when we cannot

control the hours of our clients we find it perfectly

practical to make good work under the glow of

diffused sunlight. It all comes back to the man be-

hind the camera and the use of his brains ! A man
with judgment and resource can always "find the

way." I have often made good negatives with a

suspended Wells'bach light, and once by the light of

a parlor match

!

*[Our space is so limited that we omitted the

portraits of Rembrandt referred to.

—

Ed.]

Fishing in Muddy Waters

The trouble with an elastic conscience is that it is

apt to fly back and sting you.

AGREAT many crimes are committed for self-

ish ends, but the greatest of these is to

spread darkness where light is needed, to

sow prejudice and rancor where harmony and co-

operation are the stepping stones to success. In

other words, to rely on fishing in muddy water to

make a good catch. This is exactly what a house

organ endeavors to do by publishing articles in-



tended to poison and prejudice the mind of the pro-

fessional photographer against 'the amateur, when
photography as an art and as a science owes so

much to the amateur—(the lover of the art for its

own sake and not for profit. Commencing with

Daguerre, the father of photography, himself an

amateur, every advancement has needed the co-op-

eration of the lover of photography, and "amateur"
is simply the French word for lover. Where do pro-

fessional musicians make more money and are bet-

ter appreciated? Where the knowledge of music

is general and a piano, or other instrument, even a

pianola, is to be found in every household, or in a

country without amateurs? Where does the pro-

fessional painter flourish? Where art is not under-

stood, or in those centers of progress where every

child is capable of making a fairly correct draw-
ing? AVill the house organ editor, who labors so

hard with faulty diction and worse reasoning,

answer these questions? It will do him good to

read what "The Layman Printer'' has published on
this subject.

"But ordinary, everyday man must have expres-

sion, and in his seeking, in his eternal peering about

he found the camera. With the camera he repro-

duced the hills, trees, fields, flowers and the image
of his fellow man. He did chemically what the

primitive man did with crude tools in wood, stone

and clay. The commercial perfection of the camera
came with the nineteenth century. There was a

long transition from the single picture on a single

polished copper plate,—the daguerreotype. Then
a silver backed glass plate,—the ambrotype, down
to the glass wet plate negative, with duplicate prints,

on paper. But up to this point of perfection, the

dark room had to be in close, even immediate, con-



tact with fhe camera in order to supply and develop

the wet plate, and the first outdoor photography

was by means of a dark room in a tent. Subse-

quently dark rooms were placed on wheels, then

entire galleries were built in vehicle form. Photo-

graphy was possible an Obscure communities—the

photographer became itinerant.

The itinerant photographer simply advertised his

art to the amateur,—he was like the free street

parade to the big show in the afternoon.

The year 1878 was the beginning of the big show
in the afternoon of the photographic art, for this

year saw the perfection of the dry plate negative.

The dark room need no longer accompany the

camera, and it was then that everyday man seized

upon photography as a means to express himself

in his healthy, natural vanity. He found it a diver-

sion in the hours free from necessity production.

It was here that photographic art saw its greatest

development, for the amateur had the time, repose

and courage to experiment free from commercial
consequence.

The professional followed the amateur's lead and
obtained the final commercial benefits."

The professional will continue to make the money
and the amateur to do the experimenting, and the

more knowledge the general public has of photog-
raphy the better appreciated will be the profes-

sional who is proficient because he is a specialist,

and not a jack of all trades. The house organ
editor should rely on the quality of his paper and
not on prejudice. U. G.

. When merit fails and zurong is uppermost, preju-

dice or fear has robbed reason of its power.

8



The Kaleidoscope of Photography

By Chas. C. Kough, of Greens-burg, Pa.

<<*T^HIXGS have changed." This is an ex-

pression we often hear, and it is a very

true saying in regard to photography, for

what has changed more than photographic pro-

cesses? Not only the processes, but the ideals of

the majority of workers have been for a higher

standard of excellence, so that photography today

stands on the threshold of the realm of the Fine

Arts.

I will confine myself to processes and will refer

to only one branch, namely : printing mediums.
When we compare the great improvement in print-

ing papers and the simplicity of the manipulation

of the latest products with the old albumen process

we are astounded, and some of us are prone to be

skeptical as to the stability of a new paper when it

makes its bow to the world. I remember well when
the first prepared P. O. P. made its appearance.

I will confess at the outset that I am a skeptic by
nature and have always been more or less cautious

about adopting a new paper or printing process,

and when it came to the point of staying in the rut

or getting out I could not bear to part with the

good albumen process. I died a hard death, but

after I was born again unto the new way I went
sailing along on a calm sea for the next few years,

feeling that it would be so until the end of my
career. My content was not for long, however,
for the Platinum Process was soon knocking at

my door for recognition. I began to have another

spell of skeptic fever. I can almost see now in

my mind's eye the first Platinum prints that ever

were shown to me—how good they looked and how



I admired them. I dreamed over them, and the

more I dreamed the more I fell in love with Plat-

inum. After I tried it I realized the great scope

it would give one as a means of producing prints

full of tonal values and artistic qualities, as I then

thought, more than any other process, with the

exception, perhaps, of Carbon. I could appreciate

all this, but being in a country town I was afraid

I could not sell Platinum prints. I mustered up
courage enough, however, to exhibit the prints,

and at once the people began to inquire about the

new finish and before I knew it I was having
difficulty in selling anything else tout Platinum. I

had been having smooth sailing ever since, feeling

that the limit had been reached,—but as Mr. C. O.
Towles said in ihis lecture at the Richmond Con-
vention, "The impossible is only that which lies

beyond the limits of our own understanding,"

—

when Gee Whiz ! along comes the ever restless

Goddess of Progress beckoning to me, holding out

developing paper, and telling me to "get out of the

rut and come up front where I can get a good view
of things." I have been listening to her murmur-
ings for some time, I have been dying slowly—but

dying nevertheless—and I wouldn't be surprised

if the end would come any day when I will go over

to developing paper to stay, for it looks to me as

though it was destined to become the universal

process of the future. When we see the results

and when we think of its great speed and many
other advantages over the P. O. P. we cannot help

but exclaim, "Wonderful ! Wonderful !"

[We suspect that Mr. Kough was thinking of Cyko
Plat when he wrote the preceding article. The end will

certainly come when he sees Cyco Buff.

—

Ed.]



The Necessity of Reading Instructions

IN the working of Cyko it should not be necessary
to call the photographer's attention to the
necessity of thoroughly reading the instructions

and then sticking to them, and yet we find that so
many use any developer they may have by them and
judge the paper by the results.
Our demonstrators often come across photog-

raphers who are not getting the best results simply
because they do not read the Cyko Manual. This
has heen written for the express purpose of aiding
you to obtain the best prints without risking failure
and is the result of careful experiments by our
chemists. To take a case in point: *One photog-
rapher during the heat wave, was getting prints
which frilled at the edges, and at once made a
request for a demonstrator to call. The latter soon
discovered the cause of the trouble. The photog-
rapher had been using a fixing bath composed of
Hypo and water only, proving that he had not read
the instructions, although he informed our represent-
ative in all sincerity that he had worked the paper
exactly according to the instructions. If you
haven t read the Cyko Manual, do so—one can
always be had by sending a postal card to our head
omce or any of our branches.
Do not think from this advice that Cyko is

dimcult to work, as the opposite is the case.
*(The above was the actual experience with a

photographer in Fargo, N. D.)

Cyko Buff is the three-in-one process: Carbon
Platinum and D. O. P.



Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

WILLIAM SHEWELL ELLIS, of Phila-

delphia, is one of a number of profes-

sionals who have come from the amateur
ranks of photography, and we are pleased to adorn

our cover this month with his portrait because he

is also one of the very few who have attained

any great measure of success. Mr. William Shewell

Ellis is really an exception for his success has been

phenomenal. In the short space of eight years he

has attained great popularity and a leading position

among his fellow-photographers of the Quaker
City. His style is absolutely individual, and by
working mostly in broad open lightings he produces

very unusual results absolutely free from freakish-

ness. Mr. Ellis has a charming personality, a keen
sense of humor, and a highly developed love for the

beautiful, all of which contribute to his success as

a professional photographer.

As we go to press the announcement is made
that the paper manufacturer at Columbus, Ohio,
has been swallowed by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. No further confirmation is needed of the
reiterated statements that the Ansco Company
is the only tried friend of the photographer and
dealer. CYKO is the battle cry. It is the em-
blem of quality and of freedom.
Our article, "Fishing In Muddy Waters" is in

reply to the articles in the "Bulletin of Unsigned
Testimonials," as "The Studio Light & The
Aristo Eagle" christened that sheet some time
ago. Our article was printed before we heard
that "The Aristo Eagle" had joined hands with
and become sponsor for what it formerly referred

to as "unsigned testimonials."

T2
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E. A. STANDARD
CHEMICALS
HAVE BEEN MADE FOR
OVER FIFTY YEARS

ALL ANSCO AND CYKO FORMULAS
ARE FIGURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THEIR STANDARD OF STRENGTH
AND PURITY. USE NO OTHER FOR

ANSCO PRODUCTS.

&
ANSCO
SODIUM

CARBONATE

famSb
m

SODA
MIXTURE ;,

ML MilgP



PORTRAIT.

THE best all around plate is that

which under the most trying

conditions gives the fullest detail,

the richest half tone and the finest

printing quality* That

HAMMER SPECIAL
Extra Fast (Red Label) PLATES
do this in the highest degree has

been repeatedly demonstrated and

nowhere more forcibly than at the

last National Convention when
in competition with others they

produced the best results*

Hammers Little Book "A Short Talk on

Negative Making," mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
40 East 21st Street, New York City
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PRICE OF
Surfaces Semi-Matte
lumbers 2

CYKO PAPER
Glossy Rough Plat.

Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red) Rroi ess 1 ona l ( Brown)

SIZE
Regular Wt !

Double Wt. . Regular Wt. Double Wt.

Doz Gro. Doz Gro. Doz Gro Doz. Gro.

A. 2% x3M
*B2Mx2M
E2^x4X
F3Mx4>4
H3Xx5}£
J3^x3^

*K3Mxl2
L3f xSKtCab't)
M 4x5
T 4x6

.12

10
12

.12

15

.12

30
.15

.15

20

1 20
100
1 20
1.20

1.50

1 20
3 00
150
1 50
1 80

1

35

.25

25
.25

3.50

2 00
2 00
2.00

25

.25

25
35

2.00

2 00
2 00
3 40

30
30
30
45

2.50

2 50
2 50
4 30

*W4Xx4M
*X4KxoM

*AA4^xOK
BA 5x7
*EA 5x8
*FA5^x7%
HA 0x8
JA6y2 x8V2

*KA 7x9
LA7>£x9K
MA 8x10
*TA 9x11
YA 10x12
WA 11 xl4
*XA 12x16
'BB 14x17
*EB 16x20
*FB 18x22
*HB 20x24

15

20
25
30
35
35
45
50
55
00
70
90

1 00
1 35
1 70

2 00
2 50
3 00
350

1 50
180
2 50
3 00
3 50
4 00
4 50
5 00
6 00
6 50
7 00
8 50
10 00

14 00
17 50
21 00

28 no

34 00
40 00

25
25
.30

35
40
45
50
.60

05

80
1 00

1 20
1.00

2 00
2 40
3.2-1

4 00
4 SO

2 00
2 00
3.00
350
4.00

4 50
5.00
00

7 00
8 00
9 00

ii oo
13 50
17 50
21 50
27 00
30 oo

40 OO
55 00

"""30

35
40

"2 80
3 50
4 00

'".40

.45

.50

"3 50
4 40
5 00

50
60
05

"".80

120
too

"2*40

3 20
4.00

4 80

5 00
6 00
7 00

'9OO

Ys" 50

17 50

27 00
30 00
40 00
55 O:,

05
75
SO

"lOO"

"l" 50
2 00

3 00
4 00
5 00
OC

25
7 50
8 75

1125

16 90
21 90

33 75
45 00
57 50
08 70

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

Sokt (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE DOZ rnn 1

NKT RATE
CtR0

pkr 1000
SIZE -•! GR°Ip"riSo

TE

PA3Kx 534

*PB 334 x 11
.15

.35

1.50 7.00

3.40 1 15.85
PA 3 -. x 5J4
*P1$3>3 x 11

.20 1 2.00 1 8.50

.50 1 4.50| 21.00

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular heading and trade

mark No charge for imprinting 5.000 curds or more. Smaller quantities
$1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand
No orders accepted for less than one thousand

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Ye How) Soft (Red Label) j

Professional
1 Brown Label)

EegnPr
Weight

1 'ouble
Weight

Refful'r
Weight

600
2 25
3.25

Double
Weight

*XV 10 yard rolls (25 in. wide).
*XF10foot rolls (25 in wide).
*VVT 5 yard rolls f 25 in wide).

5.00

2.00

6.00

2.25
7.00

2.75

3.75

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices
:
only at the factory

All post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each—price half
that for one thousand
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ftNSCO
FILM

for
pictures

ofall kinds;

all seasons;

all places;
all weat her.

It doesn't make any difference

where you use them—you can
always depend on Ansco Film pro-

ducing good pictures. If you're down
in the tropics, tramping the North

woods, cruising, out in the open anywhere
-take along Ansco Film, It matters not

what film camera you have. The keeping
qualities of Ansco Film are unsurpassed.

Ansco Film render faithfully, correct color values. They ex-

hibit a Chromatic balance—a true color ratio as effective as the actual

colors. This is best shown when prints aie made on Cyko Paper.
Insist on Cyko prints if your developing and printing are done
outside.

Ansco Film have great speed and latitude. You can get perfect

detail in the shadows. They are free trom imperfections. The
spools always fit.

No gray, muddy negatives. No frilling with Ansco Film. They
give soft, brilliant, transparent negatives. Exposure numbers always
register. Non-curling. Fit any camera. Ansco Film make suc-

cessful photography. Thousands prove this daily.

Independent dealers everywhere carry full line of Ansco Film,
Cyko paper, and pure, carefully prepared photographic chem-
cals. If other dealers will not supply you, don 't blame them.
An agreement with their manufacturer forbids them. Look
for the ANSCO sign.

Yours for fhe asking: A complete photographic library
in two volumes, teaching the art of making prize-win-
ning pictures. Write for it, or ask your nearest dealer.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y,



ADVERTISING DEPT.

Cyko Buff is

the three-in-one process

Carbon, Platinum and D. O. P.

CYKO BUFF has the bril-

liancy of platinum, the

delicacy of carbon, and

the tonal gradation of Cyko,

plus D. O. P. simplicity. The

Cyko Buff print by Buckley at

the last convention of the

Photographers' Association of

America was pronounced one

of the fifteen most notable

prints in the hall.

Ansco Company
Bin^hamton.N.Y



Our Branch Offices

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY,
40 East 21st Street, New York City

ANSCO COMPANY,
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY,
Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ANSCO COMPANY,
171 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY,
101 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY,
S. E. Cor. 5th and Race Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY,
30 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY,
14 Fifth St., South, Minneapolis, Minn.





The Studio
What to do in it

And its Equipment

Get this valuable booklet fiom your dealer

or write in for it

Ansco Company
Binghamton, New York
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TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "a SQUARE DEAL*'

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTO<J-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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Only a Photograph

A Portrait or an Apotheosis

THERE recently appeared a notice of a suc-

cessful painted portrait of a public man with

the qualified praise that the artist "had only a

photograph!" What else did he want, if he had
reliable information concerning the color and per-

sonality of the man? A number of the finest

portraits of Famous Americans which have been

painted during the last few decades have been done

from my photographs only. It is well known that

many excellent painters have "fallen short" from
the effort to secure on one canvas the varying

expressions of their sitters. Mr. Beecher for one

illustrated this when he told me that the artist who
should attempt to paint him "worked out his damna-
tion." And this was true ! Several artists attempted

= 09 BY ANSCO



to paint that mobile face and failed. The historic

portraits of Mr. Beecher were made from successful

photographs I made of him—the artist studying the

color, temperament, etc., from the pews of Plym-
outh Church on Sundays. I claim that, given a

first-class s-uccessful photograph, made by a man of

experience and judgment, with instruments which
do not distort, the artist is surer of a perfect result,

a likeness, than sittings from life, especially in these

days of forceful mercurial temperaments, with the

pressure of mighty business schemes in men's
brains, the want of time for sittings, and never in

the same mood twice in succession. With the photo-

graph the artist needs to see, if possible, the subject

and receive an idea of personality, character, and
color—then to confine himself to the unvarying

authority of the photograph. Many historical por-

traits now exist in this country which were secured

in this way and have been "hung on the line" in

times past. Some artists have had much to say of

"machine" pictures. I say the camera beats the

unaided brush every time ! This is not new, as

I have worked with many well-known artists on
this line for nearly half a century. The question

summed up is, do we want a portrait (a likeness)

of our friends, or their apotheosis?

After being painted by a famous artist at an
expense of $10,000, Henry B. Hyde came to my
studio one day and surprised me with the remark,

"I have just been painted by a great artist; now do
give me a likeness of myself." And I did

!

A great Russian painter visited this country to

paint ex-President Roosevelt. After vainly attempt-

ing to secure the kaleidoscopic expressions of his

face, he was in despair. Mr. Roosevelt gave him
my well-known half length standing photograph,



saying, "That will remain still!" The artist copied

it literally—pose, expression and all. The portrait

was a marked success, but The Herald meanly
published the photograph and the portrait side by
side.

I do not hesitate to say that the faces and forms
of Col. Roosevelt at his athletic, graceful period,

Mr. Cleveland, Mr. McKinley, Gen. Grant, Ruther-
ford B. Hayes, and Henry Ward Beecher will be
known from my photographs of them rather than

by portraits painted of them from life, except in

cases where my pictures were used as the authori-

tative likeness.

Now I don't undervalue the work, the talents or

the genius of artists, but as between the camera
and the unaided brush the camera will win out every

time—in the hands of the man who can secure its

utmost possibilities, and, by his own personality,

put the sitter at ease of mind and body. When we
have together the forms as presented by the camera
—the knowledge of color and the freedom from
prejudice, and with a desire to blend the excel-

lencies of each, we should have the perfect portrait.

Very cordially yours,

Geo. G. Rockwood.

Local Re-development
By Paul W. Eddingfield.

VERY pleasing and artistic effects may be ol>

tained by local re-development because black,

sepia, warm brown and cold brown tones may
all be obtained on the same print ; and furthermore*

they are absolutely permanent. It is especially effec-

tive in autumn scenes (where you want a sepia)

print, with the exception of the tree trunks and
figures, which you desire to be a black or gray



tone in the print), in portraits, and in fact artistic

and decorative work in general. It has unbounded
possibilities to the ingenious worker, and as CYKO
paper is very plastic you can imagine the large field

which is opened by this process.

Make the prints in the regular way, and after

they are thoroughly and evenly fixed wash to elim-

inate all hypo and then bleach all of the print,

except the parts that are to remain in their original

black tone, with

SOLUTION A.

Water 64 ounces.

Red Prussiate of Potash ]/2 ounce.

Bromide of Potash y2 ounce.

Strong Aqua Ammonia 30 drops.

This solution should be applied with a tuft of

absorbent cotton, or where there is fine detail it

can be applied with a sable brush. This will bleach

the print to a pale brown color where it is applied.

As soon as the prints are bleached—as above de-

scribed—they should be well separated in running

water and washed for at least ten minutes.

SOLUTION B.

Water 24 ounces.

CYKO Developer 10 ounces.

Bromide of Potash 20 drops

(saturated solution)

Apply Solution B to the parts of the print which
are to be a warm or a cold brown. This solution

will slowly re-develop the print to a reddish color

where it is applied. When this color has not quite

disappeared from the darkest parts rinse in water
when a warm brown tone is wanted. Then apply

more of Solution B to the parts of the print where
a cold brown tone is wanted until all of the reddish

color has disappeared from these parts and it has



a purplish appearance. The longer this solution

acts the colder will be the tone in the finished

print. After this is finished the prints should be

placed for a short time in

Water 32 ounces.

No. 8 Commercial Acetic

Acid 1 J^ ounces

to stop the action of Solution B, and also to harden

the film of the prints, and should then be washed
in running water for ten minutes and separated

well during washing.

The prints are now immersed in the regular

sepia re-developer, which we will call

solution c.

Water 32 ounces.

Sulph^ of Soda (not sul-

phite) y2 ounce.

Allow ttu prints to remain in Solution C for

about thirty seconds, until the action is complete,

then wash for one-half hour and dry. The prints

may now be ferrotyped, backed or mounted in the

regular way.

NOTES.
To those who do not compound their own solu-

tions I would strongly recommend them to use the

ready prepared CYKO Re-Developer in the place

of Solutions A and C.

Remember that Solution B is a weak developer

and should not be overworked.
The action of A and C is a complete action.

Be sure to rinse or wash and separate prints as

directed between baths. Thoroughness in handling
between baths is essential, and carelessness in ob-

serving this point may cause uneven spots and
streaks in prints.

It is a good plan to blot off the surplus moisture



which is on the face of the prints before applying

the different solutions, as it prevents them from
spreading to places where not wanted.

Cyko Distribution— Its Advantages

By G. Cubley.

THROUGH our plan and policy of distribution

of CYKO papers consumers are at all times

assured of fresh stock only; a safety that

should be greatly appreciated in the selection of the

make of paper to be depended upon.

Our branch depots and offices are scattered

throughout the country, and these depots afford

the stock houses and independent dealers the oppor-
tunity of depending upon them for their supply,

and which may daily thus overcome the necessity

of carrying large stocks with sufficient allowance

to be made for delays in delivery. These branches,

with also but one make of paper to stock, are able

at all times through a carefully arranged system

to order almost daily, thus having shipments con-

stantly on the way, with also the elimination of a

heavy stock, since their orders are based entirely

on their sales, with allowance, of course, for the

growing and fast increasing demand.
CYKO papers are sold under a guarantee and

only on their merits, and our confidence of the

future, as well as the rapid growth of our business,

is dependent on quality and our ability to all times

satisfy our customers in prompt delivery of depend-

able products
—

"the final and most important feat-

ure of photographers' income and profits."

If you have never tried CYKO ask your dealer

for a sample of whatever surface you most desire



and is most suitable for your work, stating at the

time what grade of negative you make, and also

what paper has suited you best; or, better order a

gross of either Professional or Soft Studio CYKO,
and then as the opportunity presents itself at some
time try some of the other surfaces with the idea of

offering to your trade something entirely new.

This may be the means of increasing your business

more than you anticipate. CYKO Sepias are the

required standard—re-development or double re-

development, of course.

Has the Public any Rights Which the

Photographer Should Respect?

THE artificial atmosphere which many of the

fraternity have created about the art of por-

traiture is befogging them! Shall we make
artistic portraits? Yes, but don't sacrifice all other

desirable qualities to our ideas of conformity to the

standards of the Old Masters. Those standards

are superlative—the guiding stars ; but the men and
women of ordinary knowledge prefer the charac-

teristics of the photograph without making them
suggestive of the Old Masters—though they be
Rembrandts

!

It is not the province of photography to imitate

oil portraits. The nearer oil portraits come to the

fidelity, naturalness and grace of the photograph,

the better. The public wants and will have, as they

express it, "likenesses," and the man who unites a

good knowledge of posing, lighting and the art of
evolving expression, and keeps hts "high art" experi-

ments for himself and his cultured friends, is the

nearest to "Bread and butter" photography.
Very cordially yours,

Geo. G. Rockwood.



NO ONE CAN DOW
BUT HIMSELF—NO

It is vital at this time for all Studio photographers to know

—

and especially for those who have acquired the habit of using a

slow printing developing paper yielding in first development a

pronounced brown or warm black Aristotype tone—that the

ANSCO COMPANY, of Binghamton, New York, is making

and supplying in large quantities a special Cyko emulsion which

prints in the same time, develops in the same developer and

produces the same results as the paper the habit of which some

photographers have already acquired. The papers are like two

peas in a pod, yet there are two differences : Cyko (Professional)

produces a better Sepia print, by any of the well known methods,

and the price is the same as our other grades, $1.50 per

gross cabinet size. This paper is made in the following surfaces:

SEMI-MATTE CYKO has an ivorv-like matte surface closelv

resembling that of very smooth Platinum paper. STUDIO

CYKO has a surface identical with that of Matte Collodion

P. O. P., that is, a matte surface with a slight sheen which

gives a velvety or satin appearance to the print. PLAT. CYKO
has a surface^identical with that of the original Platinum with

a rich, almost imperceptible grain. ROUGH CYKO is the

8



IE PHOTOGRAPHER

EN A BAD HABIT

same as Rough Platinum surface. Ask your Dealer for PRO-

FESSIONAL CYKO with the following overall label:

SLOW PRINTING

5 TIMES SLOWER than

other grades of Cyko

which is the distinguishing mark of the paper intended for
r

those

who have acquired the habit through their well meaning desire to

help the cause of free competition against monopoly. There are

those who thought that in buying a paper factory they would

also own the photographer who had acquired the habit. Who

has been fooled and who has been sold? The photographer

alone can answer that question, and he will answer it by using

Cyko exclusively. They know now by experience that Cyko is

not only the emblem of quality but also of freedom. The

paper manufactured by the dependable company—the Ansco

Company

9



A Word from Mr. Rockwood

THE recent article on "Window Lighting" is

bringing a mass of inquiries and letters im-

possible to answer by mail, hence this response

to all.

Many readers of PORTRAIT seemed to think

that I recommended window or side lights as pref-

erable to a "sky or hip" light, and one party sug-

gested closing his skylight and putting in a large

side light ! I said nothing of the kind. I said "one
c'isposed to enter the field of photography should

not be deterred by the inability to secure a 'sky-

light' as generally understood," and then gave my
experience. Neither the side nor skylight avoids

the necessity of using one's brains ; the day of auto-

matic portraiture has not come, though many
automatons stand behind cameras ! As to how
large (or small) the windows should be, which is

the burden of most inquiries—make or secure the

largest light possible, and then use as much or as

little of it as will produce the effect one desires by
shades and screens. The above covers a majority

of the questions.

Cordially and faithfully yours,

Geo. G. Rockwood.

// you will do as large a holiday trade as should

be your share you must have something new to offer

your customers. CYKO BUFF prints will give you
something new to offer. A Sepia Cyko Buff print

has a mellowness and an artistic value which recom-
mends it as a suitable Christmas present.

10



Film Camera Paradox

ACCORDING to the Standard Dictionary and
others Kodak is defined as "a special type

of portable photographic camera with a con-

tinuous roll of sensitized film upon which succes-

sive instantaneous exposures are made," and to

Kodak "to take an instantaneous picture."

In support of the above acceptation of the word
both as a noun and as a verb, the Eastman Com-
pany wrote a letter to the Standard Dictionary on
September 19, 1893, making the following cita-

tion: "In developing my mental kodak roll after

returning I found that during the period of the

journey most of the views were landscapes. Eliza-

beth Bisland, a Flying Trip Stage, Vol. I, P. 2

(H 191)."

Now the Eastman Trade Circular tries to make
capital because some people who are in touch with

the lexicons speak of ANSCO Kodak or Eastman
Kodak when they wish to refer to a particular make
of film camera.

Very strange indeed—the more so that both of

the makes mentioned are manufactured under the

Houston patent. The manufacturers of the ANS-
CO had an irrevocable license to manufacture film

cameras under the Houston patent long before the

Eastman Company acquired the rights to that

patent.

// you have acquired the habit and your negatives

are contrastive, remember that Professional CYKO,
Slow Grade, is the softest paper made.

n



Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

OUR cover this month gives deserved promi-
nence to Mr. Ryland W. Phillips, the well-

known Philadelphia photographer whose pho-
tographic talent and artistic temperament he in-

herited from his father, Mr. Henry C. Phillips,

who established the Phillips Studio in 1853. Mr.
Phillips, after finishing his college education, de-

cided to follow in his father's foot-steps, and start-

ing at the bottom worked his way up, steadily

climbing the ladder of experience. He was one of

the first photographers to follow the trend of the

times which pointed the necessity of supplying the

elements of art to the purely mechanical results of

early photography ; he was instrumental in bringing

the Pennsylvania photographers together and organ-

ized the Philadelphia Professional Photographers,

and acted as President of the State Society. His
name is well known in the profession if for no
other reason than the instructions derived at the

leading conventions from his illustrated lectures

showing the inner workings of the prominent
studios. These lectures will some day be published

in book form.

The absolute necessity for using pure chemicals is

acknowledged by all, and if in any case the best

results art not obtained on CYKO the difficulty is

generally found to be in the impurity and strength

of the chemicals used. The tendency on the part of
photographers to substitute other preparations for
making up solutions as per formula recommended in

the CYKO Manual is one that cannot be too strongly

discountenanced. This is especially true of chemi-

cals for re-developing.

12



ADVERTISING DEPT.

E. A. STANDARD
CHEMICALS
HAVE BEEN MADE FOR
OVER FIFTY YEARS

ALL ANSCO AND CYKO FORMULAS
ARE FIGURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THEIR STANDARD OF STRENGTH
AND PURITY. USE NO OTHER FOR

ANSCO PRODUCTS.

A
AKCO

A
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PORTRAIT.

TPHE best all around plate is that

* which under the most trying

conditions gives the fullest detail,

the richest half tone and the finest

printing quality* That

HAMMER SPECIAL
Extra Fast (Red Label) PLATES
do this in the highest degree has

been repeatedly demonstrated and

nowhere more forcibly than at the

last National Convention when
in competition with others they

produced the best results.

Hammers Little Book "A Short Talk on

Negative Making," mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
40 East 21st Street, New York City



ADVERTISING DEPT.

PRICE OF
CYKO PAPER

Surfaces Serai-Matte
Numbers 2

Glossy
3

Rough
4

Plat. Studio
5 6

Contrast (Blue) Normal ( Yellow) Soft (Red)
|

Professional^ rown)

SIZE
Regular Wt Double Wt Regular Wt Double Wt
Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro.

A 2 X4 x 3H $ .12

10
12

12
15
12

30
15
15
20

$1 20
1 00
1 20
1 20
1 50
1 20
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 80

*B 2*2 x 2*2

E 2^ x 414
F 3X4 x 4*4

H 3X4 x 5^
J 3H x 3*2

*K 3^ x 12 $ .35

25
25
25

$3 50
2 00
2 00
2 00

L 378 x 5*2 (Cab't)...
M 4x5
T 4x6

$ .15

15

20
35

$1 50
1 50
1 80
3 40

$ .25

25
25
45

$2 00
2 00

*V 4x8
*W 414 x 4 L4 15

20
25
30
35
35
45
50
55
60
70
90

1 00
1 35
1 70
2 00
2 50
3 00
3 50

1 50
1 80
2 50
3 00
3 50
4 00
4 50
5 00
6 00
6 50
7 00
8 50
10 00
14 00
17 50
21 00
28 00
34 00
40 00

25
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
65
75
80

1 00
1 20
1 60
2 00
2 40
3 20
4 00
4 80

2 00
2 00
3 00
3 50
4 00
4 50
5 00
6 00
7 00
8 00
9 00

11 00
13 50
17 50
21 50
27 00
36 00
46 00
55 00

*X 414 x 5*2

*AA 4 X4 x 6^ 25
30
35

2 50
3 00
3 50

30
35
40

3 00

*FA 5^ x 734
45
50
55

4 50
5 00
6 00

50
60
65

JA 6 1-) x 8>2

*KA 7x9
LA ftx^
MA 8 x 10 70 7 00 80
*TA 9 x 11

VA 10 x 12 1 00
1 35

10 00
14 00

1 20
1 60

*XA 12 x 16

*BB 14 x 17 2 00
2 50
3 00
3 50

21 00
28 00
34 00

2 40
3 20
4 00
4 80

*FB 18 x 22

*HB 20 x 24

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

SOFT (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE DOZ GRO NET RATE
PER 1000

SIZE DOZ. GRO.
NET RATE
PER 1000

PA 3!2X 5^
*PB 3*2x11

$ .15

.35

$1 50
3 40

$ 7 00
15 85

PAS^xS^
PBS^xll

15
35

1 50
3 40

$ 7 00
15 85

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular heading and trade

mark. No charge for imprinting 5,000 cards or more. Smaller quantities
$1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand.
No orders accepted for less than one thousand.

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red Label)

Professional
(Brown Label)

Regular
Weight

Double
Weight

Regular
Weight

Double
Weight

*XV 10 yard rolls (25 in. wide)
*XF 10 foot rolls (25 in. wide)

$5 00
2 00

$6 00
2 25

$5 00
2 00
3 25

$6 00
2 25
3 75*VY 5 yard rolls ("25 in. wide)

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices; only at factory.
All post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each---price half

that for one thousand.



PORTRAIT

ftNSCO"
FILM £

'O
:;
.;;

for
pictures

/of all kinds;

all seasons;

all places;

fy all weather.
It doesn t

make any difference where you use

them -you can always depend on
B5*" Ansco Film producing good pictures.

,.':,; Mr *' you're down in the tropics, tramping
the North Woods, cruising, out in the open

>jr>.'. llW^I anywhere—take along Ansco Film. It matters

not what film camera you have. The keeping
qualities of Ansco Film are unsurpassed.

Ansco Film render faithfully, correct color values. They
exhibit a Chromatic balance— a true color ratio as effective as the

actual colors. This is best shown when prints are made on Cyko
Paper. Insist on Cyko prints if your developing and printing are

done outside.

Ansco Film have great speed and latitude. You can get perfect

detail in the shadows. They are free from imperfections. The spools

always fit.

No gray, muddy negatives. No frilling with Ansco film. They
give soft, brilliant, transparent negatives. Exposure numbers always

register. Non-curling. Fit any camera. Ansco Film make success-

ful photography. Thousands prove this daily.

Independent dealers everywhere carry full line of Ansco
Film, Cyko "Pafter, and fture, carefully jirefcared photo-

graphic chemicals. If other dealers will not sufejily you,

don't blame them. An agreement with their manufac-
turer forbids them. Look for the ANSCO sign.

Yours for the asking: A complete photographic library
1 two volumes, teaching the art of making1 prize-win-
iim pictures. Write for it. or nsk your nearest dealer.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.
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Cyko Buff is
the three-in-one process

Carbon, Platinum and D. O. P.

CYKO BUFF has the bril-

liancy of platinum, the

delicacy of carbon, and

the tonal gradation of Cyko,

plus D. O. P. simplicity. The

Cyko Buff print by Buckley at

the last convention of the

Photographers' Association of

America was pronounced one

of the fifteen most notable

prints in the hall.

Ansco Company
Bin^hamlon,N.Y
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The Studio
What to do in it

And its Equipment

Get this valuable booklet ftom your dealer
or write in for it

Ansco Company
Binghamton, New York
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After the Battle Is Over

BY the time this number of PORTRAIT reaches

you your holiday rush will be a thing of the past and

we are, therefore, tempted to review the advantages

that developing paper have brought to your door. Li

you are not a user of Cyko these remarks will point out

what you are missing and how, daily, you are letting

"the other fellow" get ahead of you. Those photog-

raphers who are using Cyko have no extra cares and

troubles at holiday times except the pleasant care of in-

creased cash in hand before sending it to the bank. A
dark day to the man who uses printing out paper means

a dead loss. Why? Simply because he cannot store

sunlight or buy it for so much a cubic foot. He is a

slave to sunlight while the developing paper man has his

light on tap and can continue to make sittings without a

disturbing thought as to how the prints are to be gotten

out. The Cyko man in answer to the query "when will

1909 BY ANSCO COMPANY



the pictures be ready?" responds with a smile and no

explanations because he knows that when he promises

pictures on a certain date he will deliver them rain or

shine. The printing out paper man has to qualify his

promises and it is ten to one that he will disappoint

his customer. Every photographer knows how these

broken promises bring a gallery into disrepute. The
Cyko photographer is not compelled to say "the weather

has been so bad, etc." He has no apologies to make.

Probably your patrons have previously visited a develop-

ing paper man who never blames the weather. Are they

not likely to think that you are behind the times when
they hear the same old excuses that their parents had to

put up with?

Look at the variety of pictures that you can offer your

patrons with the aid of Cyko. Different styles, tones,

surfaces, etc., and all easily obtained with a uniformity

that is one of the many pre-eminent features of Cyko.

Some photographers who are still using printing out

paper say, "my clientele prefers Platinum, etc." Did
you ever make a set of Cyko prints and exhibit them in

your reception room, leaving your customer to decide?

If you do you will be surprised at the large percentage

who prefer the brilliancy and wealth of detail in a Cyko
print to the other printing processes you exhibit. Try it.

It will cost you nothing. If you do not wish to take the

trouble to make the prints yourself let a Cyko demon-
strator do it for you when he is next in your gallery.

Here's to the man you can't persuade

That the world has moved in the last decade,

Who dwells in the province of "long ago,"

With makeshifts and crotchets and methods slow,

Forgetting the things he abuses are those

His successful competitor uses.

He rails at progress with narrow mind,

And marvels much that he falls behind.



Expert Photography for the Banker and Lawyer

WITH the above title an enterprising photographer

in New York City has issued a circular to

lawyers and bankers calling their attention to

the immense value of photography, and we are pleased

to make reference to this circular simply to show the

never ending application of photography to our present

needs and to point out to our readers that in order to

make photography profitable all that is necessary is a

little enterprise.

To lawyers the circular has this to say:

"Copying Valuable Documents

The safety and convenience of using photographs

of exclusive papers and other articles that cannot

be duplicated is obvious, and our reproductions can

scarcely be distinguished from the original.

Fac-Similes of Letters, Etc.

The careful reproduction of handwriting demands
expert workmanship and experience. These quali-

fications we are in an exceptional position to offer

our patrons, while our studio is replete with the

latest appliances.

Illustrating Accident Cases

The camera is an invaluable aid to lawyers in

reconstructing the scenes of accidents or illustrating

sites over which disputes have arisen. We make
a specialty of adapting pictures to the legal stand-

point of our customers, and thus largely aid the

issue of the case.

Reproductions for Jury Use

The lawyer who is in a position to offer each of

his jurymen a photographic reproduction of docu-

ments and scenes affecting his case is doing much
to win their confidence and approval. Our repro-



ductions have been the means of winning many-

cases that hung in the balance. May we help

you?

To bankers the appeal is also interesting.

"Disputed Signatures

Reproduced with such faithful accuracy that any

unusual feature can be more readily recognized in

the reproduction than in the original.

Questionable Checks

Replicas of these are frequently needed for vari-

ous purposes, and in our process of making them

every minute detail is as clear and accurate as the

original.

Forgeries

It is easier to detect the irregularities of calligraphy

by means of our photographic process than it is

with the naked eye. Every variation of outline is

clearly defined, and reproduced with sharpness and

definition.

Detecting Erasures

The camera, in the hands of a highly skilled

operator, has the power of placing on record the

slightest alteration, even though it be scarcely visible

to the human eye. We make a special feature of

this work, and can furnish the highest testimony

from our clients."

Can You Beat It ?

ON calling on a photographer the other day, who
ought to know and actually does know a whole
lot, I was greeted with the following remark: "I

can't do anything with Cyko." I am so fully convinced

of the superior qualities of Cyko that this rather amused



me and I proceeded immediately to unravel the enigma.

He explained that he had some hard contrasty negatives

and so bought specially some Contrast Cyko in order to

secure the best results from them. You can just imagine

what he got. I nearly split my sides laughing and my
man looked at me in wild amazement as though I had
gone crazy. When I recovered sufficiently to explain

and demonstrate the different grades of Cyko this photog-

rapher felt like hiding. He ended by saying: "Well,

I am a fool. I ought to be kicked by a jackass." I

thought that I would like to be the one to do it, but did

not say so for fear of turning the laugh on me. This

photographer has remained until now a printing out

Collodion Matte man. I have sent his order to the

Boston office for Professional Cyko and feel as proud as

if I had saved a soul from the slums. Whenever a

photographer is met nowadays who is using Collodion

Matte printing out paper it makes one feel as though

he needed a helping hand to pull him out of the mire.

Cross, The CYKO Demonstrator.

A Cyko Eulogy

(By the Exhibitor of one of the fifteen best prints at

the Rochester Convention)

"W END me your ears!" I am going to pay a tribute

to Cyko paper for the benefit of those of the

craft who have not tried it. I am convinced that

Cyko paper is the most effective developing paper on the

market. With the control re-developer and with- the

variety of grades of emulsion in which Cyko is made, the

photographer has no longer to worry about tone or soft-

ness of results.

Some photographers have often wondered why they

can't get a well balanced, soft picture from a hard,

flinty negative. The reason is that they have not used



Cyko, or if they have, they may have worked it the

same as I did at first, with disappointing results; that is,

with a push and a slam, expecting the paper to work
automatically. I will say you can push it and slam it

more than any other paper, but at the same time you
must use some judgment. It needs care of course, for

there are very few good things that don't.

The way to get the business in your town is not by
leaving "things well enough alone," but by showing up
the yellow brown prints made by your competitors, in

comparison with your fine rich Cyko Sepia prints in your

own show-case. Try the experiment and your purse

string will soon lose its length.

Yours truly,

L. J. Buckley.

A Matter to be Acted Upon

IN our previous issue we made the announcement of

Professional Cyko, a slow printing paper for studio

portraiture only, and by this time it is a well settled

fact that this new grade of Cyko paper is what the photog-

raphers hoped and looked for when the signs became

strong that a new movement was on foot to create a

second tight bound photographic paper monopoly—in

fact, a replica of what took place some years ago.

Professional Cyko, from our own comparative tests as

well as the testimonials which we are daily receiving

from the many photographers who have already adopted

its use, is not only what the photographer hoped for, but

goes beyond it, for in addition to great softness it has

with it brilliancy and a transparency in the shadows that

cannot be equaled by any other similar paper, and also

in addition it produces pure Sepia prints, that is a rich

brown print without any tinge of yellow, by any of the

well known methods, viz. : re-development, double re-de-

velopment, Hypo Alum toning bath and Sepia salts.
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The surface is tough to a great degree and will stand any

amount of handling.

We are always alert and prepared to come to the

assistance of the photographer and dealer whose interest

demands that no one should acquire an absolute monopoly

of photographic staples. Photography itself as an art

and science, no less than as a "bread and butter" occupa-

tion, demands that it should be protected from monopoly

if it is to progress as heretofore and continue to be the

handmaid of all the great developments of our age. We
rely for an open market on the quality of our goods and

in our ability to duplicate and better anything which

becomes through habit or otherwise a necessity to the

photographer, but it must be borne in mind that this in

itself does not insure success. We must and do rely Lo

even a greater extent on the photographer's good will. It

is essential that the photographer help us and second our

efforts. We cannot send out all at once as many demon-

strators to visit the photographer as the Company who
aims at monopoly and who now defrays those expenses

from the money that pours into its coffers through con-

trolled dealers all over the country, and which represents

the greater part of the profits made on goods which the

photographer is compelled to buy. Compelled to buy
because it is more accessible to him to go across the

street for a gross of paper or something else than to take

the trouble of hunting up an Independent dealer through

whom to make his purchases. If there is no Independent

dealer in a town, the photographer must bear in mind
that two cents postage will take his order to the nearest

Independent dealer. We suggest that any photographer

who is desirous of securing the best results, of using the

best paper at a reasonable price and of contributing his

mite to the cause of Independence, send us a request for

samples, stating the surface which he prefers, so that

he may have an opportunity to verify our claim for Pro-

fessional Cyko without waiting for a demonstrator to call.



Glossy Cyko vs. P. O. P. for Reproduction

MR. William F. Toomer of Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania, who is in charge of a large photo engraving

concern in that city, writes

:

"In regard to your query as to the respective

merits of Glossy Cyko vs. P. O. P. Gelatine

prints, I am in a position to state that we use

hundreds of gross of Cyko paper for news-

paper reproduction, viz. : the making of half-

tone cuts, and it cannot be excelled. A point

in favor of Glossy Cyko for the half-tone

worker, outside of the fact of being inde-

pendent of daylight in making a print, is that

of speed in making the half-tone negative, as a

negative can be made in one-half the time

from a Cyko print than from a P. O. P.,

owing to the difference in the refractive prop-

erties of the two kind of prints."

The reason that some half-tone workers are partial to

P. O. P. prints is that after toned to the proper stage

bordering on purple, there will be better gradation in

the half-tone plate, but a reddish or brown tone as well

as an olive will reproduce fully as well, all of which are

tones easily produced on Professional Cyko by straight

development. Olive, light brown and red are non-actinic

and, therefore, the tone values are reproduced faithfully

from prints finished in any of these three tones.

Cyko for everything. That is what makes this paper

invaluable to the photographer.

Some of the Straws Showing Which Way
the Wind Blows

wE reproduce below a letter from Mr. N. R.
Chamberlin, and also the report in regard to

same by Mr. S. W. Whiteman, our Cyko dem-



onstrator. This correspondence is in line with the article

in this issue entitled, "A Matter to be Acted Upon."

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.

—

Gentlemen: I have been using — and have a
stock of six or eight gross on hand, but since

the combine I won't use it if it is to be given

away free. I am sending for samples of paper
of the leading Independent concerns which I

will try and will use the best regardless of

price. Have heard many good things about
your Brown Label and would be pleased to

have samples of same and Manual.
Respectfully,

N. R. Chamberlin.
St. Paul, Minn.
November 29, 1 909.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.

—

Gentlemen: Your favor of the 1st received

and the writer will call on Mr. Chamberlin
of St. Paul on Monday next. This gentle-

man attended our School last April, and
although liking the sepias yet the quickness of

the printing led him to continue the use of the

slow printing product he mentions. His gal-

lery is on the outskirts of the city and thus

it has not been easy to call repeatedly on him.

If only other photographers would be fair to

themselves and adopt a like attitude we, and
they, would reap the harvest which rightly

belongs to the photographers and those who
have worked to save their independence.

Yours faithfully,

Sydney W. Whiteman.
St. Paul, Minn.
December 3, 1 909.



Green Tones on Cyko

AT times users of Cyko seem interested in produc-

ing a green tone, and as frequent inquiries have

been made of PORTRAIT in regard to a

formula we will mention a formula published in a recent

magazine intended for Bromide paper, but which we
have tried in connection with Cyko and it seems to work

satisfactorily. Three solutions are required as follows:

SOLUTION A

Potassium Ferri Cyanide 5 grams or 77 grains

Ammonia 5 drops

Water 1 00 c. c. or 3 J/2 ounces

SOLUTION B

Concentrated Ferric Chloride. ..5c. c. or 80 min.

Water 1 00 c. c. or 3 J/2 ounces

Or if Ferric Chloride is not at hand, one can use:

Ferric Ammonium Citrate 2 grams or 33 grains

Hydro Chloric Acid 5 c. c. or 80 min.

Water 1 00 c. c. or 3J/2 ounces

SOLUTION C

Sodium Sulphide 1 gram or 1 5.5 grains

Water 1 00 c. c. or 3 J/2 ounces

Then add Hydro Chloric Acid . 5 c. c. or 80 min.

This solution may become turbid, but no attention

need be paid to that. The toning is done as follows:

The print after washing is placed in Solution A until

bleached through to a light brown. This usually takes

from two to three minutes. The solution is now poured

back into the bottle and the print washed until the whites

are free from the yellow color of the Ferri Cyanide.

Upon the thoroughness of this washing the ultimate purity

of the whites depends. Having washed the print, it is

placed in Solution B for five minutes, then rinsed once

or twice and transferred to Solution C for five minutes.
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A short washing completes the process. Should the

whites of the print appear tinted pale blue while it is

wet, this need cause no alarm as the coloration practically

disappears after drying.

Ansco New England Branch Outgrows its

Former Quarters

THE demand for the high quality goods manufac-

tured by the ANSCO COMPANY is growing

so rapidly in all sections of the country that one

branch after the other has been compelled to enlarge its

quarters in order to cope promptly and effectively, as

is the policy of the Company, with the ever growing

demand.

The New England branch, formerly located at No.
101 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts, has re-

cently moved to 46 Cornhill, Boston, Massachusetts. It

will carry a larger stock on hand than was possible be-

fore, so that it will be a great convenience to the Inde-

pendent dealers, through which channels the ANSCO
COMPANY distributes its goods to the consumer. The
personnel of the branch will be increased accordingly.

Be sure to send your orders to No. 46 Cornhill, Bos-

ton, Massachusetts.

Is It Safe?

PROFESSIONAL CYKO works admirably with

sepia salts, but is it safe to use that method of ob-

taining sepia prints? We have seen many faded

sepia prints on other papers obtained with sepia salts.

Its main ingredient, Bichloride of Mercury, in our esti-

mation is also bound to be injurious to the photographer.



Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

NO photographer has received more attention in

recent years for his original resourcefulness and

high standard of clean art work than Charles C.

Kough of Greensburg, Pennsylvania, whose photograph

we are pleased to reproduce on our cover page this month.

From the day he entered the studio until the present time

his whole efforts have been devoted to the development

of ideals in photography, after a type that gains distinc-

tion, and in these efforts he has met with unqualified

success. He has triumphed in contests, both in national

and state conventions. Wherever his pictures appear they

instantly excite admiration, both from connoisseurs and

novices. All this is in literal fulfillment of his dream and

ambition to produce the ideal as he saw it. The best

criticisms are the testimonials of rivals, and with these

Mr. Kough has been favored in a marked degree. The
pains of attainment are compensated by the results that

are satisfactory to the mind and eye of the master, and

over the studio of Charles C. Kough the knowing hand

has inscribed the word "success" and the laurel wreath

is his by the unanimous verdict of his fellow craftsmen,

by one and all of whom he is held in the highest esteem

and by whom he is always accorded those evidences of

respect and appreciation that are bestowed in deference

by those who recognize merit in their own line.

Some photographers object to their competitors \noxo-

ing that they use Cyk°, for fear of losing the advantage

they now have over them. We, therefore, only publish

testimonials when authorized to do so beforehand.
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ADVERTISING DEPT.

E. A. STANDARD
CHEMICALS
HAVE BEEN MADE FOR
OVER FIFTY YEARS

ALL ANSCO AND CYKO FORMULAS
ARE FIGURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THEIR STANDARD OF STRENGTH
AND PURITY. USE NO OTHER FOR

ANSCO PRODUCTS.

AN3C0 ^
m5»
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PORTRAIT

THHE best all around plate is that

* which under the most trying

conditions gives the fullest detail,

the richest half tone and the finest

printing quality* That

HAMMER SPECIAL
Extra Fast (Red Label) PLATES
do this in the highest degree has

been repeatedly demonstrated and

nowhere more forcibly than at the

last National Convention when
in competition with others they

produced the best results.

Hammer's Little Book "A Short Talk on
Negative Making," mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
40 East 21st Street, New York City



ADVERTISING DEPT.

PRICE OF
CYKO PAPER

Surfaces.
Numbers.

;mi-Matte
2

Glossy
3

Rough
4

Plat.
5

Buff
D.W.only

Contrast (Blue) Normal ( Yc How) Soft (Red)
|

Professional^ rown)

SIZE
Regular Wt Double W ' Regular Wt Double Wt
Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro.

|

Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro.

"l0
12
12
15
12

30
15
15
20

$1 20
1 00
1 20
1 20
1 50
1 20
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 80

*B 1H i24
E 2*2 x 4 X4
F 3*4 x 4 X4
H 3X± x 5*2

J 3*2 TL'AH
*K 3*2 x 12

L 378 x 5*2

M 4x5
T 4x6
*V 4x8
*W 414 x 4 \
*X 414 x 5^2

*AA 4 14 x 6^2

BA 5x7
*EA 5x8
*FA 5*2 x 7 34
HA 6x8
JA 6*2 x 8*2

*KA 7x9
LA 1H x 9*2

MA 8 x 10
*TA 9x11
VA 10 x 12
WA 11 x 14
*XA 12 x 16
*BB 14 x 17
*EB 16 x 20
*FB 18 x 22
*HB 20 x 24

$ .35

25
25
25

$3 50
2 00
2 00
2 00

(Cab't)... $ .15

15
20
35

$1 50
1 50
1 80
3 40

$ .25

25
25
45

$2 00
2 00

15
20
25
30
35
35
45
50
55
60
70
90

1 00
1 35
1 70
2 00
2 50
3 00

1 50

2 50
3 00
3 50
4 00
4 50
5 00
6 00
6 50
7 00
8 50
10 00
14 00
17 50
21 00
28 00
34 00

25
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
65
75
80

1 00
1 20
1 60
2 00
2 40
3 20
4 00
4 80

2 00
2 00
3 00
3 50
4 00
4 50
5 00
6 00
7 00
8 00
9 00

11 00
13 50
17 50
21 50
27 00
36 03
46 00
55 00

25
30
35

2 50
3 00
3 50

30
35
40

45

50
55

4 50
5 00
6 00

50
60
65

6 00

70 7 00 80

1 00
1 35

10 00
14 00

1 20
1 60

2 00
2 50
3 00
3 50

21 00
23 00
34 00
i) 00

2 40
3 20
4 00
4 80

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

Soft (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE DOZ GRO NET RATE
PER 1000

SIZE DOZ. GRO.
NET RATE
PER 1000

PA 3Vx 5*2

*PB 3^x11
S .15

.35

$1 50
3 40

$ 7 00
15 85

PAS^xS^
*PB31

2xll
15
35

1 50
3 40

$ 7 00
15 85

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular heading and trade

mark. No charge for imprinting 5,000 cards or more. Smaller quantities
$1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand.
No orders accepted for less than one thousand.

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red Label)

Professional
(Brown Label)

Regular

I

Weight

*XV 10 yard rolls (25 in. wide).
*XF 10 foot rolls (25 in. wide) .

*VY 5 yard rolls (25 in. wide) .

Double
Weight

Regular Double
Weight Weight

$6 00
2 25

$6 00

2 25
3 75

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices; only at factory.
All post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each—price half

that for one thousand.



PORTRAIT

h

msco

for
pictures

wofall kinds;

all seasons;

all places;
all weather.

It doesn't

any difference where you use

them—you can always depend on
Ansco Film producing good pictures.

If you're down in the tropics, tramping
the North Woods, cruising, out in the open

anywhere—take along Ansco Film. It matters

not what film camera you have. The keeping
qualities of Ansco Film are unsurpassed.

Ansco Film render faithfully, correct color values. They
exhibit a Chromatic balance—a true color ratio as effective as the

actual colors. This is best shown when prints are made on Cyko
Paper. Insist on Cyko prints if your developing and printing are

done outside.

Ansco Film have great speed and latitude. You can get perfect

detail in the shadows. They are free from imperfections. The spools

always fit.

No gray, muddy negatives. No frilling with Ansco film. They
give soft, brilliant, transparent negatives. Exposure numbers always
register. Non-curling. Fit any camera. Ansco Film make success-

ful photography. Thousands prove this daily.

Independent dealers everywhere carry full line of Ansco
Film, Cyko 'Pafter, and fiure, carefully firefiared photo-

graphic chemicals. If other dealers will not suftfily you,

don't hlame them. An agreement with their manufac-
turer forbids them. Look for the AJ^iSCO sign.

Yours for the asking: A complete photographic library
in two volumes, teaching the art of making prize-win-
ning pictures. Write for it, or ask your nearest dealer.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.



ADVERTISING DEPT.

Cyko Buff is
the three-in-one process

Carbon, Platinum and D. O. P.

CYKO BUFF has the bril-

liancy of platinum, the

delicacy of carbon, and

the tonal gradation of Cyko,

plus D. O. P. simplicity. The

Cyko Buff print by Buckley at

the last convention of the

Photographers' Association cf

America was pronounced one

of the fifteen most notable

prints in the hall.

Ansco Company
Bin^hamIon,NT.



Our Branch Offices

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY,
40 East 2 1 st Street, New York City

ANSCO COMPANY,
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY,
Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ANSCO COMPANY,
171 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY,
46 Cornhill Street, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY,
S. E. Cor. 5th and Race Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY,
30 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY,
14 Fifth St., South, Minneapolis, Minn.





The Studio
What to do in it

And its Equipment

Get this valuable booklet fiom your dealer

or write in for it

Ansco Company
Binghamton, JNew Yorli



PORTRAIT
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-
TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "A SQUARE DEAL,"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OP

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.

No. 10. February, 1910 Vol. 1

Ansco New York Home

A popular product in a populous city requires

adequate room in which to carry the neces-

sary stock to meet the demand promptly

and to conduct the business with the greatest pos-

sible efficiency, so that having in mind the interest

of the many ANSCO dealers who rely on our New
York branch, we have reserved for it the required

space in the new ANSCO Building at No. 129-

131 West Twenty-second Street. Our customers

will be with us "on the ground floor" whenever they

need any goods or wish to look over our extensive

and comprehensive line of photographic staples.

The necessary convenience will also be afforded

them to get an intimate knowledge of the quality

and possibilities of ANSCO products. We will

have printing rooms, where competent demonstra-

tors will assist them in getting thoroughly familiar

COPYRIGHT 1 90S. BY ANSCO COM



with .CYKO paper. It will be the photographers'

and the dealers' home whenever they wish to take

advantage of its splendid central location and the

opportunities for information which we hope it

will offer. This does not only apply to the pho-

tographer who uses ANSCO products or the dealers

who carry them. It refers to all the craft, ir-

respective of affiliations. All the photographers,

we believe, are with us inasmuch as our interests

are mutual. All the dealers are with us also, some
actively, others in spirit at least, for notwithstand-

ing there may be those who appear anxious to re-

tard our progress, they nevertheless hope never to

succeed in stopping it altogether, on the theory

that we must make half a success to enable them
to retain the few benefits which they now enjoy
from the monopolistic interests which they are

now compelled to serve.

We are, therefore, pleased to extend an invita-

tion to all those interested in promoting the wel-
fare of photography. They are all with us and
we are with them all, so that we are sure of a

unanimous Godspeed. We wish them to remem-
ber, however, that the train of good intentions will

prove a very slow coach indeed unless its wheels
are greased with good orders. We are now well

prepared for them in our new location. At all

events, no better goods can be procured anywhere
else. No one makes better professional apparatus.
No one supplies as good a paper as Professional
Cyko (slozv printing) for studio portraiture, and as

to a paper for general purposes, including amateur
finishing, Cyko (regular grades) long ago left all

other products miles behind.

Call to see all our good things. It will pay you
and it will pay us, so that neither can lose by meet-
ing on the ground floor of the ANSCO Building,
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129-131 West Twenty-second Street, a few doors
from Sixth Avenue and in one of the busiest and
most interesting sections of New York City. The
accompanying half-tone will only give a mere idea

of the splendid ANSCO Building.

What Is It?

"117" HAT is what?" Why, of course, Pro-

YY fessional Cyko—slow printing grade.

It is easy to satsify anyone on that

point, and once the full import of it is grasped, it

will mean money in the photographer's pocket. It

will mean results. ^^a#
The trademark [O vV&V * s we^ known;

there is hardly a \^Na^\y photographer in

this country who ^^^^^ does not rest his

eyes on that trademark at least once a day. It is

the mark of quality so far as developing paper is

concerned. Professional Cyko means a paper of

that standard quality, made to produce the results

which professional photographers require for studio

portraiture. The studio photographer is not con-

cerned with extreme rapidity in a printing medium,
so Professional Cyko prints with an average nega-

tive in about thirty seconds by a Welsbach burner,

or from two to four seconds by daylight, as against

other grades of Cyko, ten seconds by Welsbach
light and by daylight about one-fifth of a second.

Those photographers, therefore, whose work de-

mands speed, use either Contrast, Normal or Soft

grades of Cyko, according to the quality of tne

negatives; and the strictly portrait photographer

who is not concerned with speed and who makes
negatives of a certain vigor in the degrees of con-

trast between light and shadows, uses that grade
of Cyko which is properly designated as Profes-

sional. It must be observed, therefore, that Profes-



sional Cyko is intended for studio portraiture only
and is absolutely distinct from other grades of

Cyko. It is five times slower in printing and must
be handled differently. It is intended for warm-
black results in first development, and for soft

results from hard or contrastive negatives. Its ac-

tion in the developer is at all times measurable.
The image takes about half a minute to appear
faintly, then it builds gradually but more rapidly

until it acquires depth, and continues thereafter to

build up slowly until the result sought from the neg-
ative is obtained. It takes altogether about one
minute or longer to develop, according to the ex-

posure. It can be carried much further than any
other developing paper. The developer required

for this paper is also different from that of other

grades of .Cyko. The formula for Metol-Hydro-
chinon is as follows

:

Warm Water (soft or distilled) . 40 ounces
Metol 14 grains

Sodium Sulphite (Anhydrous) . Yi ounce
Hydrochinon 60 grains

Sodium Carbonate (Anhydrous) y2 ounce
Potassium Bromide (saturated

solution) 20 drops

Dissolve each chemical thoroughly in order named.
If warmer tones are desired more Potassium Bro-

mide is added. We will explain the best way of

securing a saturated solution of Bromide. Suf-
ficient Bromide is added to a few ounces of water

so that when thoroughly mixed some undissolved

crystals remain in the bottom of the bottle. The
undissolved crystals prove the solution to be fully

saturated.

The characteristics of resulting prints on Pro-

fessional Cyko are as follows : Softness, and yet

brilliant ; tone gradations ; the shadows will ap-

5



pear full of transparency, through which all the de-

tails are seen in their corresponding low tone. The
high lights will be full of middle tints and detail;

in other words, the light and shadows blend so har-

moniously through such soft progressive gradation

of tones that there is no strong dividing line. The
print has roundness and perspective which gives it

a life-like appearance. Professional Cyko has al-

most unthinkable latitude. Suppose the right time

of exposure is thirty seconds and three prints are

made from the negative— one twenty-five seconds,

the other thirty, and the last thirty-five seconds ; the

resulting prints will be practically the same, inas-

much as the action in the developer will offset the

under and over exposures if properly handled.

Now as to surfaces. Please note designations

as given below so that there may be no misunder-
standing, inasmuch as each manufacturer of devel-

oping paper has a different designation for

apparently the same surface. Professional Cyko is

made in different surfaces, designated as follows

:

Single Weight

Double Weight
(Smooth Matte Surface - No Lustre)

Single Weight

Double Weight

Single Weight

Double Weight

NO. 2 - Semi-Matte {
(Smooth Matte Surface

No. 3 - GLOSSY (

(Very High Gloss)

No. 5 - PLAT {
(Original Platinum surface with slight \

imperceptible grain dead matte /

"M /"» ~r~, r^w^ f
Single Weight

INo. 6 - STUDIO ]* iv« v i^xv^i^xv^
^ Double weight

/Smooth surface with slight sheen. \
\ Similar to Matte Collodion. . . J

India Tint Stock with slight grain

Buff - simi'ar to Plat surface. Made only

in Double weight. . ...



Cyko versus Platinum

The Globe Studio.

5909 Market Street, West Philadelphia, Pa.

Ansco Company:

Gentlemen—I am in receipt of your favor of the

17th, requesting the privilege of reproducing my
first letter commending the good qualities of CYKO
paper. If that will do any good to my fellow pho-

tographers you can do with it anything you please.

I can do anything I want with your Professional

CYKO Plat and Studio papers and you can do

anything you want with my letter.

I must repeat this—There is no paper made in

this country or in Europe for the last ten years

which I have not tried. I spend more money for

trials than many photographers. I was not satis-

fied until I got CYKO Plat and Studio. I do not

think that I will try anything else, for the present

at least. I was talking to some photographers last

night. I told them all about it and showed them
some prints I made. They thought it was Plati-

num. I stated, "You are mistaken. Platinum
paper does not make as good prints as these." T

showed them my negatives and they had to admit
it. I will use your paper right along and will do
my best to advertise it. I am sure any photographer
that will try CYKO once will keep on using it, be-

cause it is good. It is the kind that we want. It

is the kind that people say, "It is better finish, high

grade work." I had to make a finished picture for

a young lady as a sample instead of a proof. I

made two pictures, one extra heavy grade C and
another one CYKO Plat. She liked the latter, and
if my customers prefer CYKO I know that I am
not mistaken. I give you credit for your splendid

product that is a great help to us photographers,



who are trying to show some good work to make
some good money. Very truly yours,

(Signed) John A. Ivazian,

Prop. The Globe Studio.

Ryland W. Phillips' Book

IN our issue of December, 1909, we made refer-

ence to the lectures given by Mr. Phillips

—

showing the inner workings of the prominent
studios—expressing the wish that some day these

lectures might be published in book form. We
are now advised by the publishers of the Bulletin

of Photography, 13 17 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, that this book has already issued

from the press and will be known as "Ryland W.
Phillips' Book," and with the sub-title, "With
Other Photographers." It shows the individual

methods of the prominent photographers of Amer-
ica. We bespeak great success for this new addi-

tion to photographic literature.

Sodium Bi-Sulphite Instead of Acetic Acid

SOME photographers who object to the fumes
of Acetic Acid in the fixing bath have differ-

ent times asked for a substitute. We find

that Sodium Bi-Sulphite can be safely substituted

for Acetic Acid. The bath should be compounded
as follows

:

Water 64 ounces

Hypo 16 ounces
Then add hardening solution as follows

:

Water 5 ounces
Sodium Bi-Sulphite 1 ounce
Alum y2 ounce

8



Unsolicited Testimonials

Calistoga, Cal., August 27, 1909.

Ansco Company,

San Francisco,

Cal.

Mr. Stanbury,

My dear sir: Your letter of the 26th inst. just

to hand and have done up the postals and am send-

ing them to you by this express. I thank you for

the favor and I appreciate it greatly. Your cards

are the ''only" ones, and the paper—well other

papers are to CYKO what paper is to cloth. As
regards toughness of film—it's simply "great."

Again thanking you, I am,

Yours very truly,

I. C. Adams.

Maquoketa, Iowa, December 29, 1909.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.

Gentlemen : Yesterday we received the Profes-

sional Cyko Studio and also Plat surface, slow

emulsion, and we are enclosing you prints made on
the paper. Allow us to say we are more than

pleased with the results. Heretofore we could not

obtain just what we wished on the faster printing

Professional Cyko, as our negatives run a little

strong, but you have certainly hit the nail on the

head with your latest product.

We are going to push this paper as hard as we
can. Yours truly,

(Signed) The Hamley Studio,

Per a. f. h.
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

A J. Hargrave, the veteran, and also one of New
York's pioneer and leading photographers,

"needs no introduction from us, as he

is well known by the craft throughout the

country. It is a pleasure, nevertheless, for us to

call attention to his photograph embellishing our

cover this month. Rather than attempt a biographi-

cal sketch of Mr. Hargrave we prefer to allow

his own reminiscences to feature the man. His
simple, straightforward statements in response to

a request for a few facts on which to base a short

comment on his career shows the man and the

reason for the sincerity of his work better than
anything we could write.

"My dear Mr. Lamoutte

:

"I venture to say that it has been the ex-

perience of but a few to begin an apprentice-

ship in the photographic business as I have.

An Irish emigrant before my teens, my
eleventh year found me building fires, run-

ning errands, and soon the confidence of my
employer intrusted me with the polishing of a

daguerreotype plate. A momentous horn !

About three years later I earned for my em-
ployer—the admirable Myron H. Kimball, at

407 Broadway—the first really, truly profitable

money. In his absence I made a daguerre-
otype and handed over a five dollar gold

piece, the price of my 'maiden effort,' for a

1-6, enclosed in a Turkey Morocco Band Case,
made on a 'Star forty plate,' bought at Ed-
ward Anthony Stock House, 308 Broadway.
We were then experimenting on the making of
ambrotypes—the first step away from the da-

guerreotype and which superseded it.

"The question then arose, 'How shall we

11



make likenesses to fit lockets, rings and
brooches?' We made them on mica and pat-

ent leather. I can show you one on mica of
myself at fourteen.

"Mr. Kimball, my employer, moved to 347
Broadway, corner Leonard Street, in 1857.

You who are patient enough to hear me out

will notice the location of the Daguerreotype
and Ambrotype Galleries (as they were then

called) at that time. Shortly afterwards the

millenotype appeared, a portrait which to-day

would be called

a tintype. This
did away with
the mica and
leather and was
followed by the
making of pho-
tographs, or a

likeness on pa-

per. These were
printed on the
so-called 'plain

paper,' a sort

of paper with-

out gloss. Step
by step I grew
with the growth
of photography.
In each and all

of the varied processes I have been a prac-
tical worker. The Albumen paper found me
still a worker, and as I am to-day in the
harness I feel that I am qualified to speak a
good word about a paper which I have found
to be a good thing, meeting every demand I

have made upon it. My letter of December

12



i6th to you on this subject tells the whole
story.

"It is stated that only old men are reminis-

cent! I love my profession and to-day feel

as young as the youngest among us.

Very truly yours,

Arthur J. Hargrave."

Once again we wish to urge you to become famil-

iar with Professional Cyko paper. We are willing

to send you samples and full information, so that

it will cost you nothing to get wise.

You may be familiar with the regular grades of

Cyko, namely, Contrast, Normal and Soft, and fully

conversant with the exceptionally good qualities of

those grades of .Cyko for the general purposes for

which they are intended, but do not allow your
knowledge of these grades to dissuade you from
getting in touch immediately with Professional

Cyko, for the reason that this is an entirely different

paper, intended exclusively for studio portraiture.

Professional Cyko has qualities to be found in

no other developing paper for the use of the pro-

fessional photographer, and we have on file tes-

timonials from a great many of the leading

photographers throughout the country, which are at

your disposal in case you wish to ascertain what the

leaders of the craft think about this new grade of

Cyko.

13



ADVERTISING DEPT.

THE best all around plate is that

* which under the most trying

conditions gives the fullest detail,

the richest half tone and the finest

printing quality* That

HAMMER SPECIAL
Extra Fast (Red Label) PLATES
do this in the highest degree has

been repeatedly demonstrated and

nowhere more forcibly than at the

last National Convention when
in competition with others they

produced the best results.

Hammer s Little Book "A Short Talk on

Negative Making," mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
129-131 West 22nd Street, New York City



PORTRAIT

PRICE OF
CYKO PAPER

Surfaces.
Numbers.

.Semi-Matte
2

Glossy
3

Kough
4

Plat.
5

Studio Buff
6 D.W.only

Contrast (Blue) Normah Ydln-< ) Soft (Red)
|

Professional^ rowa)

1 Regular Wt
SIZE —

I
Doz.

1
G-ro.

Double Wt 1 Regular Wt Double Wt
Doz. Gro.

|

Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro.

10
12
12
15
12

30
15

15
20

1 00
1 20
1 20
1 50
1 20
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 80

F S^ x 4*4

$ .35

25
25
25

$3 50
2 00
2 00
2 00

L37s x 5h (Cab't)...
M 4x5

$ .15

15
20
35

$1 50
1 50
1 80
3 40

$ .25

25
25
45

$2 00
2 00
2 00
4 30

15
20
25
30
35
35
45
50
55
60
70
90

1 00
1 35
1 70
2 00
2 50
3 00
3 50

1 50
1 80
2 50
3 00
3 50
4 00
4 50
5 00
6 00
6 50
7 00
8 50
10 00
14 00
17 50
21 00
28 00
34 00
40 00

25
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
65
75
80

1 00
1 20
1 60
2 00
2 40
3 20
4 00
4 80

2 00
2 00
3 00
3 50
4 00
4 50
5 00
6 00
7 00
8 00
9 00
11 00
13 50
17 50
21 50
27 00
36 00
46 00
55 00

*AA 4*4 x 6^ 25
30
35

2 50
3 00
3 50

30
35
40

3 00
3 50
4 00

HA 6x8
JA 6^ x8*2

45
50
55

4 50
5 00
6 00

50
60
65

5 00
6 00
7 00

70 7 00 80 9 00

1 00
1 35

10 00
14 00

1 20
1 60

13 50
17 50

*BB 14 x 17 2 00
2 50
3 00
3 50

21 00
28 00
34 00
40 00

2 40
3 20
4 00
4 80

27 00
36 00

55 00

CYKO POST CARDS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow)

SOFT (Red Label)

CYKO POST CARDS
Professional
(Brown Label)

SIZE DOZ GRO
NET RATE
PER 1000

SIZE DOZ. GRO.
NET RATE
PER 1000

PA 3!2 x 5^2

*PB 3*2x11
3 .15

.35

$1 50
3 40

$ 7 00
15 85

PAS^xS^
*PB3!2Xll

15
35

1 50
3 40

$ 7 00
15 85

PRICE OF IMPRINT
All specially printed cards must have our regular heading and trade

mark. No charge for imprinting 5,000 cards or more. Smaller quantities
$1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50 cents for each succeeding thousand.
No orders accepted for less than one thousand.

CYKO IN ROLLS
Contrast (Blue) Normal (Yellow) Soft (Red Label)

Professional
(Brown Label)

j

Regular
]
Weight

Double
Weight

Regular
Weight

Double
Weight

*XV 10 yard rolls (25 in. wide ) $5 00
2 00

$6 00
2 25

$5 00
2 00
3 25

$6 00
2 25
3 75

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices; only at factory.
All post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each---price half

that for one thousand.



ADVERTISING DEPT.

for
ures

ofall kinds;

all seasons;

all places;
all weather.

It doesn't

make any difference where you use

them—you can always depend on
Ansco Film producing good pictures.

If you're down in the tropics, tramping

the North Woods, cruising, out in the open
anywhere— take along Ansco Film. It matters

not what film camera you have. The keeping
qualities of Ansco Film are unsurpassed.

Ansco Film render faithfully, correct color values. They
exhibit a Chromatic balance— a true color ratio as effective as the

actual colors. This is best shown when prints are made on Cyko
Paper. Insist on Cyko prints if your developing and printing are

done outside.

Ansco Film have great speed and latitude. You can get perfect

detail in the shadows. They are free from imperfections. The spools

always fit.

No gray, muddy negatives. No frilling with Ansco film. They
give soft, brilliant, transparent negatives. Exposure numbers always

register. Non-curling. Fit any camera. Ansco Film make success-

ful photography. Thousands prove this daily.

Independent dealers everywhere carry full line of Ansco
Film, Cyko 'Paper, and pure, carefully prepared photo-

graphic chemicals. If other dealers will not supply you,

don't hlame them. An agreement with their manufac-
turer forbids them. Look for the ANSCO sign.

Yours for the asking: A complete photographic library
in two volumes, teaching the art of making prize-win-
ning pictures. Write for it, or ask your nearest dealer.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.



PORTRAIT

Cyko Buff is
the three-in-one process

Carbon, Platinum and D. O. P.

CYKO BUFF has the bril-

liancy of platiiiuin, the

delicacy of carbon, and

the tonal gradation of Cyko,

plus D. O. P. simplicity. The

Cyko Buff print by Buckley at

the last convention of the

Photographers' Association cf

America was pronounced one

of the fifteen most notable

prints in the hall.

Ansco Company
R-iii^h&mtpn<X,Y!



Our Branch Offices

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY,
129-131 West 22nd Street, New York City

ANSCO COMPANY,
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY,
Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ANSCO COMPANY,
171 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY,
46 Cornhill Street, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY,
S. E. Cor. 5th and Race Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY,
30 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY,
16 Fifth St., South, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Can you beat it?

No!

You beat yourself if you do not use

Professional Cyko
(For Portraiture only)

You "beat" yourself in quality

You "beat" yourself in price

You "beat" yourself out of independence

No Demonstration

No Argument Necessary

Buy a dozen PROFESSIONAL CYKO, and if

you are using a slow developing paper give it the

same exposure. Use the same developer and behold

your superior results.

It has so much latitude in printing, developing

and in handling that no failure is possible.

We know there is no better Developing Paper

on the market. Can you show us the contrary ?

Ansco Company
Bin^lramloii.N.Y.



PORTRAIT
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-
TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "a SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
Blngfaamton, N. T.

No. ii March, 1910 Vol. I

Enlarging on Cyko

THERE are many photographers who do not

yet know that the best enlargements are

made on Cyko, and for their benefit we are

led to discuss this question at greater length than

this magazine usually devotes to any single article.

If we appear in some instances to be too elementary

please consider that our magazine is written for the

benefit of all—those who know and those who are

trying to learn.

Cyko Versus Bromide

When we speak of enlargements to photographers
they almost invariably express surprise that a paper
so much slower than Bromide can be used for that

purpose. Cyko is approximately twelve times

slower than Bromide paper, but the difference in the

time for making a Bromide enlargement as com-

COPYRISHT 190S BY ANSCO COMPANY



pared with a Cyko enlargement is almost negligible.

Supposing that the bromide print requires five sec-

onds exposure and ten minutes to develop and fix,

then the Cyko print from the same negative and
under the same conditions will be complete in eleven

minutes, as against ten minutes five seconds. The
advantage of the increased exposure lies in the un-

limited scope for "dodging" ; that is, holding back
part of the print and increasing the exposure on
other parts in order to obtain a well-balanced print

free from harsh contrasts and clogged shadows.
Another advantage is in the matter of vignetting.

In addition to the before mentioned advantages a
Cyko enlargement has a wealth of detail, life and
brilliancy which cannot be found in a bromide print.

Many of our readers have undoubtedly experienced

the disappointment of getting a bromide enlarge-

ment from a good negative which looked flat, gray
and muddy. It is not the method that is at fault,

but the paper. We will not take time to explain

why a bromide emulsion cannot produce the same
results as the Cyko emulsion, as we believe that an
ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory.

Choosing the Grade

For average negatives, and especially portraits,

use Soft Cyko. If you cater to the amateur trade

and have thin films to enlarge from use Normal
Cyko, and if still more contrast is desired, use Con-
trast Cyko.

Surface

For portrait work use the Semi-Matte, Plat, and
Buff surfaces. Both the Semi-Matte and Plat, are

ideal for air brush work. For reproduction or

newspaper work use the Glossy and Studio sur-

faces.



There is Money in the Enlarging Business

It does not cost very much either in time or money
to make a 11x14 enlargement from a good nega-
tive which has pleased the sitter, and he will invari-
ably buy it on sight. There are many ways for induc-
ing a customer to order an enlargement, but none
so sure as to put in evidence the actual finished en-
largement. The studio should add to its income in
this way and it will cost very little to try it.

Apparatus

Most photographers are familiar with the various
methods used in making enlargements, but we will
briefly review them for those who think that expen-
sive and cumbersome apparatus is necessary. A
pair of condensing lenses is not essential, although
when artificial light is used more illumination is ob-
tained with their aid, thus shortening the exposure.

Daylight Method

Darken any room which has a window and make
a board to fit same, which can be held in position
with turn buttons.. Cut a hole in this board the size
of the back of your camera. Fix a shelf running
out from this opening (or utilize a table). Outside
the window fix a board, painted white, at an angle
of 45 degrees, so as to reflect the light evenly
through the negative. Place the negative to be en-
larged from in a plate-holder, or make a kit to hold it,

and insert in the back of the camera; or if this is not
possible make the kit to slide between two runners
fastened on the board so that the negative will come
opposite the opening. Should there be any stray
white light around the opening tack up some dark
cloth, which will obviate this. A glance at the ac-
companying sketch will show just how the apparatus



ENLARGING WITH DAYLIGHT

A—Reflector showing how rays of light are diverted

through the negative.

B—Board fitted to window with opening cut the size

of camera.

C—View camera, or any camera that focuses from the

front.

D—Shelf or Table.

E—Easel or board, parallel with back of camera.

F—Window.



ENLARGING WITH BOX MIRROR

A—Arc lamp.

B—Box mirror.

C—Partition cutting off light from paper.

D—Camera.

E—Shelf or table.

F—Easel or upright board, parallel with back of

camera.

G—Ground glass.



should be placed. Should you have a window with

north light and uninterrupted sky line at your dis-

posal no reflector is needed, but it is advisable to

place a piece of ground glass against the opening

in the board.

Artificial Light Methods

Should you possess a pair of condensers, but no
enlarging outfit, the condensers can be used in con-

junction with your view outfit for artificial light in

the following manner. If possible erect a partition

in your enlarging or dark room and have your light

and condensers on one side the partition and an

opening against which place your camera, and pro-

ceed in the same manner as with the daylight

method. The light should be a strong one, such as

electric arc, acetylene, or one of the new compressed
vapor lamps which gives about 600 c. p.

Artificial Light Without Condensers

Make a box or have one made to contain your
light and place a piece of ground glass at a distance

of twelve inches from the light and another piece

six inches from that. The camera is placed at the

other end of the box on a shelf or table. This

arrangement will give even illumination up to 5 x 7
negatives, and should you wish to enlarge from any
negative larger than this you will require a further

ground glass, but you can arrange these best to suit

your light.

Artificial Light With a Box Mirror

To make a box mirror procure a box (without

ends) say eight inches square (for use with nega-

tives up to 5x7) and fix a mirror on each of the



four sides. Arrange your light so that it comes
opposite to the center of the box mirror and a few
inches away. The depth of the box should be at

least eight inches. Place a piece of ground glass at

the end of the box nearest your negative and pro-

ceed by placing your view camera as described in

other methods. (See sketch).

Exposing

Presuming that you have your apparatus all ready
insert your negative in the camera and proceed to

focus on your easel, on which you should fix a piece

of fine grain white paper. When focusing is com-
plete, cover your lens with a cap in the front of

which is a piece of yellow glass, so that the rays of

light do not affect the paper but the image still

shows on the easel, and the paper can then be pinned

up in the right position. Now comes the matter of

exposure. Many pin up a slip of paper, covering

part with a piece of card, and each ten seconds ex-

posure an additional part of the slip of paper, so

that the exposures vary, say from twenty seconds

to one minute. On development you will readily

see which exposure is right, but there is so much
latitude to Cyko paper that after a few trials you
will find it very easy to determine the amount of

exposure required. Do not stop your lens down
only far enough to insure your enlargement being

in focus all over.

Dodging

You will sometimes have negatives which require

some dodging, and it is so easily effected when en-

larging that in many cases you will find the enlarge-

ment more perfect than a contact print from the

same negative. The requirements are, firstly, a few
pieces of card larger than the enlargements you in-



tend to make and in these cut holes of various sizes.

When you wish to give more time to any part of a

print select one of these pieces of card with a suit-

able hole in it, and by placing this between the lens

and the easel more exposure can be given any part

of the print and the rest held back. Be careful to

keep the card in motion while in use, as that will

prevent any sharp lines showing. To hold back

deep shadows in the print use the following method.

Obtain some pieces of cotton and fasten them to a

thin wire long enough to avoid the hand interfering

with the picture. You can easily make the cotton

any desired shape and the edges of the cotton will

so soften the shadows that no sharp edges will show
en the print.

Vignettes

When you have decided on the shape of your
vignette cut out the center of a piece of card to cor-

respond with the shape and hold it between the lens

and the enlargement. Move the vignetter towards
the enlargement and back again continuously and
you will have a vignette of the softest quality.

The developing and fixing of Cyko enlarge-

ments is done in the same manner as for contact

prints. A redeveloped Cyko print, to use an old ex-

pression, is "a thing of beauty and a joy forever,"

and we strongly recommend photographers to take

advantage of the excellent sepias to be obtained on
Cyko.

Points on Cyko Sepia Re-development

WE are in receipt of a letter, the contents of

which, and our clarifications of the ques-

tions therein asked, may be of general in-

terest to Cyko users. The letter is as follows

:
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"I am writing to obtain some information
as to the re-development of your Cyko paper.

In using a fresh bleaching bath made from
your prepared package of 're-developer, I

find that some of my prints take at least

five minutes to bleach properly, whereas the
directions state that this part of the process
should take only about one minute. In the
re-developer the prints at first appear too
dark all over and then gradually regain their

original contrast, requiring several minutes
to do so. This is at variance with your di-

rections. I would be very glad if you would
enlighten me on the following points

:

First. How many 5x7 prints can be re-

developed with eight ounces of bleacher and
eight ounces of re-developer?

Second. What is the effect of using solu-

tions that are too old?
Third. Can a print be re-developed a

second time, and is it satisfactory?
Fourth. Is there any advantage in re-

development immediately after washing
without first drying the print?"

These questions we will answer serially in the

order given.

The maximum quantity of 5 x 7 prints that may
be satisfactorily bleached and redeveloped in eight

ounces of each solution is from twelve to fifteen,

depending on the quality of the print. After this

quantity has been run through the solutions the

prints begin to come flat and lifeless with poor

color. Gradually the action of both bleacher and re-

developer becomes slower until it stops altogether.

The second question is answered by the first.

A print cannot be redeveloped a second time for

the reason that Silver Sulphide cannot be changed
to Silver Ferri Cyanide.

The only advantage in redeveloping immediately

after washing is in the saving of time and avoiding

contamination by contact of the print with other



chemicals. The resulting color in either case is the

same.

Now, as to the apparent inconsistency of our di-

rection sheets, we will explain that at the time the

labels for Cyko Redeveloper were printed the Cyko
emulsion was not as tough as at present, and as

prints were then liable to frill and blister it was
necessary to bleach and redevelop quickly. By
hardening the emulsion we did away entirely with

frilling and blistering, but necessarily retarded the

action to a certain extent of all chemical solutions,

because these do not penetrate the emulsion as

rapidly as when the emulsion was not as tough. A
print on the old unhardened emulsion will bleach

and redevelop in at least one-half the time of the

present emulsion.

We will further observe that the time of complete

action of the bleacher and redeveloper is governed
largely by the quality of the print to be redeveloped.

For instance : a correctly timed, fully developed
print, which is brilliant, rich in deep shadows, with

few highlights, technically speaking contains a

larger amount of Oxidized Metallic Silver—to be

chemically changed to Ferri Cyanide of Silver and
then to Silver Sulphide—than one under or over

exposed, developed with excess amount of Bromide,
or one containing few deep shadows, but a lot of

gradation and highlight. The print containing the

greater amount of silver, therefore, takes longer in

completing chemical action.

We wish also to make a few remarks in regard to

redeveloping Professional Cyko (Slow Grade)
which is a different emulsion from our regular

grades, namely: Contrast, Normal, and Soft. In

making a black-and-white print on Professional

Cyko for the purpose of redevelopment to a good
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Sepia, the print must be given full exposure and
the developer must be prepared as follows

:

Water (soft or distilled) 40 ounces

Metol 15 grains

Sodium Sulphite, Anhydrous ... 1 ounce
Hydrochinon 60 grains

Sodium Carbonate, granular . . 3-4 ounce

Potassium Bromide 4 grains

In other words our Formula No. 1, as per Cyko
Manual, should be weakened by a larger quantity of

water, the idea being to make the developer weaker

in action, thus prolonging development. The de-

velopment of the print should take at least one

minute or a little longer.

Professional Cyko can be forced to a much
greater extent than the regular grades of Cyko,
namely: Contrast, Normal, and Soft, so that the

Professional .Cyko print intended for redevelop-

ment should be carried as far as possible in the de-

veloper. It should also be a trifle deeper—that is,

darker—than would be required for the other Cyko
grades.

We wish here to make the positive statement that

the best Sepia prints, the most permanent Sepia

prints, are obtained by redevelopment or by double

redevelopment. The method is quicker and easier

than any other. The results are more uniform.

This we know by experience so that anyone who does

not obtain the best results on Cyko by redevelop-

ment should not blame the process, but write us

immediately for information. We are here to help

out Cyko users.

Remember, that the most paltry way to lose is—
not to use! Use Cyko and win.
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W. H. Towles and his Hospitality

WHILE in Washington a couple of weeks ago
I had the pleasure of calling at the Towles
Studio and I wish to acknowledge my

appreciation of the cordial hospitality extended to

me by Mr. W. H. Towles.

Mr. Towles is always interested in his work and
ready to give the "craft" the benefit of his knowl-
edge. In the course of my visit Mr. Towles showed
me some very unique albums which he is having

manufactured, bound in the finest quality of leather,

with hammered brass trimmings. These albums are

intended for exhibiting sample prints in the recep-

tion room of high-class studios, and they are cer-

tainly bound to make a hit for that purpose. Mr.
Towles also showed me the sepia prints which he is

now delivering to his trade. They are a pure van-

dyke brown which Mr. Towles assured me he had
never been able to obtain on any paper except Pro-

fessional Cyko. Upon investigation I found that

Mr. Towles uses for securing these vandyke brown
Cyko prints the Hypo alum method of toning; he
gave me the formula, which is no different from that

which is well known by photographers using that

method of toning. The formula is as follows

:

Water (Boiling) I Gal.

Hypo 16 oz.

Alum 4 oz.

Dissolve in order given, and after cooling add a

solution prepared as follows

:

Silver 40 Gr.

Salt 40 gr.

Water 1 oz.

Temperature of the solution about 100 degrees.

A. C. L.
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

THE cover portrait this month is that of Mr.
Herman Schervee, of Worcester, Mass., who
is one of our successful photographers and

typifies the photographer as an artist and as a busi-

ness man.
Mr. Schervee was born in Tonesberg, Norway,

and came to this country about twenty-five years

ago, working his passage over on a sailing vessel.

His photographic career commenced twenty years

ago and he has been ever since prominently con-

nected with our State and National .Conventions and
exhibitions. He was president of the New England
Association of Photographers in 1900, at which time

he was very active in the adoption of the No-prize

Convention, the first of which was held in that year

and proved eminently successful.

His Worcester business is known as the Schervee
Art Shop, an artistic store well stocked with the

finest pictures, bric-a-brac, pottery, frames and gen-

eral art goods. The second floor of the building is

devoted to the studio which is under the direct

supervision of his partner, Mr. J. C. Bushong, for-

merly of El Paso, Texas. The studio is known as

the Schervee & Bushong Studio. The third floor

of the building is the factory where the finest mold-
ings, frames and art furniture in carved and fancy

woods are made and sold at wholesale and retail.

This and the art store are directly under the man-
agement of Mr. Schervee. Besides his Worcester
interests Mr. Schervee is also connected with the

Curtis Studio, of New Haven, and the Seeton
Studio of Lawrence.

Mr. Schervee, who is always alert in adopting the

use of anything which will promote the interest of
his business, is a user of Professional Cyko and one
of its great admirers.
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ADVERTISING DEPT.

HAMMER'S
SPECIAL EXTRA FAST (Red Label)

and EXTRA FAST (Blue Label)

PLATES

produce the most perfect of all negatives

under the trying conditions of winter light.

Extremely rapid and rich in silver of fine

grain, they give full detail, brilliancy and
gradation with the shortest possible exposures.

Hammer s Little Book "A Short Talk on

Negative Making/' mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Bldg., 129-131 W. Twenty-second Street,

New York City



PORTRAIT

CYKO PAPER
Made in four Grades and five Surfaces

as follows

:

Grades
Contrast Cyko (Blue Label)

For Weak Negatives.

Normal Cyko (Yellow Label)
For Average Negatives.

Soft Cyko (Red Label)
For Contrasty Negatives, also

Professional Cyko (Brown Label)
Intended for Studio Portraiture
only, and is absolutely distinct

from the other grades.

Surfaces
(In all Grades)

f Single Weight
No. 2. Semi-Matte . . -|

i_
Double Weight

(Smooth Matte Surface—No Lustre)

r Single Weight
No. 3. Glossy .... -I

L Double Weight
(Very High Gloss)

["Single Weight
No. 5. Plat ....

-J

[ Double Weight
(Original Platinum surface with slight
imperceptible grain—dead matte)

f Single Weight
No. 6. Studio ....

-I

[_
Double Weight

(Smooth surface with slight sheen.
Similar to Matte Collodion.)

India tint stock with slight grain

T> rc similar to Plat surface. Made only
in double weight, and only in the

Soft and Professional grades.



ADVERTISING DEPT.

List Prices— Cyko Paper
CONTRAST (Blue) NORMAL (Yellow) SOFT (Red Label)

SIZE
Regular Weight Double Weight

Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro.

2X x 3X $ .12 $ I.20
* 2>^ x iyz . IO I .OO

iy2 x 4X .12 I.20

3% x 4^ .12 I .20

3X x 5^ .15 I.50

3j^ x 3% .12 1 .20
* 3^ x 12 .30 3.00 $ -35 $3.50
3^ x s

l
/z .15 I.50

• 25 2.004x5 .15 I.50
• 25 2.004x6 .20 I .60 .25 2.00

* 4^ x \% • 15 I .5o •25 2.00
* 4X x 5^ .20 I.80 •25 2.00
* 4X x ty2 .20 2.50 .30 3.OO

5 x 7 •30 3.00 •35 3-50
* 5 x 8 • 35 3-50 .40 4.OO
* SVz x 7^ • 35 4.00 •45 4-506x8

• 45 4.50 .50 5.00
6^ x 8^ .50 5.00 .60 6.00

* 7 x 9 • 55 6.00 •65 7.00

lYz x 9^ .60 6.50 •75 8.00
8 x 10 .70 7.00 .80 9.OO

9 X IT .90 8.50 1.00 II.OO
IO X 12 1. 00 IO.OO 1.20 I3.50
11 x 14 *-35 14.OO 1 .60 I7.50

*I2 X 16 1.70 I7-50 2.00 2I.50
*I4 x 17 2.00 21 .OO 2.40 27.OO
*i6 x 20 2.50 28.00 3.20 36.OO
*i8 x 22 3.00 34.OO 4.00 46.OO
*20 X 24 3.5o 40.00 4.80 55.00

Rolls Reg. W. DM. W.

* 10-vard rolls (25 in. wide) $5.00 $6.00
* 1 o-foot rolls (25 in. wide) 2.00 2.25

Post Cards
CONTRAST (Blue ) NORMAL, (Yellow) SOFT (Red Label)

SIZE Doz. Gro. Special Net Rate per 1O0O

3% x s
lA $ .15 $1.50 $ 7-00

*3y2 x 11 •35 3.40 15.85

*These sizes no t carried in stock at branch offices.



PORTRAIT

Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

SIZE

3
7A

4

4

4X
4^
5

5

6

6/2

S

io

ii

*I2

*i4
*i6
*i8
*20

5^(Cab'0
5

6

6/2
6^

8

8>^

9
io

12

14
16

17
20

22

24

Regular Weight

Doz.

5 .15

• 15

.20

.25

.25

•30

• 35
• 45
50
• 55

.70

1 .00

i-35

2.00

2.50
3.00
3-50

Gro.

$1.50
1.50
1 .60

2 . 50

2.50
3.OO

3-50
4.50
5.00
6.00
7.00

IO.OO
I4.OO

21 .00

28.OO
34.OO
40.00

Double Weight
Doz.

I -25

25
•25

•30

•30

•35

.40

• So
.60

.65

.80

1 .20

1 .60

2 .00

2.40

3 .20

4.00
4.80

Gro.

$2.00
2.00
2.00
3.OO
3.OO

3.50
4.OO
5.00
6.00
7.00
9.OO
I3-50
I7oO
2I.50
27.OO
36.OO
46.OO

55-00

*io-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)
*io-ft. rolls (25 in. wide) .

*5-yd. rolls (25 in. wide) .

Reg. W. Dbl. W.

$5.00
2.00

2-75

$6.00
2.25

3.25

Post Cards Professional (Brown Label)

3/4 x S}4

3)4 x 11

Doz. Gvo.

$ .15

•35

$1.50
3-40

Special Net Kate pei 1UO0

$ 7-0O

15.85

Price of Imprint

All specially printed post cards must have our
regular heading and trade-mark. No charge for im-
printing 5,000 cards or more on each order. Smaller
quantities $1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50c. for

each succeeding thousand on each order. No orders
accepted for less than one thousand.

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices, only at the
factory.

Post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each.



Our Branch Offices

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY,
Ansco Building, 129-131 W. Twenty-

second St., New York City.

ANSCO COMPANY,
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY,
Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ANSCO COMPANY,
171 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY,
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass,

ANSCO COMPANY,
Provident Bank Bldg., 632 Vine Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

ANSCO COMPANY,
39 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY,
16 Fifth St., South, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Can you beat it?

No!

You beat yourself if you do not use

Professional Cyko
(For Portraiture only)

You "beat" yourself in quality

You "beat" yourself in price

You "beat" yourself out of independence

No Demonstration

No Argument Necessary-

Buy a dozen PROFESSIONAL CYKO, and if

you are using a slow developing paper give it the

same exposure. Use the same developer and behold

your superior results.

It has so much latitude in printing, developing

and in handling that no failure is possible.

We know there is no better Developing Paper

on the market. Can you show us the contrary ?

Ansco Company
Bm^hamion.N.Y.



PORTRAIT
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-

TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "a SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS; EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.

No. 12 April, 19 1

o

Vol. t

No Guess, only Certainty With
System in Exposure and Development of Cyko

By A. B. Cross

WHENEVER the question of sepia prints by

re-development is touched upon in my calls

among the studios I now and then find

some evidence of system, but very rarely. The
frame containing the negative is held in any old

light, and after guessing at the time of exposure

the print is thrown into the developer. It is watched
carefully and taken out when it appears to have
reached the proper depth, irrespective of whether
the print has been in the developer half a minute or

a minute. In other words, they depend on what they

call "latitude." My cry is, "pitch latitude to the

winds." I will endeavor to show hereafter the

reasons for this advice.

SIGHT 1315 «Y ANSCO COMPANY



There may be a great variety of systems or meth-

ods, 'but there is one I found practiced in a studio

which I visited lately that appeals to me as worthy

of being followed, and which I will briefly explain.

In this case an electric light was used, and on the

bench in front of the light were ruled a number of

lines of equal distance apart. These lines were
numbered and termed "positions." Irrespective of

whether the negative is strong or weak the same
length of time is given in the exposure ; the expos-

ure is governed wholly by the "position" the nega-

tive occupies. A negative is judged for its intensity

and placed on the numbered line or "position" to

which it is thought to belong in accordance with ex-

perience, and ten seconds' exposure is given. The
exposed print is put into the developer and the

clock watched. I will add here that in my experi-

ence I find with our formula as given for the Pro-

fessional Cyko (Slow Grade), at the proper tem-

perature of 70 degrees, the best results are obtained

when the print finishes in the developer in about a

minute. "But coming (back to our muttons," should

the print have to be taken from the developer be-

fore the minute is up it is conclusive proof that too

much exposure has been given, and the frame is

then placed further away from the light or in an-

other "position." The exposure will be still the

same length, namely, ten seconds. On the other

hand, should the print and the developer require

forcing beyond one minute, then the frame should

be placed in a "position" nearer the source of light,

but still ten seconds' exposure will be given. The
second test will usually locate the correct "position"

for ten seconds' exposure. The negative is then
marked with the corresponding "position" and any
number of prints may be made from this negative
which will be exactly alike, and in case of dupli-



cate orders months later all that is necessary is to

look at the "position" the negative should occupy
and the prints are made without making any tests.

Some studios have a method of taking from a
bunch of negatives to be printed one of average in-

tensity and after testing exposure run the balance
through, but this is depending largely on latitude.

I will come now to sepias by re-development and
my reasons for discrediting latitude. Cyko cer-
tainly has greater latitude than any other paper. It

is possible with Professional Cyko to give twenty,
twenty-five, and thirty seconds' exposure from the
same negative, and have three good, deliverable
prints that are difficult to tell apart. This is well
and good so far as the black-and-white prints are
concerned, but proceed to make sepias from them by
re-development and you will then discover that the
results are not as much alike. Every photographer
knows that the perfect negative is that which has
had correct exposure in harmony with the method
of development, and why should not the same rule
apply to prints as well?

In my rounds I frequently hear complaints that
in an order for sepia prints difficulty is encountered
in getting them alike. I suspect that the reason is

they put too much reliance and faith in the latitude
of the paper, giving all kinds of exposures and still

expecting the prints to be alike.

The amateur might make latitude his mainstay
but the professional should not depend on it too
much. I would like to impress on the photographer
who wishes to make a dozen uniform prints not
only prints that look alike, but that are absolutely
alike and uniform in manipulation—that he can
secure this result by following the system as herein
before outlined. The resulting prints will be uni-
form, whether in black-and-white or sepia. A cus-
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tomer might come in to order a dozen sepia prints

from a negative made a year before and the pho-

tographer would he able to give him a dozen prints

exactly like the ones he had before, without even

having a sample print to guide him.

I will state that this system I found installed at

the Cokell Studio, South Framingham, Mass. Mr.
Cokell is a self-taught photographer. A window
trimmer less than five years ago, his artistic tem-

perament and tastes made him a good amateur pho-

tographer, next a commercial photographer, and
finally a professional portrait photographer. The
sample portrait prints which I carry, made at his

studio, are admired wherever shown.

I do not mean to convey the impression that the

foregoing system is the best or the only one as a

great number of photographers are using daylight

for exposing, but in every case make the time of

developing the keynote, and by watching the clock

in first test the correct time for exposure can be
readily determined in any light. Of course, should

the developer (be cold, a different factor of time of

development would be required, and in that case de-

velopment would be prolonged possibly to a minute
and a half.

I have imparted the above to a number of Cyko
users, who now say they are more on their feet

than ever with .Cyko results.

Cyko Buff Is W. H. Towles' Favorite

He wirtes : "The three dozen 14 x 17 Cyko
Buff to hand. It is the most beautiful paper I

have ever seen."



Edison or Apollo!

Artificial Lights in Photography

Success a Question of Diffusion Only; and
Your Head Conveniently at Hand !

By Geo. G. Rockwood.

THIS all important question among photog-

raphers nowadays is whether we shall still

be disciples of Apollo, the sun god, or give

in an adherence to the Wizard of Menlo Park, and

find the expression of our work in the electric cur-

rent. It would seem, as I said recently at the Na-
tional Convention, that the day of the skylight

studio was passing, and that we would no longer

have to climb Jacob's ladder in order to practice

our art; photographs by the electric light are not

a novelty, but successful portraiture leaving no
discriminating quality, is new !

For a number of years I have been making pic-

tures by electric light, and many artists of London
have made a successful specialty of such pictures

;

yet, there has always been a tell-tale peculiarity

which indicated that they were not daylight pictures.

There was an accentuation to the high lights and
sharpness to the shadows that was not always ar-

tistic and which clearly indicated the source of the

illumination. Recently however, I have, with oth-

ers, given attention to the development of a sys-

tem originating in our own country, with a result

which leaves me very much in doubt as to which has
the best of it, daylight or electricity. The change
in the system consists in the fact that there are now
lights which have a large percentage of actinic

power, and hence, enables one to secure as much
diffusion as may be desired without unreasonable
prolonging of the exposure. The fact is that this

whole problem is in the proper diffusion of the light.
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In the former electric lights there was not sufficient

actinic power to permit this ; in the new devices for

the separation of the carbons is given a tremendous

surplus of chemical or actinic power, and even with

a soft diffusion, works very quickly. The methods

of diffusing the light are various and in the hands

of thinking men are each almost equally good. The
first and simplest form perhaps, is to place upon
one side of the room, between the light and the

sitter, a large white bleached muslin screen, the top

of which is hinged and bent over in the form of a

photographic skylight, at an angle of 40 or 45 de-

grees.

We direct the rays from the lamp against this

screen, which is sufficiently translucent to diffuse

the light. The effect of it is to throw upon the

sitter a beautiful, soft light, the character of which
is wonderfully exemplified in pictures published of

late. Now, here is the whole secret: The nearer

you have this screen to the light, the sharper the

shadows; the farther away from the light the

greater the diffusion and the softer the shadozvs.

With a very judicious use of a reflector one can se-

cure any degree of softness desired. The above is the

simplest form of diffusion of the light. The screen

can be made of bleached muslin on a screen, say

6x9 feet. It seems to me that if the days of the

skylight as a necessity are numbered, and with it

passes away the climbing of long stairs and many
other disagreeable objections and traditions of olden
time photography, the great revolution will be ac-

complished by the electric light. In fact, it is a

fact accomplished. Look at the work of Frank
Puffer who has no skylight, and yet is not surpassed
by any artist on Fifth Avenue. In the language of
the Frenchman, "C'est au failt accompli."

I have been the most antagonistic of all as to the



final victory of the electric light, and it is a rash

man who will put himself on record as favoring the

electric light in preference to daylight, but in my
long years as a photographer I never made of one

person in one day thirty negatives so beautifully

lighted, so uniform in exposure and possessing so

many good qualities as those of Miss Florence

Rockwell, the actress.

The average exposure was about a second and a

half as far as it was possible for me to determine,

or about as quick as the bulb to the exposure shut-

ter could be pressed and Closed with care. Every
picture was full time and I see nothing in the series

of photographs that would indicate to the layman,

amateur, or expert photographer that they were not

made under a soft ground-glass skylight in the

daylight, and under the most favorable circum-

stances. The tremendous expense of building sky-

lights and the fact that they must be constructed

with a certain relation to the points of the compass
has proven a serious handicap to the photographic

profession. If I should start business anew to-day,

I would give no consideration to the fact of a north-

ern, southern, eastern or western exposure, but

would put in my electric lights and work with a

thorough conviction that the best work of my life

was to be accomplished in this way. I feel some
hesitation in declaring that the electric light is bet-

ter than daylight, but for many reasons I feel con-

vinced that it is. It is more concentrated, and yet

can be diffused as much as is desirable. With this

method a soft light may be arranged upon the head,

a more accentuated light secured for the draperies,

and results obtained which would be extremely dif-

ficult under a daylight exposure. I now supplement
my daylight exposures at all times after three
o'clock, and through the very busy season up to



five o'clock, p. m., with the electric light. I defy

any layman or expert to tell under which light the

pictures are made, unless it he the superior quality

of the electric lighting will be noticed. It is well

known that I do not go off at half-cock on new
things and never ride hobbies, but in the electric

light I see a great future.

A Valuable Aid to Photographers

WE learn that Mr. William H. Towles of

Washington, D. C., who has been prominent

as instructor in several of the recent

photographic conventions, is now issuing a series of

instructions to enable photographers to learn by
mail his methods of lighting, manipulating the nega-

tive, and process of printing, necessary to secure

those results which have made the success of The
Towles Studio.

In order to properly bring the matter to the at-

tention of our readers we reproduce in full the fol-

lowing circular, which has just reached us from
The Towles Studio

:

In Reference to Our Educational Series

Description of Skylight

"Skylight, single slant about 45 degrees, starting

albout 71-2 feet from floor, brick wall within 6 feet

of light, running 20 feet above lower side of light.

Direction of light, west. Curtained with a full cov-

ering of architects' tracing linen blinds, on rollers.

Then a set of opaques over upper half; under those

a set of white diffusing curtains, on wires, running
across light. Operating room 18 x 35 feet.

Portrait No. i^Miss T.

Made about 1 p. m., January 22, 1910. Condi-
tion of weather, clear. Position from direction of
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light about 1-2 across lighting. Key, s^ft, medium
to low. Controlled by use of small screen on side

lens. Used old series Dallmeyer, 12x15, about 16

inches focus, working at F 55 open. Plate used,

Hammer Special, Red Label ; exposure, 4 sec-

onds. Development with Pyro soda, per Formula.
No local reductions, background worked on plate

;

print made on Cyko Buff paper.

Portrait No. 2—Master H.
Made about 11 a. m., September 11, 1909. Con-

ditions of weather, clear. Position, directly across

light ; key, high, full diffusion without use of screen.

Lens same as No. 1. Plate, Hammer Special,

Red Label ; exposure, about 1 second. Develop-
ment as above. Slight local reduction in drapery;

agent, red prussiate potash. Background worked
on negative and print made on Cyko Buff.

Portrait No. 3—Miss S.

Made about 11 a. m., June 15, 1909. Condition

of weather, clear. Direction, about 2-3 across the

light. Light well open, high key, controlled by use

of screen with small curtains attached, by which
concentration was secured. Lens same as Nos. 1

and 2. Plate, Hammer Special, Red Label;
exposure, about 4 seconds. Developed as above,

with slight local reduction. Background worked
in very slightly on negative, and print made on
Cyko Buff paper.

Portrait No. 4—Mr. C.

Made about 4 p. m., October 25, 1909. Condi-

tion of weather, hazy. Direction, full across light,

well back under ledge. Very low key, controlled by

use of small screen on side. Lens same as Nos. 1,

2 and 3. Plate, Hammer Special, Red Label;
exposure, about 8 seconds. Development as



above ; no reductions necessary. Background worked
in on negative. Print made on Cyko Buff paper.

Portrait No. 5—Mr. W.
Made about noon, December 5, 1909. Condition

of weather, clear. Direction, almost full across

light, very low key. Concentration by use of small

screen on side. Lens same as Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Plate, Hammer Red Label Special; exposure,

about 8 seconds. Developed as above. No local

reductions ; no retouching. Background worked
in on negative. Printed on Cyko Buff paper.

Portrait No. 6—Miss G.

Made about noon, October 15, 1909. Condition

of weather, clear. Direction of light, through win-

dow covered with window pane or stained glass sub-

stitute; some diffusion from skylight to soften

shadow. Lens as in other photos; exposure, about

2 seconds. Plate, Hammer Red Label Special.

Development as above. Slight local reductions of

window. Background worked in slightly on plate.

Print made on Cyko Buff paper.

A Grateful Acknowledgment

27 Caton Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

January 17, 19 10.

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.
Gents: I feel I should be very ungrateful were

I not to write you with reference to the results of

some very careful experiments with many brands
of the best papers. I had a lot of negatives of

church interiors which I recently made; amongst
them were stained glass windows full of brilliant

colors, from the deepest reds to the clearest whites.

All these colors had to be fully rendered, together

with the details of the framework and sculptor-
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work of which much was in heavy shadow. I pro-

claim subjects of this kind to be the most difficult

work possible in photography. I may mention here

that several other photographers had been at the

work but the results were all rejected. I tried sev-

eral papers on them and the only papers I could

use were your new Professional Cyko and Artura.

I made another series of tests with the two papers

and the final result was an abundance of merit in

your paper above the other one. I am familiar

with every known paper throughout the world and
can sincerely and most unhesitatingly proclaim yours

to be the only perfect paper made.
I am sending you a few specimens of my work

on your paper and you will see at once the terribly

difficult work it must have been, and results like

these speak volumes for the "Professional" Cyko.
I must add that many photographers will be led

to understand that the paper is only useful for "por-

traits," since you do not mention its use for other

work, while you can readily see that it is equally

useful for any subject, if only perfect negatives are

obtained, and far better results will be obtained than
with any other paper, be it even Platinum or Car-

bon.

You will readily see that there is not a shadow in

any one picture (though some are very deep), in

which there is not the fullest detail, whilst any vari-

ety of tone can easily be obtained to suit the most
fastidious taste.

Yet another advantage I must add to the many
merits your paper has over others. Many workers
who are not experts at timing their exposure often

get prints undertimed. I thought I would try to

spoil a print or two in my experiments by doing this,

and gave a print one-third the real exposure re-

quired and left the print in the developer for five

ii



minutes. The result was a "perfect" print. I ask

you here, "what other paper is there made that

would stand such a test?" Not the slightest trace

of a stain of any kind. In a word, you have suc-

ceeded in producing a truly wonderful paper with

a tremendous future before it.

I remain, gents, Yours sincerely,

Joseph I. Smith.

P. S.—Please make whatever use you wish of this

testimonial.

The Devil is an Ass in the Garb of a Dove

A certain hireling who styles himself "Stereoscope"
tries—only tries, mind you—to fool the photographer
with a perspective that is not real, and often talks of

"peace"' to lull them into a fancied security, and then
as he himself promises, the dove will fly away to let

loose the Devil, who will rip things generally. He will

then dare the photographer to print anything except
on paper made by the Devil and in "his own way."
This paper will not be re-labeled but will continue to

pass under the former well-known brand of those who
knew how to make it. It is a pity that Uncle Sam's
pure food law will afford no protection. It will not be
necessary to quote any further from "The Dove of

Peace," for "Stereoscope," the well-known knocker,
like the "souse," is his own worst enemy—the Devil
is an ass—every man is the son of his own works.

Suffice it to say that all the photographer wants is to

be "shown," and he has been shown so thoroughly to

his satisfaction that he will dare to continue to print on
the best paper now on the market, even though "Ster-

eoscope" should call it "just as good," and which ap-

peared on the market "before the ink was dry on that

check his master gave the other people." The photog-
rapher wants "Stereoscope" to know that a check may
buy a factory and a trademark, but it can never buy
the brains that makes a good emulsion—nor the inde-

pendence of the photographer.
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

ON our cover page this month we print the por-

trait of the well known photographer, H. B.

Hansbury of Philadelphia, whose name is linked

with those foremost in the ranks of the craft.

There is no profession that has responded more gen-

erously than photography to the spirit of progress of

our age, and there are probably few who have been
more instrumental in the wonderful changes that have
taken place in the last few years than Mr. Hansbury,
whose early training in the profession, both scientific

and practical, has fitted to be both a worker and a

leader. He has for forty years watched the evolution

of photography, steering a safe course between passing
fads and real advancements. He is by training and by
temperament a believer in faithfulness and sincerity in

portraiture, so that his photographs of the members of

thousands of homes have a trueness of expression that
clearly show they are likenesses of the subjects, and
not transfigurations.

A New Stock House and Its Announcement
Just Received

Gentlemen: It will doubtless interest you to know
that the writer, A. J. Park, who recently purchased the
business of the late C. W. Parker & Co., will in future
sell at retail the best products of the independent man-
ufacturers of photographic materials, and will be asso-
ciated in this new departure with H. B. Petridge, who
was many years with the Gailey Supply Co., and wide-
ly known among the craft throughout the Northwest
and Alaskan territory.

When the Eastman Kodak Co. bought out the Gailey
Supply Co. (and opened their own store under the
name of the Northwestern Supply Co.), the city of Se-
attle was immediately deprived of an independent deal-
er, but we soon took advantage of this opportunity to
continue the sale of anti-trust goods by starting a new
stock house.

Our line will largely consist of the popular Ansco
and Cyko products.
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ADVERTISING DEPT.

HAMMERS
SPECIAL EXTRA FAST (Red Label)

and EXTRA FAST (Blue Label)

PLATES

produce the most perfect of all negatives

under the trying conditions of winter light.

Extremely rapid and rich in silver of fine

grain, they give full detail, brilliancy and
gradation with the shortest possible exposures.

REG. TRADE MARK

Hammer's Little Book "A Short Talk on
Negative Making/' mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Bldg., 129-131 W. Twenty-second Street,

New York City



PORTRAIT

CYKO PAPER
Made in four Grades and five Surfaces

as follows

:

Grades
Contrast Cyko (Blue Label)

For "Weak Negatives.

Normal Cyko (Yellow Label)
For Average Negatives.

Soft Cyko (Red Label)
For Contrasty Negatives, also

Professional Cyko (Brown Label)
Intended for Studio Portraiture
only, and is absolutely distinct
from the other grades.

Surfaces
(In all Grades)

. _ c . , , ,

.

r
Sin§le Weight

No. 2. Semi-Matte . . -\

l Double Weight
(Smooth Matte Surface—1N0 Lustre)

f
Single Weight

No. ^. Glossy .... -i°
I Double Weight

(Very High Gloss)

No. S . Plat .... |
Sin£le Weight

I Double Weight
(Original Platinum surface with slight
imperceptible grain—dead matte)

No. 6. Studio. . . . |
Single Weight

L Double Weight
(Smooth surface with slight sheen.
Similar to Matte Collodion.)

India tint stock with slight grain

-dnff
similar to Plat surface. Made only
in double weight, and only in the
Soft and Professional grades.



ADVERTISING DEPT.

List Prices—

C

yko Paper
CONTRAST (Blue) NORMAL (Yellow) SOFT (Red Label)

SIZE
Regular Weight Double Weight
Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro.

2^ x 3X $ .12 $ I.20
* 2^ x iyz .IO I. OO
1% x 4X .12 I.20

3
lA x \% .12 I.20

3
iA x $y2 .15 I.50

3
lA x y/2 .12 I.20

* 3^ x 12 .30 3.00 $ -35 $3.50
3^ x $% .15 I.50 .25 2.00
4 x 5 .15 I.50

• 25 2.004x6 .20 I.60 .25 2.00
* 4* x 4 tf .15 I. 5o .25 2.00
* 4X x 5^ .20 I.80 .25 2.00
* 4X x 6^ .20 2.50 .30 3.OO

5 x 7 •30 3.OO •35 3 -50
* 5 x 8 • 35 3.50 .40 4.00
* 5K x 7X • 35 4.OO • 45 4-5o6x8 •45 4.50 .50 5.00
ty2 x 8^ .50 5-00 .60 6.00

* 7 x 9 • 55 6.00 .65 7.00

lYz x 9^ .60 6.50 • 75 8.00
8 x 10 .70 7.00 .80 9.00
9 X II .90 8.50 1.00 11.00
10 x 12 1. 00 IO.OO 1.20 13.50
11 x 14 1-35 14.00 1.60 17.50

*I2 X 16 1.70 I7-50 2.00 21.50
*i4 x 17 2.00 21 .OO 2.40 27.00
*i6 x 20 2.50 28.00 3.20 36.00
*i8 x 22 3.00 34.OO 4.00 46.00
*2o x 24 3.5o 40.00 4.80 55.oo

Rolls Reg. W. Dbl. W.

* 10-yard rolls (25 in. wide)
* 10-foot rolls (25 in. wide)

$5.00
2.00

$6.00
2.25

Post Cards
CONTRAST (Blue) NORMAL (Yellow) SOFT (Red Label)

SIZE Doz. Gro. Special Net Rate per 1000

y/2 x s
lA

*3^2 x II
$ .15

.35

$1.50
3.40

% 7.00
15.85

'These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices.



PORTRAIT

Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

SIZE

VA
4

4

4X
4^
5

5

6

6>£

7
8

io

ii

12

*i4
*i6
*t8

5j£(Cab't)

5

6

6^
^A
7

Z/z

9
io

12

14
16

17
20
22

24

Regular Weight
Doz.

• 15

15

. 2()

'5

.25

• 30
• 35

• 45
.50

55

70
00

35

2.00
2.50
3.00
3 -50

Gro.

$1.50
I.50
I .60

2.50
2.50
3.OO

3.50
4 -50

5.00
6.00
7.00

10.00
14.00

21 .00

28.00
34.00
40.00

Double Weight
Doz. Gro.

15 -25

25
.25

•30

• 30

• 35
.40

.50

.60

.65

.80

1.20
1 .60

2.00
2.40
3.20
4.00
4.80

27.00
36.00
46.00
55-oo

*io-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)
*io-ft. rolls (25 in. wide) .

*5-yd. rolls (25 in. wide) .

Reg. w.

U5.oo
2.00
2-75

Dbl. W.

$6.00
2.25

3-25

Post Cards Professional (Brown Label)

SIZE Doz. Gro. Special Net Rate pei 1000

2>Yz x s
lA

* 3y2 x 11
$ .15

•35

$1.50
3-40

% 7.OO

15.85

Price of Imprint

All specially printed post cards must have our
regular heading and trade-mark. No charge for im-
printing 5,000 cards or more on each order. Smaller
quantities $1 . 50 extra for first thousand, and 50c. for
each succeeding thousand on each order. No orders
accepted for less than one thousand.

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices, only at the
factory.

Post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each.



Our Branch Offices

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY,
Ansco Bldg., 129-131 W. Twenty-second St.,

New York City.

ANSCO COMPANY,
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY,
Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ANSCO COMPANY,
171 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY,
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY,
632 Vine Street, (Provident Bank Bldg.),

Cincinnati, Ohio.

ANSCO COMPANY,
30 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY,
16 Fifth St., South, Minneapolis, Minn.
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